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The present study exam i ned the behav i oura I i ntent i ons regard i ng

neighbouring of community residents toward tenants of community mental

health residences, using a theoretical model developed from Ajzen and

Fishbein's (1980) theory of reasoned action. The model consisted of a

series of hypothesized relationships between adjacent sets of variables

(external variables, bel iefs, attitudes, and behaviouraì intentions),

with behavioral intentions regarding neighbouring serving as the

dependent variable. A mai ì survey was conducted on a systematic random

sample of 590 househoìds in Winnipeg, excluding nursing homes, temporary

res i dences, and apartment bl ocks. The f i nal sampì e cons i sted of 3l+5

communìty residents (58,52 return rate) and appeared representative of

the Winnipeg population ìiving in eligible households. Vignette

methodology was used to vary the neighbour characteristics of a

hypotheticaì neighbour. These included place of residence (normal

residence vs community mentaì health residence), ìevel of disabil ity

(mild vs severe), and gender in a 2 X 2 X 2 design. Respondents gave

their bel iefs about, attitude toward, and behavioural intentions

regarding neighbouring with the neighbour described in the vignette.

0ther measures included external variabìes (i.e., respondent and

neighbourhood characteristics) and beliefs about and attitude toward the

neighbourhood. Overal l, the resul ts support the proposeci modeì. The

I inkage between externaì variables and beì iefs is the weakest part of

the model. ln I ine with previous research, behavioural characteristics

ABSTRACT



(associated with severity of mental disabi I ity exhibited by neighbours)

supersedes ìabeì ing (associated with tenancy in community mental health

residences) in determining bel iefs about, attitude toward, and

behavioural intentions regarding neighbouring. Bel iefs about and

attitude toward neighbouring with specifìc neighbours emerge as more

important predictors of behaviouraì intentions regarding neighbouring

than do bel iefs about and attitude toward the neighbourhood. The study

extends previous findings on the public response to community mental

heaìth residences by suggesting high leveìs of receptiveness to tenants

as neighbours by community residents. lmpl ications of findings for

community mental health residences and directions for future research

are d i scussed.
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During the 1960's, the deinstitutionalization of mentally disabledl

individuals \^/as heralded as a major reform of the mental health system

in North America (Bachrach, 1976). Over the past 2! years, the number

of patients in mental institutions in Canada has decreased

(Richman 6 Harris, 1983) , the product of massive releases

i nto the commun i ty.

I NTRODUCT I t]N

Although alternative, community-based mental heaìth services have

been found to be seriously ìacking (lscoe 6 Harris, 1984), community

housing programs are being developed in some local ities in response to

the needs of deinstitutionalized individuaìs (Haì1, Nelson, E Fowìer,

ì987). A range of residential models have been piloted

of North America, incìuding board and care homes, foster family living

arrangements, transitional supervised settings, congregate independent

living situations, and satelìite apartments (Cutìer, 1986). Some of

these models involve housing with active treatment and supervision,

whi le others simply provide housing and relative

by over 602

of pat i ents

I The term rrnienta I ly d i sab ìedrr i s used in the thes is to descr ibe
individuals experiencing a diagnosed chronic mental disorder (e.g.,
schizophrenia, bipolar affective di sorder, organic brain syndrome) that
has required long-term institutional care or places them at risk of
being institutionaìized, resuìts in ongoing functional impairment in
basic aspects of everyday living (e.g., seìf-care, reìatíonships,
recreation), and serves as an impediment for deveìoping economic
self-sufficiency (Tessler t Goìdman, 1982). For the sake of consistency
and accuracy, the term rrmental ìy i l l" is uti ì ized in the thesis when
discussing specific studies and measures that report the term.

-l

tn var i ous parts

i ndependence.



A key conceptual underpinning of communîty-based care of mentaì ly

disabìed individuals invoìves exposing them to cultural ly normative

environments in order to encourage culturally normative behaviour

(Wolfensberger, 1912), lnstitutional care has been shown to result in

long-term, regressive social consequences for patients (Goffman, l96l).

ln contrast, community-based services were expected to encourage

reintegration into the community. lloreover, ìocating mental ly disabled

individuals in the community was expected to natural ly lead to

deveìopment of more effective social networks for thei r support. The

sal ient roìe of social networks in enhancing the qual ity of ì ife and

psychoìogical wel ì-being of individuaìs has been documented (Leavy,

I 983) .

Segal and Aviram (.l978) provided the most complete study on social

integration of mentaìly disabled incjirriduaìs ìiving in sheltered care

faci I ities. They interviewed a representative sampìe of

post-psychiatric individuals ì iving in such faci I ities in Caì ifornia,

focusing on their social integration within both the faci ì ity (internal

integration) and the neighbouring community (external integration) .

External integration is of particular concern for the present study and

subsequent discussion will center on it.

and Aviram as consisting of five types of involvement in the community:

(l) presence, (2) access, (3) participation, (4) production, and (5)

consumption, col lectively related to pìaces, goods, services, and social

contacts. Each kind of invoìvement was defined as a separate element

and considered to contribute to this external integration.

It is conceptual ized by Segaì



ln Segal and Aviram's (1978) conceptual ization, each dimension is

evaluated with regard to a residentrs behaviour outside the faci I ity.

Presence is simply the amount of time allocated to a given place.

Access is defined as the avai labi I ity of sociaì contacts, services, and

pìaces to residents. Participation refers to involvement in social

activity, whi le production relates to involvement in income-producing

work. Final'ly, consumption is defined as the purchase of goods and

services and the regulation of one's own finances.

Segal and Aviram's (.l978) participants demonstrated a wide range of

externa I i ntegrat i on. The I east i ntegrated res i dents reported that they

rareìy ìeft their faci ì ity to eat or shop, never saw fami ìy or friends,

never participated in community groups, and never used community

faci ì ities. 0n the other hand, the most integrated residents very often

used community faciì itiesr pâr-ticipated in community groups, and ate or

shopped outside of the faci I ity.

0ver three-quarters of res i dents i n th i s

go outside the facility to obtain basic and

shopping, eating, medicaì treatment) but fai

with any regularity in the community or to use community facilities

(Segal ê Aviram, .I978). These findings suggest that placement of

chronical ly mentaì ly disabled individuals in residential care homes

achieves a leveì of integration exceeding the isolation of institutional

care, but that most mentalìy disabìed persons in community residences

are sti l l far f rom being fuì ly integrated in their immediate external

environment. The simple pìacement of residential faci I ities in

neighbourhoods is not sufficient on its own to achieve sociaì

i ntegrat i on of th i s popu I at i on.

study showed some abi ì íty to

persona ì resources (e. S.

led to socially interact



Segaì and Aviram's (1978) examínation of factors faci I itating

externaì integration of tenants of residential care facilities

identified community characteristics as the strongest group of factors.

Control I ing for individuaì abi I ity and psychopathology, several factors

were shown to be associated with greater sociaì integration. They

incìuded a positive response from neighbours, an urban location, a

minimal number of complaints from neighbours, and the c.l ose proximity of

the facility to community resources. lt is noteworthy that, of these

factors, the most potent faci ì itator of externaì integration was a

positive response from neighbours (e.g., being invited ìnto neighbours'

homes, interacting with neighbours on the street, befriending a

ne i ghbour) .

Kruzich (1985) reported simi ìar findings in her research on a

representative sampìe of deinsti tutionaì ized patients from Washington

State mentaì hospitals pìaced in residentiaì care settings.

Specificaì ly, a residentsr leveì of social invoìvement with neighbours

was found to be strongly related to residentsr external integration.

Based on these two studies, it seems that the frequency of positive

social interaction residents experience with neighbours goes hand in

hand with their successful participation the community.

Despite the apparent importance of contact between mental ly disabled

tenants in community faci I ities and their neighbours, the level of

interaction between these two groups appears to be generaì ly ìow. A

study on community interaction of post-psychiatric residents in family

care homes ìocated in rural and urban communities in upstate New York,

(Sherman, Frenkel, € Newman, 1986; Sherman, Newman, E t renkeì, 1984)

l+
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reported that over half the resÌdents social ized with their neighbours

as ì ittle as once per year or less. Furthermore, the nature of the

interaction remained fairìy superficial, as only about one-third of

residents said they had been invited into their neighbour's homes or

considered themseìves having friends in their neighbourhood.

Simi ìarìy, Ambtman (lggO) found tenants of community mental health

residences in Winnipeg, irlanitoba to have low ìevels of social contact

w i th the i r ne i ghbour s . 0n average, tenants repor ted that they had never

engaged in over half of the neighbouring activities investigated. These

activities ranged from relativeìy superficial contact, such as talking

with neighbours, to cìoser contact, such as being invited into a

neighbour's home. Overal l, the extent of social interaction between

mentally disabled individuaìs in commu.nity faciìities and their

neighbours appears to be quite low reìative to existing ìeveìs of

neighbouring between normaì residents suggested in the literature

(Ah I brandt, I 984; Gre i der 6 Krann i ch, 1985. Hunter , 197Ð .

Further evidence of the minimaì interaction between mental ìy disabìed

individuaìs in residential faci I ities and their neighbours concerns

awareness of faci ì ities in neighbourhoods. Despite heated battles over

the placement of facilities in some neighbourhoods, community residents

are, for the most part, unaware of a faci I ity even when it is on their'

block. ln a generaì survey of attitudes and reactions to community

mentäl health facilities in Toronto, Dear and Taylor (1982) sampled 384

respondents who ìived within one quarter miìe of a faciìity. 0nly 83

(222) indicated being aware of a facility in their neighbourhood. 0f

this aware group, only lJ OZ) in fact knew about the faciìity closest

to their home, which had determined their incìusion in the sampìe.
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ln a related study, Rabkin, Huhlin, and Cohen (ì984) conducted a

telephone survey in three boroughs of New York City to examine the

effect of proximity to psychiatric faci I ities on attitudes toward

mentalìy disabled individuaìs. Ninety respondents ìived within one

bìock of faci I ities serving chronic and,/or seriously mental ly disabìed

aduìts. Again, results show a ìow level of awareness in respondents

ì iving near a faciì ity, as only 2l+% of this group were abìe to identify

a facility.

A repl i cat i on study of the Dear and Tay I or work, i n Wi nn i peg,

reported similar findings. Tefft, Segall, and Trute (1988) surveyed 159

respondents who I ived within six blocks of an existing community mentaì

health faciìity. 0n1y 17 (llZ) from this group were aware of any

facility and onìy ! ßZ) were able to accurately identîfy the location

of the faci ì ity in their neighbourhood. 0f 23 respondents 1 iving within

one block of a faci ìity, only I (l+Z) was aware of a faciìity near their

home, and nobody accurately identified the location of a facil ity.

An optimistic interpretation of these findings is that pìacement of

mental health faci ì ities in residential neighbourhoods does not

represent a burden to neighbours or diminish their overaì I quaì ity of

ì ife. However, at the same time, these findings suggest that community

integration of mentaì ly disabled individuaìs through development of such

facilities is falìing weìl short of expected outcomes. A more

pessimistic interpretation is that the objective of providing a

normal ization experience to mentaì ìy disabìed individuals through

deinstitutionaìization is not being met. Despite their placement in

community residential settings, mental ly disabled individuals continue
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to be isoìated socially in a manner similar to mental institutions

(talUot, 1980). At the very ìeast, natural 1 inkages between community

mental health facil ity tenants and immediate neighbours do not appear to

be occur i ng i n the i ntended manner.

It remains unclear as to what level of neighbourìy interaction

between tenants of commun i ty menta I hea I th res i dences and the i r

neighbours is real istic. Given the importance of this issue, additional

research is cìearly warranted. The purpose of the present study is to

exarnine the neighbouríng intentions of general community residents

toward mentally disabìed individuals in residential care. l'lore

specificaì ìy, it wi I I develop a theoretical modeì for predicting and

understanding neighbouring intentions of community residents toward this

population, usins Ajzen and Fishbein's (1980) theory of reasoned action

as a general framework.

The subsequent parts of the introduction section involve a I iterature

review of research areas pertinent to the study, nameìy publ ic responses

to mentaììy disabled individuals and the concept of neighbouring. A

general discussion of Ajzen and Fishbeinrs theory of reasoned action

will foìlow. Finalìy, based on the theory of reasoned action and

empirical findings discussed in the ì iterature review, a theoretical

model will be deveìoped and hypotheses generated that are specific to

the proposed study.



Research on pubìic response to mentalìy disabled individuals can be

divided into four major areas: l) Lay conceptions of mental ilìness, 2)

bel iefs about mentaì ìy disabled individuals, 3) social distance from

mentally disabled individuaìs, and À) public acceptance of community

mental health faci I ities. Separate sections wi I I review each of these

areas.

Public Response Is Mentally Disabled Individuals

tgy Conceotions q[ Mental Illness

Defjnitjon Af lhe anea and fiùeasurement appnoaches. Research in this

area has focused on both assessing the publicrs sophistication in

identifying mental i I ìness and examining qual itative factors (e.g.,

source of treatment, location of treatment, overt behaviour) which heìp

af f ix the rrmentaìly iì1" labeì to indivìduals. Early research was

particularìy concerned with the former issue and involved the use of

standard i zed case descr i pt i ons of behav i our that psych i atr i sts had

assessed as depicting mental illness (Star, 195Ð. Six case

descr i pt i ons, wh i ch came to be known as Star v i gnettes r poFtrayed

individuals with paranoid schizophrenia, simple schizophrenia,

alcohol ism, anxiety neurosis, juveni le character disorder, and

compu ì s i ve phob i a. Respondents were asked to j udge whether the

individual described in the vignette was mental ly i I I or not.

For example, the vignette describing a case of simpìe schizophrenia

read as f o'ì lows:

Here is a description of a man. lmagine

person living in your neighbourhood. He

that he is a respectabìe

has never had a job and



doesn't seem to want to go out and look for one. He is very

quiet; he doesn't talk much to anyone-even in his own family.

And he acts I ike he is afraid of peopìe, especíal ìy young

women his own age. He won't go out with anyone, and whenever

someone comes to visit his famiìy, he stays in his own room

unti I they leave. He just stays by himself and daydreams al I

the time, and shows no interest in anything or anybody. He

has been going to see his psychiatrist regularìy about the

way he is getting aìong.

llore recent studies have attempted to examine the contribution of

specific variables to the publ icrs definition of mental i I lness. ln

these studies, characteristics associated with a person (such as source

of treatment, location of treatment, recency of problems, and type of

behaviour) are presented individualìy to respondents. They are then

asked to judge whether or not the presence of these characteristics is

indicative of mental i I lness.

Substantjve findings. Stud i es conducted i n the 1950's us i ng the

vignette methodology found that the pubì ic held very narrow definitions

of mental i I lness. Specificaì ly, of the six case descriptions, only the

person with paranoid schizophrenia was evaluated as mentally ilì by a

majority of respondents from both a large nationwide sample in the U.S.

(Star, 195Ð and a smal Ier sample from a midwestern Canadian town

(Cumm i ng 6 Cumm i ng, 1957) .

ln the following decade, studîes using the same methodoìogy seemed to

indicate that the publ icrs definition of mental i I ìness had widened

9



considerably. Results from these studies showed that a greater

proportion of respondents identified the vignettes as descriptive of

mentaì ìy i ì I persons (Bentz, Edgerton, ê Kherlopian, 1969; Dohrenwend 6

Chin-Song, 1967; Lemkau 6 Crocetti, 1962; l'leyer, 1964) . ln particular,

a majority of respondents in these studies identified the persons with

paranoid schizophrenia, simple schizophrenia, and alcohoì ism as mental ly

i I l. These latter findings were interpreted favorably as evidence of

the effectiveness of pubìic education concerning mental health,

suggesting an increase in public knowìedge about mental iììness.

However, in a repl ication of Cumming and Cumming's (1957) work in the

same town in Saskatchewan almost twenty years later, D'Arcy and Brockman

(1976) found no significant changes from the original sample in

respondents' abi ì ity to identify mental i I lness in the case

descr i pt i ons. D'Arcy and Brockman conc ì uded that sampl i ng d i fferences

between studies conducted in the 1950's and 1960's are more likeìy the

cause of apparent differences than any real change in pubì ic knowìedge

in this area.

t0

0ther studies have examined individual characteristics contributing

to the pubì ic¡s definition of mentaì i ì ìness. Rabkin (1979) surveyed a

large group of New York City coìlege students of diverse socioeconomic

status and ethnic origin regarding behaviours and characteristics that

they might consider as indicative of mental i ì lness'in a person. These

incìuded the ìocation of treatment (state or generaì hospital, cl inic,

private office), temporal nature of the treatment (present or in the

past), source of treatment (psychiatrist, minister, fami ly doctor,

marr iage counseìor) , type of treatment (shock, drugs) , and behavioural

pattern (homosexual, alcohol ic, suicidal) .
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A low percentage of respondents attached the labeì of mentaì ilìness

to most of the criteria (Rabkin, 197Ð, ln fact, only four criteria

\^1ere ident i f íed by a major i ty of respondents as character ist ic of menta I

i I lness: receiving treatment in a mental hospîtal or on the psychiatric

ward of a generaì hospital, receiving shock treatment, or engaging in

suicidal behaviour. lnterestingly, over j0% of respondents did not

include prior psychiatric hospital izations or current treatment for

personal problems from fami ìy physicians, ministers, or marriage

counselors as criteria for the label of mentaì iì1ness. Rabkin

interpreted her findings as showing the publ ic to be quite restrictive

in their use of the label of mental illness. However, it should be

noted that the tested behavioural criteria (i.e., homosexuaìity,

alcohol ism, suicidal acts) involved only a few generaì diagnostic

categor i es.

Teff t (l 988) extended research i n th i s area by sampì i ng the genera ì

population, widening the range of potentiaì defining criteria

(particuìarìy in the behavioural and functional areas), and measuring

the degree of certa i nty wi th wh i ch respondents make the i r j udgments.

Tested criterion dimensions included type of behaviour problem,

frequency of help, type of treatment, source of treatment, location of

treatment, judgment of mental health professionals,. and judgment of

fami ly and fr iends. Resul ts suggested that location of treatment,

judgment of mentaì health professionaìs, type of treatment, and

frequency of treatment are most indicative of mental i I lness for the

general population.



ln partícular, Tefft (1988) found that 802 of respondents defined a

person as probably or almost certainly mentaìly ilì if they were (a)

bei ng treated i n a mentaì hospi taì , (b) receivi ng shock treatment, (c)

defined by professionals as mentaì ìy disabled, or (d) receiving

treatment 24 hours per day. A majority of the respondents also judged

the following situations as probabìy or almost certainly indicating

mental i I lness: behaviour probìems involving a thought disorder,

problems presently occuring, severe difficuìty taking care of oneseìf,

receiving heìp from an outpatient mentaì health cl inic or the

psychiatric unit of a generaì hospital, psychiatrists serving as

providers of treatment, and most fami ìy members and friends bel ieving

the person is mentaì ly disabled.

Somewhat surprisingly, Tefft (1988) discovered that only minority of

respondents identif ied functionaì diff iculties (in vocational, social,

or fami ìy areas), behaviour problems other than those cited above (e.g.,

social introversion, aggressive behaviour), and the presence of past

problems as suggesting mental iìlness. Overaìì, this study indicates

that the most powerful factors in determining the publ ic definition of

mental iìlness are those connecting an individual to traditional mental

health servìces. Behavioural and functional difficulties do not seem to

be general'l y considered compeì ì ing evidence of mental iì ìness. lt would

seem that the publ ic rel ies more on the formaì mental health system to

define mental ilìness for them than on their own judgment and experience

with a person.

t2

Findings from both Rabkin (1979) and Tefft (.ì988) also suggest that

the pubì ic is fairly cautious before affixing the label of rrmentaì ìy
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ill" to an individual. However, Tefft's results do suggest a wider

definition than Rabkin's. llethodoìogical factors, pâFticularìy Tefftrs

examination of more dimensions wi th greater comprehensiveness, I ikeìy

account for some of these differences. Sampì ing differences may be

another factor. Tefftrs genera ì popu l at i on samp l e may be more apt to

label someone mentaì ly disabìed than Rabkin's coì ìege student sampìe.

Public Beliefs About Mentally Disabled Individuals

Definition af the apea and ¡neasurement approaches. Ajzen and

Fishbein (1980) distinguish between ilbeìief s'r and rrattitudes¡r, with

beìiefs representing cognitive associations about a phenomenon while

attitudes refer to an evaluation of the phenomenon. The terms I'bel iefs"

and rrattitudes" are frequently used interchangeabìy in the ì iterature on

pubì ic responses to mentaì ìy disabìed individuaìs because the research

has often investigated both these aspects together. The subsequent

discussion refers to beliefs about mentalìy disabìed individuals,

aìthough attitudes toward them are impì ied by the positive or negative

nature of these bel iefs.

The first standardized scale to measure beliefs and identify

ideological positions concerning mentaì ìy disabled individuals was

developed by Gilbert and Levison (1956). lt was termed the Custodial

l'lentaì lìlness ldeology Scale (Cltt¡ and endeavored to dif f erentiate

between custodiaì and humanistic views of mentaì ly disabled individuals.

A custodial point of view refers to beliefs that mentalìy disabled

individuals are potentiaì ìy dangerous, incurable, and deserving of

limited freedom. These beliefs can generalìy be classified as
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authoritarian in nature. ln contrast, a humanistic view involves

bel iefs expressing optimism about the effectiveness of the treatment of

mentally disabled individuals and sensitivity toward their rights. The

CHI saw I imited use, as critics argued that more than one dimension

seemed present in the classification of bel iefs about mentaì 1y disabled

individuals (Rabkin, 1972) .

ln response to criticism of the CHl, Cohen and Struening (1962)

developed a multi-dimensionaì scale, entitled 0pinions About The

l'lentalìy lll (01'1 l). 0f all the measurement approaches, the 011 I has been

the most extensively used in investigations of bel iefs about mentaì ly

disabled individuals. The 0l4l contains a pool of Likert-styìe ìtems

created by the authors and drawn from previous research in the area, the

Cl'l1, and the California F Scale of authoritarianism. lt was initialìy

rral idated on personneì working in Veterans Administration

neuropsychiatric hospitaìs in the U.S. A factor anaìysis of the initial

pooì of items identified five independent factors or cluster of bel iefs,

namely Authoritarianism, Social Restrictiveness, Benevolence, l,lental

Hygiene ldeoìogy, and lnterpersonaì Etiology (Cohen 6 Struening, 1962).

ïhe Authoritarianism factor conceptual izes mentaì ìy disabled

individuals as qualitatively dif f erent and inferior to rrnormal" people.

It advocates coercive methods for control I ing psychiatric patients in

hospitals. The Sociaì Rest'rictiveness factor holds that mentalìy

disabled individuals are a serious threat to society. Consequently,

heavy restrictions in social functioning should be placed on them during

and after hospital ization (e.g., preventing them from such social roles

as marry ing and r.¡otinS) .
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The Benevolence factor represents an altruistic, paternal istic

approach toward mental disabìed indivìduals, arising from a moral

perspective of a rel igious or humanistic nature. These beì iefs express

a commitment to providing active care for them. Overal I, they reflect

an optimistic and nurturant set toward mental ly disabled individuaìs,

wh i ìe cont inu i ng to acknowledge some f ear of them. The f'lenta I Hyg iene

ldeology factor is aìso seen as representing a positive perspective,

involving essentiaì ly a medicaì conceptuaì ization of psychiatric

problems. The centraì bel ief in this cluster is that mental i I lness is

comparable to physicaì i ì ìness and can be treated effectiveìy. This

cluster represents the views of mental patients heìd by traditional

mental heal th professionals.

The I nterpersonal Etioìogy factor reflects a beì ief that

interpersonal experiences are the major cause of mentaì health problems.

ln particuìar, developmentaì problems such as a lack of parental

nurturance during chi ldhood are considered central to the etiology of

mental disability.

A f urther standardized beiief scale, known as the Community ivlentaì

Health ldeology Scaìe (C¡tUt), was deveìoped in response to the

deinstitutionalization movement. The Cl'lHl is a single-factor measure of

community mental health bel iefs developed by Baker and Schulberg (lg6l) .

The measure has been shown to successful ly discriminate mental health

professionals known to have positive community mental health views from

more conservative, tradi tional-minded professionals. lndividuals

scoring high on thìs scaìe bel ieve in the five major tenets of community

mental health, including a treatment focus on the totaì popuìation, the
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viabi I ity of prevention of mental i I lness, an emphasis on psychosocial

treatment goaìs, the need for comprehensive mental health services with

cont i nu i ty of care, and i ntervent i on strateg i es wh i ch support natura I

helping networks. Like the 0i\41, the originaì function of the Cl4Hl was

to examine the beì ief system of mental health professionals.

Finalìy, another measurement approach worthy of mention in this

research area is the Semantic Differential technique (0sgood, Suci, E

Tannenbaum, 1957). lt involves querying perceived characteristics of

mentaìly disabìed individuals using sets of bipolar adjective

continuums. For exampìe, Nunnaì ly (1961) chose clusters of adjectives

rel ated to the concepts of eva ì uat i on (e. g. , good-bad,

valuable-worthless) , potency (e.g., strong-weak, rugged-del icate) ,

activity (e.g., active-passive, sharp-dul l), and understandabi ì ity

(e.g., fami I iar-strange, predictabìe- unpredictable).

Substantive findjngs. One of the earl iest attempts to systematical ìy

survey the publ ic about their bel iefs concerning mental ly disabled

indìviduals was undertaken by Ramsey and Seipp (.l9¡+8). ln this study,

six questions on the etiology and treatment of mental illness were posed

to a general popuìation sampìe in Trenton, New Jersey. l4ajor findings

showed that respondents of higher education and occupational status are

more ìikeìy to hold enìightened views about mentally ill persons and be

optimistic about their recovery, less I ikeìy to view mental i I lness as

involving problems of moraì ity, and ìess incl ined to expect negative

consequences from associating with mental ly i I I persons.
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ln another relativeìy early study, Nunnal ìy (.l961) made a more

comprehensive effort at determining pubì ic beì iefs about mental i I lness

by asking a generaì population sample of ZjO individuals in centraì

I I I inoís to describe mental ìy i ì I persons using Semantic Differential

adjective scales. Resuìts revealed publ ic bel iefs which were

unequivocal ly negative. Nunnal ly (1961) concluded:

the mentaì ly i I I are regarded with fear, distrust, and disl ike

by the general publ ic. Comparing publ ic attitudes toward the

mentaì 1y i I I (concepts I ike mental patient, insane woman,

neurotic woman, and neurotic man) wi th publ ic atti tudes toward

"norma ì " persons (concepts I i ke average man, fllê r my f ather) ,

the mental ìy i I I are regarded as relatively worthless, dirty,

dangerous, coìd, unpredictable, insincere, and so on (p. I+6).

Furthermore, he reported relativeìy I ittìe variation in bel iefs

across subgroups of the population as "old people and young people,

highly educated people and people with ì ittle formal training -- all

tend to regard the mental'ì y il ì as reìativeìy dangerous, dirty,

unpredictable and worthless'r (p. 5l).

A number of studies were conducted in the 1960's using the 0Hl to

assess the beì iefs of individuals working in mental hospitaìs (Appìeby,

Elìis, 6 Rogers, lJ61; Cohen 6 Struening, 1962,1961+,1965; Vernallis ê

St.- Pîerre, 1961+). Distinct differences across categories of mentaì

heal th workers were reported, wi th personnel of lower occupational

status (e.g., kitchen workers, crrstodial staff) being more authoritarian

and restrictive in their bel iefs concerning mentaì patients than those

of higher occupational status (e.g., psychologists, social workers) .



The latter were general ìy more optimistic, I iberal, and tolerant,

consonant wîth l'lentaì Hygiene ldeoìogy and lnterpersonal Etioìogy

(Rabk i n, 1972) .

A few studies have examined beì iefs about mentaì 1y disabled persons

in the generaì population using revised versions of the 0iïl and Ct4Hl

scales. ln a large Toronto survey examining the response of the pubì ic

to community mental health faci I ities, Dear and Taylor (.l982) revised

the Authoritarianism, Benevolence, and Social Restrictiveness scales on

the 0i4l and the CHHI in order to deveìop measures relevant to changes in

the mental health system, particularìy as reìated to the

deinstitutional ization of patients from mentaì hospitals. The new

scales refìected the same cìuster of bel iefs as the old scales, aÌthough

an attempt was made to emphasize the theme of community contact with

mentaì ly disabled individuals in the revised items. The external and

internal val idity of the revised scaìes were judged to be satisfactory.

Dear and Taylor (.l982) anaìyzed the relationships between personaì

characteristics and beliefs about mentally ill persons. Personal

characteristics included social-demographic character istics, church

attendance, reì igious denomination, knowìedge about mental i I lness, and

experience wi th mentaì ìy i I I persons. Several sociaì-demographic

characteristics showed strong relationships with beliefs about mentaì1y

i I I persons. Age was a significant correìate, with older respondents in

the Toronto surüey expressing less sympathetic bel iefs about mentaì ly

ill persons than younger respondents. Specificaìly, their views were

general ìy more authoritarian, ìess benevolent, more sociaì ly

restrictive, and less community mental health oriented than younger

18
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respondents. ln simi ìar fashion, sex was found to differentiate

respondents with femaìes reporting more posîtive bel iefs. ln addition,

significant differences emerged between maritaì status groups on alì

dimensions except sociaì restrictiveness. .lularried and wídowed

respondents had more negative bel iefs than single, separated, or

divorced respondents. Having young chi ldren was aìso important.

Respondents with children under ì8 years of age at home generaìly held

more negat i ve bel i efs.

Socioeconomic status exhibited a strong relationships with bel iefs,

with higher SES respondents hoìding more sympathetic bel iefs about

mental ìy i I I persons (Dear t Taylor, 1982). Education had a stronger

relationship than occupationaì status, but both were positiveìy related

to favourabìe beìiefs. 0n the other hand, homeowners were found to hold

'less sympathetic beliefs than renters. This latter finding was

interpreted as homeowners having a greater social and economic

investment in thei r neighbourhood and, therefore, being more sensi tive

to any intrusion by mental ly i I I persons. Church attendance and

experience with mental ly i ì I persons also showed significant

relationships with the four bel ief scales. Regular church attenders

expressed less sympathetic beì iefs, whi ìe those fami I iar with mental ly

i I I persons, through personal use of mental health services or through

the indirect experience of friends or reìatives, expressed a positive

orientation toward the mental ìy i I l.

Dear and Taylor (1982) also investigated the relationship between an

individual's bel iefs about mental ìy i I I persons and their attitudes

toward mentaì health faciìities. ln general, these investigators
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reported highly significant relationships in the expected direction

between bel i efs and expressed des i rabi ì i ty of havi ng a communi ty mental

health faciìity in the neighbourhood. The strongest correlate was

community mentaì health ideoìogy, with respondents high on community

mental heaìth ideology viewing a community mental health faci ì ity in

their neighbourhood as more desirabìe. The second strongest

relationship emerged between social restrictiveness and attitudes toward

community mental health facilities. Respondents advocating high social

restrictiveness evaluated neighbourhood mental health faci I ities as

undesirabìe. Whi ìe the relationships were somewhat weaker,

authoritarianism was negatively associated with more favourable ratings

of facilities and benevolence was positively associated with more

favourable ratings.

Based on these findings, Dear and Taylor (1982) concluded that the

publ ic's bel iefs about mental ìy ¡ I I persons predict their attitudes

toward community mental heaìth faci I ities. ln turn, they also concluded

that attitudes toward community mentaì health facilities predict

behaviouraì intentions regarding pol itical opposition to the placement

of a community mental heaìth faciìity in the neighbourhood.

ln another pub'lic survey, this time conducted in Winnipeg, Tefft et

a ì . (i 988) repì i cated and extended the research descr i bed above. They

again focused on pubì ic bel iefs, atti tudes, and behaviour intentions

regarding mentaily iìì persons and community mental health faciìities.

Overaì I, Tefft et al. confirmed the four bel ief cìusters reported by

Dear and Tayìor. They also found positive or neutral bel iefs about

mentaì ly i I I persons in a large majority of their respondents.



Spec i f i ca ì l y, most respondents advocated commun i ty-based treatment and

were generaììy sympathetic to the needs of mentaìly iìl persons.

Furthermore, they rejected the authoritarian and sociaì ly restrictive

perspective in deaì ing with mental ìy i I I persons. 0nly 202 of

respondents expressed consistently negative beì iefs. Although social

desirable responding cannot be ruled out, these results suggest fairìy

enl ightened views, particuìarly concerning treatment, in a majority of

the generaì popuìation.

A multiple regression with individual characteristics as predictors

found that higher education, lesser participation in reì igious

activities, and greater knowledge about,/experience with the mentally ill

predicted more positive beliefs about mentally ill persons (Tefft et

â1., .l988). Simi lar to Dear and Taylorrs (.l982) fìndings, bel iefs about

mental ly i ì ì persons predicted attitudes toward the prospect of a

community mental health faciìity in the neighbourhood. Specificaìly,

more negative bel iefs were associated with ìower perceived desirabi I ity

of the faci ì ity. Once again, community mental heaìth ideology was the

most significant belief in this reaìm. Attitudes toward the placement

of a community mental health facil ity in the neighbourhood were also

found to be directìy related to behavioural intentions regarding

poìitical action in the face of this eventuality.

ln a smaller community survey, Vaìliant, Cooper, Simpson-Housley,

Haì l, and Farmsworth (lgA;) admi ni stered the Dear and Taylor (1982)

belief scales to relatives of psychiatric patients, mental heaìth

professionals, community residents, and psychiatric patients from a

smaì I northern 0ntario city. Community residents differed from the

21
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other groups in the study by expressing more authoritarian and social ly

restrictive views toward mentaì ly i 1 I persons. ln particular, they

favored denial of social freedom for mentaììy ¡ll persons and treatment

of them in institutions separate from the rest of society. These

community residentsr ìack of experience with the mental ìy i I ì, relative

to other groups, ì ìkeìy accounts for their more negative bel iefs.

Rahav, Struening, and Andrews (.l984) surveyed a general population

sample in lsrael using the original Cohen and Struening (1962) 01"11

questionnaire. Factor analysis determined a scale structure simi lar to

that found in American studies, with one exception. Social Benevoìence

did not appear as a factor in the lsraeì i sample. This was attributed

to the lack of of community psychiatry and deinstitutional ization in

lsrael. Overaì l, the Rahav et aì. study was interpreted as suggesting

ambivalent and inconsistent bel iefs concerning mental ly i I I persons. 0n

the one hand, respondents appeared knowl edgeab I e about menta I i I I ness

and expressed humane, tolerant and ìiberal views concerning the civil

rights and treatment of mental ly i I I persons. 0n the other hand, they

expressed fear, rejection, and mistrust of mental ìy i I I persons in terms

of more personaì involvement. This dual ity in bel iefs aìso appears

present in North America, where bel iefs favouring both community

integration of mental 1y disabled individuals (Dear E Taylor, 1982; Tefft

et al., 1988) and considerable social distance from them (Rabkin, i980)

are expressed by the publ ic at the same time.

Rahav et aì. (1984) also reported simi lar relationships between

socío-demographic characteristics and bel iefs about mental ly i i I persons

as the North Amer i can stud i es. 0 I der, ì ess educated respondents



generaì ly were more social ly restrictive, expressing greater rejection

and distrust of mental ly i I I persons. ln contrast, younger, more

educated respondents held more positive views, espousing mentaì hygiene

ideology and advocating equaì ity of opportunity for them. l'loreover,

more rel igious respondents appeared generaì ly less toìerant and less

benevoìent in their approach toward mentally ill persons. Given alì

these simiìarities, it would be plausible to argue that beìiefs about

mentally iìl persons are universal, at least in Western cuìtures, which

predominantly rely on a medical conceptual ization of behavioural and

psycho'l og i ca'l prob I ems .

By far, the larger proportion of studies on beì iefs about mental 1y

disabled individuals have used standardized scales such as the 0l1l and

Cl'lHI, which are geared foremost to examining views concerning treatment.

However, some recent studies have examined bel iefs about mental ìy

disabled inCividuals without using one of these scales. Using the

Semantic Differential technique employed by Nunnal ìy (1961), Fracchia,

Canaìe, Cambria, Ruest, and Sheppard (1976) assessed pubì ic perceptions

of mentaìly iìì persons on a smaìl sampìe of middìe-ciass adults living

in suburban New York City. Twenty-eight bipolar adjective scaìes,
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judged by the researchers as reflecting the range of pubì ic perceptions

of mentally ill persons, were administered. The l0 most significant

percepts of the mental ìy i I ì individual, in decreasing order of.

proximity to the extreme points on the adjective scales, were excitable,

strange, tense, strong, uncertain, unsure, unpredictabìe, convincing,

act i ve and myster i ous.
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Fracchia et al. (1976) perceived some shift in publ ic perceptions of

mental 1y i I I persons since Nunnal ìy's (.l96i) research. Specifical ly,

his sample no ìonger attached such derogatory labeìs as worthìess,

dirty, or dangerous to them. Nonetheless, a negative set sti I ì seemed

present, wi th dangerousness at least impl ied. The depiction of the

ex-mental patient suggests potential explosiveness (i.e., excitable,

unpredictable, tense) and difficuì ty in understanding them (i.e.,

strange, fryster i ous) .

ln another study using the Semantic Differential technique, Purvis,

Brandt, Rouse, Vera, and Range (.l988) compared beì iefs of undergraduates

at a university in the southern U.S. about mental ly and physicaì ìy i I l

individuals. The study used vignettes within a 2 X 2 design,

manipulating diagnosis (schizophrenia or cancer) and chronicity (acute

or chronic) Results showed that individuaìs diagnosed with

schizophrenia were perceived as more emotional, friendìier, more

dependent, and younger than those with cancer. l4eanwhi le, individuals

with chronic conditions were seen as more excitabìe, less friendly, and

less successful than those with acute conditions. No interactions

between diagnosis and chronicity were found.

A I brecht, Wa ì ker, and Levy (l 982) stud i ed corporate managers i n the

United States. They attempted to explain the differentiaì social

distance reported by this group concerning individuals suffering from

various kinds of stigmas. Bel iefs regarding both attribution of

responsibi ì ity for the stigma and disruption of social interaction were

i nvest i gated as expl anatory factors. Twenty-seven d i fferent st i gmas,

reflecting either a physical disability (e.g., asthma, cancer,



amputation) or soc¡al deviance (e.g., delinquency, homosexuality,

mental ilìness) þ/ere included.

Respondents were asked open-ended questions, such asrr... some peopìe

do not like to be around a person who has a social disability, such as

(mentaì i l lness). Why do you think they feel this way?" (Albrecht et

ãì., 1982, p. l32i). They also completed the Bogardus Social Distance

Scale (Bogardus, 192Ð.

Overal I, perceived disruption of social interaction was a more

sal ient explanation for differential social distance from stigmatized

individuals than attribution of responsibl ity for the stigma (Albrecht

et al., 1982). ln the case of social deviants such as mentaìly ill

persons, ambiguity or a lack of structure to interaction was the most

frequent reason given for sociaì di stance. Respondents expressed

confusion and discomfort regarding interactions with social deviants.

Threats to physicaì and sociaì weìl-being (i.e., loss of credibility

with others), and the perceived moral weakness of the deviant, were also

cited. Furthermore, some fear of being tainted or influenced negatively

through social interaction was suggested as promoting social distance.

The studies by Nunnal ly (i96.l), Fracchia et aì. (1976), Aìbrecht et

al. (1982), and Purvis et a.l. (.l988) are important in that they examined

a wide range of bel ìefs about mentaììy disabìed individuals. Given that

the previously reviewed research using standardized bel ief scales

focused pr imar i I y on treatment-or i ented bel i efs, these other stud i es

help elucidate beliefs influencing sociaì interaction with mentally

disabìed persons" Dangerousness, mysteriousness, unpredictabi ì ity,
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dependency, worthlessness, and degeneratíveness appear as central social

attr i butes of th i s popu I at i on.

Social Djstance Frøn Mentally Disabled Individuals

Definition Of fne anea and neasurernent appnoaches. SociaI distance

refers to the degree of interpersonal proximity to others that an

individual finds comfortable. The methodology of social distance

originates in research by Bogardus (.l933), who investigated the

prejudices of Americans toward minority social and ethnic groups. lt

involves presenting a series of statements reflecting different degrees

of sociaì distance from specified individuals, vary ing from impersonal

contact (e.g., work colleague) to more intimate reìations (e.g.,

romant i c par tner) .

Respondents are asked the extent to which they would agree to

invoìvement with these persons in these various reìationships. ln a

sense, this methodology asks people to predict both their affective

response and social behaviour with regard to an individuaì representing

a specific group of people. ln order to portray a person as mentaì ly

disabled, a majority of studies in this area have reì ied on variations

of Star (195Ð vignettes. Some of these have systematicalìy varied the

designated charact.eristics (e.g., treatment, behaviour) of individuals

presented in vignettes and compared sociaì distance responses to them.

A minority of studies have more vagueìy defined mentaì ìy disabìed

persons as simply "the mental ly i l l" or a "discharged psychiatric

pat ientr' .
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Trute and Loewen (.l978) and a later replication by Trute, Tefft, and

Segalì (1989) factor analyzed a pool of ll items commonly used in social

d i stance stud i es They found two pr i nc i pa I factors. One factor was

social relationships, reflecting closeness in personal matters. This

included a member of your fami ìy dating an ex-psychiatric patient,

faiìing in love with one, having an ex-patient as a son-in-law or

daughter-in-law, having them as neighbours on your street, and providing

one with room and board in your home.

The other factor was social responsibiìity, reflecting impersonal

forms of contact through social roles. This included hiring an

ex-patient for a work position, renting an apartment to one, having an

ex-patient as a next door neighbour, having one as a work colleague,

having a community mental health residence in the neighbourhood, and

taking part in community affairs with them.

ln a review of 22 studies using social distance measures since the

late l!!0rs, Brockman, D'Arcy, and Edmonds (197Ð demonstrated a

relationship between the results in the various studies and the

professional discipìine of the researcher. Studies conducted by social

scientists (e.g., sociologists, psychoìogists) general ly found less

tolerance for and higher sociaì distance from mentaì ly i ì I persons than

those conducted by medical personnel. The preference of the different

discipì ines for different data-col lect'ing techniques appeared as a major

reason accounting for the divergence in their results.

Specificaìly, the cìose-ended, in-person interviews preferred by

medical personneì general ìy ìed to more positive results than open-ended



interviews or self-administered questionnaires preferred by social

scientists. Brockman et al. (lglg) postulated that a greater tendency

to respond in a social ìy desirable manner on close-ended, in-person

i nterv iews produced more pos i t ive resu I ts. l'loreover, they c i ted the

diversity of populations sampled in social distance studies as further

contributing to variabi I ity in findings. Due to these methodologicaì

and sampl ing factors, they caution that results concerning social

distance are somewhat equivocal.

Substantive findings. Compared to 25 years ago, the preferred social

distance of the publ ic from mental ìy disabled individuaìs has decreased,

although a significant segment of the general population continue to

express a preference for avoiding personal interactions or close

relationships with mentalìy disabled persons (Segal, 1978). 0veralì, in

terms of the previous differentiation of personal and impersonal

situations, the public generally expresses.less social distance

regarding sociaì responsibility forms of contact than social

relationships.
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Brockman et al.'s (.l979) review of 22 sociaì distance studies showed

that a majority of respondents in each study expressed comfort as a

co-worker, ne i ghbour, c ì ub sponsor, and I and I ord to a former menta I

pat i ent . Re I evant to the present study, we ì ì over two-th i rds of

respondents reported a wi I I ingness to have ex-psychiatric patients as

neighbours. Some studîes reported as high as )O% of respondents being

comfortable with this degree of social distance (Crocetti, Spiro, t

Siassi, 1971; Phiììips, 1966; Rootman E Lefave, 1969; Siassi, Spiro, ê

Crocetti, 197Ð. However, the nature of this prospective neighbourìy



relationship in terms of type and intensity of contact remains to be

exp I ored .

0n the other hand, only a minority of respondents in studies cited by

Brockman et aì. (1979) expressed comfort with such close social

reìationships with former mentaì patients as roommate, romantic partner,

and son- or daughter-in-law. Overal l, the pubì ic generaì ly desires more

social distance from mentaì ly disabled persons than from normal

individuals (Bord, 1971; Kirk, l97h:; Link, Cul len, Frank ê Wozniak,

1987) or even from many other stigmatized groups (Albrecht et al.,

1982) . Nonetheless, the col lective resuì ts suggest greater potential

for closeness between the public and mentally disabled individuals than

is presently the case.

Social distance studies have aìso provided valuable information on

variables infìuencing pubìic responses to mentally disabled individuals.

These i nclude character i sti cs of both the i ndividuaì respondent and the

mental ly i l ì themselves. Age and education in particular have shown

strong relationships with sociaì distance from mentaì ìy disabìed

persons. Specificaì ly, the older the respondent, the greater the

preferred sociaì distance (Rabkin, .l980) . Simi I arly, the lower the

educat i on of the respondent, the greater the preferred soc i a I d i stance

(Dohrenwend ¿ Chin*Song, 1967; Rabkin, 'ì980; Trute et al., ì989).
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Final ly, the ìesser the experience w¡th mentaì ly disabled individuaìs,

the greater the preferred social distance (Phi I I ips, 1961+; Roman t

Fìoyd, l98l; Trute 6 Loewen,l978; Trute et aì., .l989; l{hatìey, 195Ð.



Characteristics of mental ly disabled individuals found to influence

the social distance preferred by others include sociaì-demographic,

treatment, and psych i atr i c character i st i cs. I mportant

social-demographic attributes are socioeconomic status and gender.

Lower socioeconomic status i s consi stently related to bei ng held more

social ly distant (BorA, 1971; Linsky, 1970; Rabkin, l98O). Gender aìso

appears as an influential factor, as mentally disabled males are given

more social distance than females (Linsty, l97O; Phiììips, 'l964).

With regard to treatment characteristics, mentaì ly disabled

individuals are increasingìy rejected by the general population as the

treatment source becomes more special ized and treatment intensity

increases. Bord (1971) and Phi ì ì ips lgeÐ reported that social

distance increased as individuaìs were described as receiving treatment

from, respectiveìy, â clergyman, physician, psychiatrist, and mental

hospitaì. lt shouìd be noted that research to date has not examined the

impact of tenancy in a community mentaì health residence on preferred

socìal distance by the publ ic. lt can be argued that treatment in such

facilities wilì show effects on social distance similar to being

identified as in the care of a psychiatrist or mentaì hospital. These

facilities, by the nature of their occupants (i.e., chronic mentaìly

disabled individuaìs), are fairly speciaìized and treatment intensity

may be judged as somewhere between receiving outpatient services from a

psychiatrist and being a patient in a mentaì hospitaì.

Numerous studies have compared behavioural characteristics with

mental i I lness labels as determinants of sociaì responses to mental ìy

disabìed individuals. Labeìing theory asserts that former mental

3o
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patients, by virtue of their psychiatric history, will face

stigmatizatíon and rejection even fol lowing recovery to asymptomatic

functioning (Scheff, .l984) . However, behavioural characteristics

consistently have been found to have a more potent effect than ìabels on

social ciistance toward mental ly disabled persons (Bord, 1971; Farina,

Felner, 6 Boudreau, 1973; Farina, l'lurray €, Groh, 1978; Kirk, 1974;

Lehman, Joy, Kreisman 6 Simmens, 1976; Link E Cullen, 1983).

lç1ost studies reported evidence of labeìing ef f ects, but these ef f ects

are often inconsistent across impact measures (Lehman et al., 19761

Farina, iïurray E Groh, '1978; Link ê Cuììen, .|983) and/or are not always

in the hypothesized direction (BorA, 1971; Schroeder ê Erl ich, l97l).

Some authors have concluded that an individual can transcend theír

psychiatric past and escape stigmatization by acting in a reìatively

norma I manner (Cockerman, I 98 I ; Rabk i n, I 980) .

0n the other hand, Link et aì. (igBZ) reported findings from a

generaì population survey that chaì lenge the conclusion that behaviours

take precedence over ìabels in determining rejection or acceptance of

former mentaì patients. Thei r study involved presenting respondents

with vignette descriptions of individuals that varied patient status

(í.e., previous mentaì hospitalization vs previous physical

hospital ization) and the nature of behaviour (i.e., no vs. mild vs.

severe objectionable behaviour). Respondents then answered social

distance questions. ln adclition, a perceived dangerousness scale

concerning mentaì ly i I I persons in general was included in the

questionnaire.
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ln Iine with previous research, results showed that the behaviour of

the descríbed person had a significant effect on social distance, while

labels had minimal effect (tint< et al., .l987) . However, the inclusion

of beì iefs about the dangerousness of mental patients as an intervening

variable uncovered strong label ing effects. Specificaì ìy, a label of

having had previous mental hospital ization encouraged high levels of

sociaì distance in those who believe mental patients are dangerous and

low levels of sociaì distance in those who believe patients are

harmless. Link et al. suggested that past research in this area has

missed these effects because of rel iance on averaged responses of both

rejecting and accepting individuals. They concìuded "that a label can

ìead to freely expressed atti tudinal rejection among some communi ty

residents, can precipitate wel l-intentioned but perhaps inappropriate

benevoìence among others, and finally, among still others, have ì ittle

of if any effect¡r (p. 1493) .

Rabkin (.l980) cautioned that indìviduals suffering from both labels

and obvious behaviouraì disorders are in doubìe jeopardy:

0n the other hand, patients wi th chronic or progressive disorders,

who never acquired occupational and social competencies, or who do

not return to their formerly adequate levels of adjustment continue

to be perceived as mentaì patients with all the negative

connotations that the label carries. lt ìs the more-or-ìess

permanently disabled people, who are visibly different and less

competent, and requi re i ntermi ttent or long-term support from

nonfami ìy sources to- maintain themselves in the community, who tend

to be objects of fear, stigma, aversion, and avoidance (p. l9).



In summary, social distance research has made a substantiaì

contribution to determiníng and understanding publ ic responses toward

the mentaìly disabled. Aìthough methodoìogicaì and sampìing factors

compl icate comparisons between social distance studies, the overal I

trend seems to be toward less social distance than 2! years ago. ln

general, a majority of the publ ic currently expresses comfort

interacting with mental ìy disabled persons in situations of social

responsibì ity, whi le a significant minority appears open to more

intimate social relationships with them. Respondent and patient

characteristics have been shown repeatedly to affect preferred social

d i stance.

Deinstitutional ization and the development of community-based care

increases the I ikel ihood of involuntary contact between the generaì

publ ic and mental ly disabled individuals, such as becoming neighbours or

co-workers. lt remains difficult to predict, from findings in sociaì

distance studies that focus on voluntary contact, the I ikely outcome of

such interactions. Research on publ ic responses to community care is

the first step in examining this issue and wi I I be discussed next.
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Public Acceptance q[ Cqmnunity Mental Health Facilities

ln the wake of the significant increase in geographic proximity

between mental ìy disabled individuals and the generaì publ ic, some

recent research has focused on pubì ic reactions to community mental

health facilities. These reactions have been shown to be 'l argely based

on beliefs about faciìity users (Dear 6 Tayìor, 1982; Solomon 6 Davis,

1984; Tefft et al., .l988).



The major study conducted by Dear and Tayìor (1982), of

selective results were discussed in a previous section, is

noteworthy in this regard. This study invoìved a general

survey in Toronto focusing on attitudinaì and behavioural

community mental health faci I ities. lt uti I ized the theory of reasoned

action deveìoped by Ajzen and F ishbein (1980) to model factors

determining an individual's pol iticaì support or opposition to the

pìacement of a mental health faci I ity in the immediate neighbourhood.

Factors in the modeì included external variables (such as individual

character i st i cs of respondents and aggregate character i st i cs of

neighbourhoods), and bel iefs and attitudes toward mentaì ìy i I I persons

and community mental heaìth facilities.

Dear and Tayìor (ì982) used two separate random strati f ied samples

drawn from areas with and without mental health faci I ities. Given the

highly visible opposition that had been mounted in many neighbourhoods,

the resul ts of thei r study are somewhat surpr i s i ng. llost respondents

expressed either neutral or positive attitudes toward the prospeci of

community mentaì health facilities in their neighbourhood. Even the

hypotheticaì placement of a facil ity on their block resulted in only 372

of respondents rat i ng i t as undes i rabl e. 0f those respondents hol d i ng

negative attitudes, only a smaì ì number indicated they would take

opposing poì itical action if a faci I i ty were proposed for their

ne i ghbour hood .

which

part i cul ar I y

population

responses to
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This study aìso showed that onìy a smaìì percentage (362) were in

fact cognizant of an actuaì faci I ity ìocated somewhere in their

neighbourhood. Among this subgroup of respondents, only ìJZ reported



beíng opposed to it. Furthermore, the perceived impact of a facility

their neighbourhood reported by this group was much'less negative than

the expectations regarding faci I ity impact of respondents not ì iving

near a facility.

The picture that seems to emerge from this study is that only a

highly vocaì minority is behind the well-publicized opposition to

community mental health facilities. l'loreover, opposition appears to

further decrease following the actual placement of a facility in a

neighbourhood. Smith (l98la, l98lb) reported that respondents ì iving in

a neighbourhood containing a highìy visible mentaì hospital were more

accepting of mentaì ly i ì ì individuals than respondents from a control

neighbourhood without such a facil ity. The sentiment toward a facil ity

and its users appears to change in a positive direction foì lowing actual

pìacement of a faci ì i ty in a neighbourhood.

A major limitation of the Dear and Taylor (.l982) study was its

exclusive focus on oppositional behaviouraì responses to the prospect of

faci ì ity placement in a neighbourhood. As previously mentioned, a

significant proportion of respondents viewed the placement of a faci I ity

in their neighbourhood as being desirabìe, yet no investigation of

potential supportive actions by these individuals was undertaken. A

repl ication study of Dear and Taylor in t{innipeg (Tefft, Trute, and

Segal ì, .l988) also examined supportive behavioural responses.
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Overal ì, results of Tefft et aì. (1988) were very simi lar to those of

Dear and Tayìor (.l982) , w¡ th approximateìy two-thi rds of respondents

(652) reporting posi tive or neutral atti tudes toward a hypothetical
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faci I ity on their block. Over 8O% of those expressing positive

atti tudes said they would engage in col ìective supportive behaviours

(e.g., sign a petition, join a neighbourhood advisory group, attend

meetings) in support of the facility, whî1e jO% said they would engage

in individual supportive behaviours (e.g., write to a newspaper, contact

poì itician, serve as a volunteer to enhance faci I ity services) .

The work of both Dear and Taylor (.l982) and Tefft et aì. (.l988) are

important contributions, in that they extend atti tudinal research by

examining behaviouraì responses of the public to the specific issue of

community care of mental ly disabìed individuaìs. The determination of

pubì ic attitudes and behavioural intentions surrounding placement of

community mentaì health faciìities in neighbourhoods is crucial to

identifying ìess opposing or more supportive neighbourhoods (Currie,

Trute, Tefft, 6 Segaì 1, 1989; Taylor, Hal ì, Hughes, and Dear, 1984) and

in deveìoping interventions to counter opposition and organize the

supportive segments of the public (Tefft, Trute, 6 Segaìì, 1987).

l"lenocur and Be I cher (1990) prov i ded ev idence of commun i ty oppos i t i on

and support for community mental heaìth faci I ities from the perspective

of hous i ng-prov i der organ i zat i ons. They surveyed 26 hous i ng prov i ders

who operated 206 separate housing units in the state of t4aryìand about

their experiences with establ ishing supervised apartments and group

homes for chronic mentaì ly disabled individuals. The major purpose of

the study was to identify factors associated with community oppositíon

to or acceptance of these hous i ng programs.



Results showed that 30% of the housing sites had experíenced

opposition before or shortìy after their establ ishment (Wenocur E

Belcher, 1990). The main source of opposition was neighbourhood

residents. Business leaders, elected officials, and realtors aìso

mounted opposition in a small number of cases. 0n the other hand, 27'4

of the housing sites received support from the ìocal community. Support

occured generally in the planning stages and came from a number of

different people, including mental health professionaìs, clergy,

neighbourhood residents, realtors, and elected off icials.

Community opposition was found to more likely occur (l) in better

organized neighbourhoods with identified leadership, (2) after using a

rrhigh profile" strategy by informing community residents prior to

start-up, (3) when group homes were establ ished rather than apartment

units, and (4) in neighbourhoods with housing programs for special ized

populations aìready in pìace (Wenocur 6 Belcher, .l990). lnterestingly,

social-demographic characteristics of housing program residents (such as

gender, racial compos¡tion, âgê, or social class) different from the

surrounding community were not associated with opposition. Chronicity

of residents' mentai disabiì ity.did not vary enough between housing

s i tes to be tested. lvloreover, the behav ioura I character i st ics of

residents was not examined in the study. However, group homes may have

received greater opposition than apartments because they tend to house a

more chronic population with behavioural difficulties.
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Rabkin et aì. (.l984), whose findings have already been partial ìy

described, conducted a telephone survey in New York City to investigate

the effect of ìiving in proximity to a community mentaì health faciìity



on attítudes toward mentaìly ill persons. One-half of the sample was

drawn from an area within one block of a facility for chronic mentally

ill individuals, while the other half originated from an area with no

mental heaìth faci I ity. Reìatively few differences were found between

these groups in terms of perceived neighbourhood problems, forecasted

impacts of having various social services located in the area, and the

dangerousness attributed to mentaì patients. The low awareness of

facilities by respondents living near them was suggested as the major

reason for the lack of between-group differences.

Respondents estimated the potential impact of the pìacement of six

different social services in their neighbourhood. Sì ightly less than

half (\62) viewed a home for post-psychiatric patients as bad for a

neighbgurhood (Ra¡lin et al., .l984). 0nly a methadone maintenance

program for former drug addicts was perceived by more respondents (672)

as having a deìeterious effect on the neighbourhood. 0ther services

were rated by significantly fewer respondents as having a bad effect on

neighbourhoods. These included a psychiatric outpatient cì inic (352), a

home for mentaìly retarded individual (3lZ), a recreationaì center for

teenagers (l9Z) , and a home for aged persons (42) .
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ln terms of active opposition, only 2j% of respondents who were not

aware of a faci ì ity serving mental patients in their neighbourhood

objected to having a mentaì health faciìity pìaced near them (Ra¡lin et

â I . , 1984) . I'toreover, on ì y 2% of those express ing obj ect ions sa id they

would take any opposing actions. Furthermore, a large majori ty of those

aware of a faciì ity in their neighbourhood were not concerned about the

negative effects of mentaì patients on personal safety, property values,



or neighbourhood reputation. Final ly, another optimistic finding was

that only 252 of alì respondents viewed the treatment of mentalìy iìl

persons in the community as dangerous.

Overaì l, Rabkin et al. (1984) interpreted their results as suggesting

"that community faci 1 ities do not necessari ly constitute a personaì or

community burden as far as the neighbours are concerned. They also

support the proposition that community spokesmen opposing current or

planned facilities may not actualìy represent the views of their

ne i ghbours" (p. 312) .

Solomon and Davis (1984) surveyed residents of Cleveland, 0hio to

assess attitudes toward the development of group faci ì ities for a number

of different kinds of high*need groups. These groups included the

elderiy, troubìed adolescents, the mental ìy i I l, the terminal ly i ì l, the

mentally retarded, alcohoìics, drug addicts, parolees, and the

phys i ca ì ì y hand i capped. The respondents were asked whether they

opposed, were in favor, or had no feeìings concerning placement of

faciì ities for these groups in their neighbourhood. Those opposed to a

facility for a particular group were also asked to give their reasons.
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Results showed a moderate proportion of respondents (382) opposed to

facilities for the mentaììy iìì (Solomon E Davis, .l984). A higher

proportion was opposed to fac¡ ì ities for drug addicts (782), alcohoì ics

$5"4), troubled adolescents (5lZ), and parolees (l+8'4). A smalier

proportion was opposed to facilities for the elderly QZ), physicaììy

handicapped (62), terminaììy ilì (127"), and mentaììy retarded (ZIZ).

The percentage of respondents expressing no feel ing or indifference



concerning the presence of a faci

moderate to high for a1 I disabi I i

percent of the sample expressed i

the mentaì ly i ì l.

The primary reason presented by respondents for opposing faci I ities

for mentalìy ilì persons centered on their dangerousness (Solomon 6

Davis, ì984) . 0ther frequent reasons included thei r perceived tendency

to irritate others sociaìly and a perception that they do not beìong in

a family neighbourhood. lnterestingly, devaluation of property was

cited by only a smal I number of respondents as a reason for their

opposition.

Wi lmoth, Si lver, and Severy (1987) investígated the receptivíty of

various relevant community interest groups toward the implementation of

deinstitutional ization programs in three districts of Fìorida. Groups

were chosen based on their importance in influencing publ îc opinion and

decision-making regarding deinstitutional ization. They included

government leaders (e.g., mayors, state legislators), state social

service personneì, group home operators, physicians, realtors, and

family members of clients. Respondents were mai'ìed questionnaires

containing items measuring attitudes and behavioural intentions

regarding state institutions, outpatient programs, and group homes for

the mentalìy iìì, eìderìy, and mentalìy handicappèd.

Wi ìmothts et aì.'s (lggZ) findings revealed that attitudes and

intentions toward deinstutionalization programs (i.e., group homes and

outpatient programs) were more favourable than toward state

I i ty in 'r-he ir ne ighbourhood was

ties except drug addicts. Forty-two

ndifference regarding faci I ities for

4o
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institutions. At the same time, group homes for mental health cl ients

was the least supported of the deinsti tutional ization programs. Some

differences emerged between members of various interest groups on their

receptivity toward the programs. ln generaì, for al l programs other

than state i nst i tut i ons, group home operators expressed the most

favourable attitudes and intentions while physicians and realtors

expressed the least favourable. ln fact, physicians and reaìtors

reported negative behavioural intentions toward group homes for mental

health cìients. 0ther interest groups showed at ìeast a passive

receptivity to such group homes.

0veral l, studies examining the publ ic response to community mental

health faci ì ities in residential neighbourhoods confirms the presence of

significant oppositìon. At the same time, they aìso reveaì substantial

support and a relatively large undecided segment of the popuìation. ln

fact, these latter groups are clearly ìarger than the former group, but

for the most part have not coalesced or been mobilized into any kind of

action (Currie et aì., 1988).

Evaluation E[ Reseanch ø Public Response lo Mentally Disabled
Individua I s

The findings of studies using Star's (195Ð vignette methodology

(e.g., Bentz, Edgerton, E Kherlopian, 1969; Dohrenwend ê Chin-Song,

1967) only suppìy very gìobal information about person characteristics

identified by the publ ic as indicators of mental disabi I ity. The

function of vignette methodoìogy in assessing the pubì ic's definition of

mental i l lness is to compare the sophistication of the generaì



population or other groups of individuals with that of mental health

professionals.

These studies fal I short of systematicaì ly identifying key variabìes

which encourage use of the mental illness labeì to describe an

individuaì. Furthermore, vignettes have exclusiveìy described

behaviours associated with severe psychiatric disorders. l'lore subtìe

personal attributes contributing to the mentaì i I lness label cannot be

ascertained from this research. Nonetheless, vignettes have proven

usefuì in describing mental ly i I ì persons in social distance research.

Two studies (Rabkin, 1979; Tefft et at., 1988) have addressed the

ì imitations of Star vignettes in assessing pubì ic definitions, by

testing individual ly the impact of characteristics on the use of the

mental i I lness label. Their findings indicate that the pubì ic rel ies

heaviìy on an individual's association with the formal mental health

system to affix the label. Consequentìy, it is ì ikely that tenants of

community mentaì health residences wi ll be defined as mentalìy ill by

the genera ì popu ì at i on.

A majority of studies on beì iefs about mentally disabled individuals

have involved surveying mental health care providers (e.g., Cohen E

Struening, 1962, 196)+, 196Ð . Furthermore, research on bel iefs about

mental ly disabled individuals has concentrated heavi ly on beì iefs

concerning their treatment. 0nly a smal I number have examined publ ic

bel iefs reìated to having social reìationships with them (e.g., Albrecht

et al., 1982; Purvis et al., 1988). The increased contact between the

publ ic and mentaì ly disabled persons as a result of greater rel iance on

\2
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community care in the mental health system raises the need for a more

comprehensive understanding of these publ ic beì iefs.

Social distance research gives only an imprecise indication of the

pubìicrs sociaì behaviour reìative to mentaìly disabled individuaìs.

Social dìstance items appear to measure the level of discomfort with the

prospect of having socia'l contact with a former psychiatric patient in a

wide range of fairly complex social situations (e.g., working on the

same job, falling in ìove, having a close friendship). The actual

behaviour implied in the sociaì distance items is often unclear and may

involve a variety of possibìe behaviours.

The lack of research ì inking bel iefs and attitudes related to

mental ìy disabled individuals with behaviour directed toward them is

aìso of concern in evaluating this area of research. Dear and Taylor

(1982) and Tefft et al. (1988) successful ìy showed a sequential

relationship between publ ic bel iefs, attitudes, and behavioural

intentions regarding placement of community mental health facilities in

residential neighbourhoods. These are important studies in determining

and understand i ng the pubì i c response

d i sabl ed i nd i v i dua ì s. However, these

behavi oural response of the publ i c to

they become ne i ghbours. As commun i ty menta I hea ì th hous i ng programs

successful ìy overcome neighbourhood opposition to their deveìopment

(Hogan, 1990) and exclusionary zoning poìicies of municipaìities are

repealed (Dear E Laws, 1986), the issue of neighbouring between the

generaì population and post-psychiatric îndividuaìs in communi ty-based

programs becomes i ncreas i ngì y important.

to commun i ty care of menta I ì y

studies do not describe the

residential facility users once



The importance of positive contact between mental Iy disabled

individuals in residential programs and their neighbours in facilitating

community integration has already been discussed (Segal 6 Aviram, 1978).

Given the surprisingly high support expressed by survey respondents

concerning faci I ity placement in their neighbourhoods (Dear E Taylor,

t982; Tefft et al., .l987), the potenrial for neighbouring between rhese

two groups is much greater than present levels (Ambtman, 1990; Sherman

et al., 1986). The next section wiìl discuss the concept, measurement

approaches, existing levels, and correlates of neighbouring.

Unger and Wandersman (lg8¡) defined neighbouring as'rthe social

interaction, the symbol ic interaction, and the attachment of individuals

with the people ìiving around them and the pìace in which they live" (p.

l4ì). The social interaction element in the def inition refers to mutual

social behaviours between neighbours such as borrowing or lending tools,

informal visiting, asking for help in an emergency, etc. Symbol ic

interaction refers to thoughts about social and physical characteristics

of the neighbourhood which are used in cognitive mapping the

neighbourhood area and in engaging in symboì ic, nonverbal communication

wi th other res i dents. The el ement of attachment to ne i ghbours i n th i s

neighbouring definition is commonìy termed "sense of community". lt

involves bel iefs and attitudes to belonging to a community and has both

cogn i t i ve and affect i ve aspects .

Ihe Concept q[ Nejghbouring

\\

Social interaction between neighbours i s the most frequently

researched component in the neighbouring area and is commonly termed
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I'neighbouring" in the l iterature (.e.g., Ahlbrandt, 1984). ln l ine with

this definition, neighbouring in the present study wí I I refer simpìy to

this behaviouraì or sociaì interaction component of the definition.

Symbolic interaction is not considered a critical aspect of

understanding overt social interaction between neighbours (Unger 6

Wandersman, ì985) and is not a variable under i

study. Recent research has shown sense of community to be a key

variabìe in defining neighbourhoods and predicting behaviours related to

nei ghbours such as nei ghbour i ng (e.9., Chavi s 6 Wandersman, .l990) 
.

Consequently, it is included as a variable in the theoretical modei for

the study.

Separate sections reviewing neighbouring and sense of community wi 1 I

foi low next.

Neiohbourino

Definition. As indicated above, neighbouring incìudes social

activities between neighbours of a supportive nature. The support can

rnvestrgatron rn

be personal/emotionaì, functional,/instrumental, or informationaI in

nature (ttahn t Antonucci, ì980; Weiss, 1982) . This threefold typoìogy

seems most appropriate in capturing the kind of sociaì support suppl ied

in the I imited relationship between neighbours (Unger 6 Wandersman,

I 985) .

Neighbouring which suppì ies personal/emotional support can range from

sociabi I ity to socioemotionaì support. Sociabi I ity invoìves casual

interactions such as conversing ín the street with neighbours. These

the
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kinds of interactions are fairly superficial and do not general ìy

include an exchange of goods or services or expectations of reciprocity.

0n the other hand, socioemotional support invoìves closer relationships

such as friendships and kinship ties with neighbours. This form of

neighbouring entails some acknowìedgement of a neighbour at a more

personal level.

lnstrumental neighbouring entai ls provision of practical help to a

neighbour. This help is usually short-term and consists of an exchange

of material goods or services. For exampìe, it could involve such

things as borrowing or lending tools, taking care of a neighbourrs house

whi le they are on hoì idays, or babysitting a neighbour,s chi ìdren.

Finaì ly' informational neighbouring involves providing information to

neighbours to heìp them locate needed resources and to communicate

ne i ghbourhood norms. For examp l e, ne i ghbours can serve as i nformat i on

sources concerning community services (e.g., recreational, medical) .

Neíghbours can also provide information on the parameters of acceptable

behaviour in the neighbourhood, such as the appropriate social distance

between neighbours or how to.decorate your house.

llleasuneren t approaches .

generaìly involved an additive index made up of sociaì or heìp-giving

activities that neighbours commonly perform with each other, such as

exchanging things (e.g., tools, recipes, etc.), visiting, chatting,

providing help (e.g., house repair, house sitting), discussing personal

problems, etc. (Ahìbrandt, 1984; Foìey, )952; Hunter, j975; Riger E

Lavrakas, 1!8.l; Unger 6 Wandersman, 1982; Weenig, Schmidt, t l'lidden,

The measurement of neighbouring has
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.l990). Respondents are asked the degree to which they engage in these

activities with neighbours. 0ther items commonly found in the index

include having friends in the neighbourhood and recognition of people in

the neighbourhood (fotey, 1952; Hunter, 1975; Unger E Wandersman, 1982).

For the latter items, respondents are asked the degree to which these

conditions exist for them.

Existino levels of neiohbourino. The ìevel of social interaction

between neighbours in North American communities appears to be quite

high. ln a large telephone survey conducted in Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania, Ahlbrandt (1984) examined the sociaì reìationships of

neíghbours, incìuding frequency of neighbouring in the past year. Sixty

percent of respondents reported having heìped their neighbours or having

received heì p from them. F i fty percent acknowl edged havi ng vi s i ted

their neighbours in the past year and 26'¿ had borrowed or exchanged

things with them. 0f further interest, 93% felt they could cal I on

thei r neighbours for help in an emergency. lloreover, Jj% reporled

having friends in their neighbourhood and a majority (552) had their

primary social contact there.

Another survey study conducted in Rochester, New York, showed simi lar

high leveìs of neighbouring behaviour (Hunter, 197Ð. For instance, So%

of respondents reported convers i ng wi th nei ghbours , 51"4 exchanged th i ngs

with them, l+72 visited them in their home, and JIZ asked for their

advice. ln addition, 47"4 of respondents said they chatted with alì or

most of the neighbours on their bìock. These figures indicate a simi lar

or sì ightly higher leveì of neighbouring, compared to findíngs from the

same Rochester neighbourhood, 2j years ago (foley, 1952). Overalì, both



Hunter (197Ð and Ahlbrandt's (.l984) suggest that neighbours provide an

important source of social support to each other.

Comnunj ty correlates g[ neighbouring.

research on neighbouring shows that both community- and ìndividual-level

variables are related to ìevel of neighbouring. At the community level,

homogeneous neighbourhoods wi th regard to socioeconomic status have

shown higher levels of neighbouring than heterogeneous neighbourhoods

(Unger E Wandersman, .l982). This has been suggested as one of the most

salient community-ìeveì influences on social behaviour (Fischer 6

Jackson, 1976). Areas with homogeneous StS are more I ikely to have

residents who share simi lar vaìues and interests. As a result, greater

interaction between neighbours can be expected in these areas.

0ther community-ìeveì characteristics shown to be directly related to

neighbouring have included mean income of residents, and the proportion

of whites, homeowners, and Cathol ics I iving in the neighbourhood

(Ahìbrandt, 1984). The positive relationship between mean income of

residents and neighbouring may reflect a greater distrust by poor

households of their neighbours, possibly due to the higher crime rates

in poorer neighbourhoods relative to higher income neighbourhoods. The

greater neighbouring in neighbourhoods with higher proportions of whites

is probably partial ly due to racial heterogeneity (. i.e., mixing black

and white residents) in neighbourhoods acting as a barrier to social

A review of the empiricaì
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interaction between neighbours. I n particular, whi te residents tend to

neighbour less

ne i ghbour hoods .

neighbouring in

ne i ghbourhoods

as the proportion of bìack residents increase in

ln contrast, bìack residents show only minor changes in

response to changes in the raciaì composition of

(Ahlbrandt, 1984).
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Greater neighbouring by homeowners can be expected as a result of

their financial stake (i.e., property vaìues) in the neighbourhood which

prompts them to interact with their neighbours and get involved in

neighbourhood affairs. Neighbourhoods with higher proportions of

Cathol ic promote neighbouring probably because of the contact between

residents through church activities, which then generalizes to

neighbouring. lt is I ikely that rel ígious homogeneity invoìving other

denominations would also encourage greater neighbouring for the same

reasons.

Finally' physical features of the neighbourhood such as proximity of

homes, placement of doors, and location of recreational faciìities have

also been found to be related to neighbouring (Appleyard E Lintell,

1972; Capìow ê Forman, l95O; Festinger, Schacter, ê Back, .l950).

Perhaps, these serve to facilitate sociaì interaction between neighbours

by decreasing the distance between them.

individual conrelates q[ nejghbouring. At the i nd ividual ì evel ,

soc i o-demograph i c character i st i cs found to be assoc i ated wi th

neìghbouring have ìncluded age, sex, race, income, home ownership,

length of residency, presence of children, and number of peopìe in the

household. Residents who are younger, male, white, and homeowners have

reported a greater tendency to engage in neighbouring than residents who

are oìder, femaie, bìack, and renters (Rnlbrandt, .l984; Hunter, j915;

Unger E Wandersman, 1982).

The elderly tend to neighbour ìess, possibly because of their fear of

crime and their relatively lack of mobi I ity, even in their own
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neighbourhood. The greater neighbouring by males is somewhat puzzl ing,

given that as a group, they I ikeìy spend ìess time in the neighbourhood

than femaìes because of their traditional breadwinning roles. Perhaps

social contact outside the home is more apt to be initiated by males,

hence, their greater neighbouring. Lesser neighbouring by blacks may be

due in part to the kinds of neighbourhoods they inhabit (i.e., poorer

and more heterogeneous) and also because they rely on facilities outside

their neighbourhood for shopping, churchgoing, and recreational

activities (Ahlbrandt, 1984). As previousìy mentioned, homeowners

neighbour more because of their greater investment in the neighbourhood.

lncome and length of residency has been shown to have a direct

relationship with neighbouring (Ahlbrandt, l98l+; Unger t Wandersman,

.l982). The relationship between resident income and neighbouring has

aìready been explained in the previous section on community correlates

of neighbouring. Longer length of residency possibly contributes to

greater neighbouring because of the increased fami I iarity of residents

with each other over time. Neighbouring behaviour has also been found

to vary positively with the number of chi ldren in the household

(Ahlbrandt, 1984; Riger E Lavrakas, l98l).. lt is suggested that

chi ìdren often serve as intermediaries in the development of reìations

between neighbours (Cochran 6 Brassard, 1979). Finaììy, an inverse

relationship between the number of people in the household and the

extent of ne i ghbour i ng has been repor ted (Ah I brandt, I 98I+) . Greater

number of people in the househoìd ì ikeìy encourages social interaction

among each other , rather than w i th ne i ghbours .
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ln I ine with neighbouring serving a supportive function, neighbouring

has been shown to be positiveìy related to internaì Iocus of control,

seìf-esteem, happiness, and I ife satisfaction (Ahlbrandt, i984; Unger E

Wandersman, 1982). lntuitively, it seems I ikeìy that these

relationships are bidirectional. Social support derived through social

interaction between neighbours ì ikely contributes to a greater sense of

wel l-being. At the same time, personaì wel ì-being may faci I itate an

individual rs interest in neighbouring activities.

Neìghbouring has aìso been found to be reìated to various types of

community involvement. Specifical ly, neighbouring has exhibited a

di rect association wi th such neighbourhood-focused activí ty as use of

local facil¡ties (Ahìbrandt, 1984; Hunter, 197Ð, deveìopment of block

associations (Unger t Wandersman, .l983), participation in bìock

associations (Wandersman ê Giamartino, 1980), and participation in other

types of community organizations (Ahlbrandt, 1984; Unger t Wandersman,

1982) . lt makes sense that greater neighbouring would be associated

with more invoìvement in the neighbourhood. Again, bidirectionaì

relationships are ì ikely to exist here.

As weìì, neighbouring has been shown to have a positive relationship

with feeìings of attachment to, ìoyalty to, and satisfaction with the

neighbourhood (Ahlbrandt, .l984). Simi larly, a positive relationship

between ne i ghbour i ng and sense of commun i ty wi th the ne i ghbourhood has

been reported (Cfravis ê Wandersman, 1990; Hunter, 1975; Riger E

Lavrakas, l98l; Unger 6 l.iandersman, ,l982) . 0f aìl the individual

correlates of neighbouring (i.e., social-demographic, personal

wel ì-being, participation in neighbourhood affairs, sentiments about the



neighbourhood), sense of community seems especial ly ímportant,

expìaining the most variance in the prediction of neighbouring in a

number of studies (C¡ravis E l{andersman, .l990; Hunter, 19J5; Unger 6

Wandersman, 1982). ln fact, sense of community appears as a key

correlate of neighbouring, serving as a cataìyst for invoìvement of

residents in thei r neighbourhood (Cnavis t Wandersman, ì990) .

Overaì'l, a variety of variabìes appear to influence neighbouring. lt

remains to be seen if these findings are generalizeabìe to neighbouring

with tenants of commLlnity mental health faci I ities. No research has

been undertaken examining selectivity of individuals with regard to

neighbouring. A combination of pubì ic bel iefs/attitudes toward mentaì ìy

disabled individuals and overal I tendency to engage in neighbouring can

be expected to serve as important determinants of social interaction

with mentaì ìy disabled individuals as neighbours. Given the prominence

of sense of community as a correìate of neighbouring, it is included in

the theoretical modeì of the study as a predictor of neighbouring. A

review of the sense of community concept fol ìows next.
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Sense of Csmnunjty

The subsequent review of the

sections discussing its definit

ne i ghbourhoods, commun i ty corre

Defi ni t ion. Desp i te the amb

l98l) , the concept of sense of

social science literature over

sense of commun i ty concept i nc I udes

i on, measurement

lates, and indivi

iguous nature of its definition (Glynn,

community has appeared frequentìy in the

the past century. For exampìe, Brownell

approaches, presence

dua ì cor re I ates .

tn
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(.l950) described sense of community as "the cooperative ful lness of

action, the sense of beìonging, of being needed, of identification.r'

Hinar and Greer (.l969) defined sense of community as "vague yearnings

for a commonalty of desire, a communion with those around us" (p. Ð.

Cowan (197Ð explained it as "the feeìing of beìonging, of being needed,

of ident if icat ionr' (p. 298) .

Recentìy, there has been an increased research interest ìn sense of

community, ìargely spurred by Saranson's (1974) seminal work on the

concept. Saranson defined sense of community as "the sense that one was

part of a readily supportive network of relationships upon which one

could depend" (p. l). Furthermore, he suggested that the ingredients of

sense of community included: "the perception of similarity to others, an

acknowledged interdependence with others, a wi ì I ingness to maintain this

interdependence by giving to or doing for others what we expect from

them, and the feel ing that one is part of a larger dependabìe and stabìe

structure" (p. 157).

lndividuals can experience sense of community in geographicaì terms

(e.g., neighbourhood, town) or in relationship terms based on shared

interests or values with others, without reference to location (e.g.,

profession, pol i tical organization) (Gusfieìd, 1975) . Advances in

scientific knowledge, pârticuìarly as related to communication and

mobi I ity, have diminished the sense of community attached to'pìace.

Communities in modern Western society are now increasingìy based upon

common core values or interests separate from location (Dunham, 1986).
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t4cl,lillan and Chavis (.I986) evaluated the sense of community

ì iterature as fal ì ing short in providing a cìear theoretical

understanding of the concept. They viewed the measures operationålizing

sense of communíty as somewhat ìimited because they were not deveìoped

directìy from an expl icit definition. ln ì ight of theìr criticism,

flcMillan and Chavis offered a definition and theory.

Based on concepts and research from pol i tical science, sociology,

community psychology, and sociaì psychoìogy, t'lcliliìlan and Chavis ('l986)

proposed four eìements as being central to sense of community:

membership, influence, integration and fulfi I lment of needs, and shared

emotional connection. The first element of membership has five major

attributes: (a) recognized boundaries which define who belong, (b)

emotional safety through boundaries involving the protection of group

intimacy, (c) sense of belonging and identification, (d) personal

investment which invoìves active participation in the group, and (e)

common symbol systems which involve simi lar language, rituaìs,

ceremon i es, or other s i gns of commona ì ty. These attr i butes work

together in identifying those holding membership in the community.

The second element, influence, is a bidirectionaì concept invoìving

an individuaì and his or her community. ln one direction, an individual

can have some effect on a community. ln other words, his or her input

is considered valuabìe and can affect changes in the community.

Reciprocaliy, the community can influence an individuaì to perform tasks

and conform to its expectations for members.
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Thirdly, integration and fuìfi l lment of needs refers to being

reinforced through participation in the community. Reinforcements

incìude obtaining rewards such as status of membership, srJccess of the

community group, and benefitting from other members'competence. Shared

va I ues between commun i ty members serve to organ i ze and pr i or i ze

need-fulfillment activities in the community. Groups with a strong

sense of community are integrated in such a way that individuaìs meet

the needs of others wh i I e meet i ng the i r own.

The finaì element, shared emotional connection, is an affective

component of sense of community and is partìy based on shared history

between community members. lt deveìops in communities where members

have extensive contact with each other, experience these relationships

as positive, successful ìy resolve probìems together, share important

events, are honored in the presence of each other, make a personaì

investment (e.g., emotionaì, temporaì, financial) in the community, and

experience a strong spirituaì bond with other members.

Hcl4i llan and Chavis (.l986) presented the elements of their def inition

as working dynamically together to create and maintain a sense of

community. ln addition, they aìso emphasized the earl ier point that

these elements are not tied exclusiveìy to locality but can be based on

such diverse common ground as interest, profession, workpìace, race, and

sexual preference.

Chavis, Hogge, lvlcl4i I lan, and Wandersman (i986) used Brunswik's (ì952)

lens model to test empiricaììy the four eìements of sense of community

and to evaluate if this definition is shared by diverse groups. A group
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of citizens, neighbourhood leaders, community service professionals, and

sociaì scientists rated descriptive profiìes of 'l00 urban residents on

their degree of sense of community, according to theír own conception of

it.

Profi les were developed from survey data of urban residents from

Nashvi I le, Tennessee focusing on neighbourhood participation. Responses

to 44 items from the survey were chosen to construct profiles of

residents, based on their conceptuaì fit with elements ìn the definition

of sense of community. For examp'ìe, responses to items focusing on

invoìvement in a variety of community organizations (e.g., church group,

PTA, civic group) were selected to represent membership. Responses to

i tems focusing on extent of close neighbourly contact, home ownership,

involvement in social groups, and Iength of residency were chosen to

r ef I ect sha red emot i ona I connec t i on .

ln general, results of the study conf irmed the l'lcl'1 il ìan and Chavis

(i986) definition of sense of community. Raters showed a high degree of

consensus in their evaluation of resident profi les with regard to degree

of sense of community. l'loreover, cìusters of variables in the resident

profi les representing each of the four elements of the definition were

strong ì y correl ated wi th the mean j udges' rat i ngs of overa I I sense of

community. Hct'1 illan and Chavis' theoretical work, and Chavis et al.'s

(1986) accompanying empirical vaì idation, are important in that they

extend our conceptual understanding of sense of community and

demonstrate inter-rater agreement concerning its appl icabi I ity to actual

situations.
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Measunenent appnoaches. A number of measures of sense of community

have been developed and used in empiricaì studies, reflecting the

diverse nature of its conceptualization by empiricaì researchers. These

measures have, for the most part, focused on sense of community in

geographicaì terms (i.e., as related to neighbourhood) .

Foìey (1952) and the repl ication by Hunter (197Ð operational ized

sense of community through a short five-item index, focusing on whether

or not residents experienced their district as a "cultural-symbol ic unit

of col lective identityr' (Hunter, 1975, p. 538). Specificaì ly, items

examined whether residents experienced their neighbourhood as having

particular boundaries, having a speciaì name, cìaiming greater loyalty

than the whoìe city, holding activities solely for them and their

neighbours, and being a small community in the city.

Doolittìe and l'lacDonald (ì978) used factor anaìytic techniques to

develop the Sense of Community Scaìe (SCS), consisting of 40 items

measuring attitudes and communicative behaviours in a neighbourhood.

Five distinct factors were identified: informal interaction (wit¡r

neighbours), safety (having a good place to live), pro-urbanism

(pr i vacy, anonym i ty) , ne i ghbour i ng preferences (preference for f requent

neighbour interaction), and ìocaì ism (opinions and a desire to

participate in neighbourhood affairs) .

Pro-urbanism showed an inverse relationship wi.th both perception of

safety and preference for neighbouring. Furthermore, perception of

safety had a direct relationship with preference for neighbouring. The

factors in Doolittle and l'lacDonaìd (1978) appear to represent some



elements, particularly as related to bel iefs about the neighbourhood,

wh i ch contr i bute to sense of commun i ty. However, behav i oura I i tems

regarding neighbouring were included in the SCS' even though

neighbouring is generaì ly considered a different theoretical construct

than sense of community (Unger 6 Wandersman, 1985).

Wandersman (1979) utilized a two-item face valid scale to measure

sense of community. ltems asked respondents to provide a rating of the

extent that they felt a sense of community with others on their block

and the degree of importance that they attached to feeling a sense of

community with peopìe on the block. A sense of community score was

calcuìated by multiplying a respondentrs ratings on the two items.

Chavis and Wandersman (1990) and l^Jandersman and Giamartino (1980) also

reported the use of this measure.

Glynn (198.l) researched phi losophical, socioìogical, anthropoìogical,

and psychoìogical I iterature to identify community characteristics,

attitudes, and behaviours reìated to sense of community. His .l20-item

measure included such diverse things as knowledge of the physical layout

of the community, perceived safety of I iving in the community, presence

of conflict issues, and perceived abiìity of the community to deal wíth

advers i ty. S i xty i tems asked about sent i ments regard i ng cur rent

experienced sense of community (i.e., reaì sense of community) and 60

paralleì items surveyed perceptions regarding an ideal community (i.e.,

ideal sense of community) . lnternal rel iabi I ity estimates for both

sca I es were i n excess of .90.
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The instrument was tested ín two Amer ican commun i t ies in litary land and

in an lsraeì i Kibbutz. As predicted, higher real sense of community was

reported by Kibbutz residents than by those from the two American

communities (Ctynn, l98l). However, no differences were reported

concerning ideal sense of community. Furthermore, multiple regression

anaìyses showed that l8 selected sociaì-demographic variables (e.g.,

âgÊ, sex, maritaì status, education, length of neighbourhood residency,

number of chiìdren) couìd predict actual sense of community but not

ideal sense of community. These findings were considereci as evidence of

instrument va'l idity, with types of community and individual

characteristics serving to dífferentiate actuaì sense of community but

not i dea I sense of commun i ty.

Riger and Lavrakas (1981) operational ized sense of community with a

síx-item scaìe focusing on neighbourhood attachment. lt was found to

cons i st of two d i st i nct but correl ated factors. The f i rst factor

focused on social bonding, such as abiì ity to identify neighbours,

feel ing part of the neighbourhood, and number of neighbourhood chi ìdren

known to the respondent. The second factor focused on behavioural

rootedness, such as years of community residency, expected length of

residency, and whether one rents or owns their home. The social bonding

factor, with its emphasis on sociaì relationships, seems to approximate

key components of the concept of sense of community as defined by

Saranson (1974). 0n the other hand, items from the behavioural

rootedness factor are more I ikely correlates of sense of community than

actuaì aspects of it. They represent the degree to which an individual

is settled in his or her neighbourhood.
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Bachrach and Zautra (.l985) developed a /-item sense of community

scale from questions constructed by Kasarda and Janowitz (1974) and by

Rhoads(1982) measuring community attachment. The brief scale included

i tems focus i ng on the fol lowi ng: feeì i ng at home i n the communi ty,

satisfaction with the community, agreement with the values and bel iefs

of the community, feeì ing of belonging in the community, interest in

what goes on in the community, attachment to the community, and feel ing

important as a community member. The scale evidenced adequate internal

cons i stency (a I pha= .76) .

Buckner (.l988) combined psychologicaì sense of community,

attraction-to-neighbourhood, and neíghbouring i tems to develop a measure

of neighbourhood cohesiveness. ltems were drawn or created from

previous research in these areas. The final l8-item unidimensional

scaìe was interpreted as measuring sense of communilry/ cohesion at an

individual-level of anaìysis and neighbourhood cohesion at a

neighbourhood-ìeveì of anaìysis. The latter invoìved determining a mean

value on the scale from a random sample of residents in a neighbourhood.

Used in this way, the scaìe is presented as providing a system-level

measure of the sense of community in a geographic area.

Weenig, Schmidt, and l'lidden (1990) constructed a six-item sense of

community scale to investigate the dimensions of neighbourhood cohesion.

Sense óf community items operational ized l4clli I ìan and Chavisr (1986)

theorized elements of sense of communi ty (i.e., membership, mutuaì

influence, fuìfi lment of needs, and shared emotional connection). ln

contrast to Buckner (.l988) , \^/eenig et aÌ. (1990) found neighbourhood

cohesion consisting of two separate and reìatively independent

dimensions, nameìy sense of community and neighbouring.
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ln summary, numerous dimensions are suggested by these measures as

part of sense of community. Centraì elements of sense of community are

not readi ìy identifiable from the diverse measures constructed to

operationalize it. As yet, an examination on the convergent vaìidity of

the measures has not been undertaken. This gap is a serious probìem in

attempting to summarize research on sense of community. ln ìarge part,

measures are considered face valid (i.e., asking respondents to provide

a rating of their sense of community) or derived through factor-analytic

techniques. This contributes to difficulties in evaluating research

findings. The development of measures based on a comprehensive

conceptual model such as Hcl4i I I an and Chavi s' (1986) would i ncrease the

interpretability of findings in this area.

Presence g[ sense q[ conrnunity in neighbounhods. A number of social

theorîsts have expressed alarm over the erosion of social supports in

geographical communities and the ensuing ìoss of sense of community

(e.g., Fromm, 1973; Keyes, 1973; llarcuse, 1969; Nisbet, 1962). They

have argued that loss of sense of community is associated with such

deleterious consequences as "sustained feel ings of anomie, al ienation,

isoìation, and loneliness, the ìoss of local autonorny and personal

i nvoìvement i n one's communi ty and, perhaps most importantì y, a growi ng

inabi ì ity to maintain a readi ly avai lable, mutuaì ìy supportive network

of reìationshipsr' (Glynn, .l981, p. 790). -sarason (1974) echoed the

seriousness of the situation in stating that "the absence or di ìution of

the psychologicaì sense of community is the most destructive dynamic in

the I ives of people in our society" (p. 96) .
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The hypothesized loss of sense of community in urban life remaíns

largeìy a theoreticaì argument based on interpretation of modern social

group i ngs . However , Hunter (197Ð repor ted resu I ts of a survey

replicating a study by Foley (1952), in the same urban neighbourhood of

Rochester, New York, some 2! years earl ier. These researchers examined

sense of community, local facility use, and informal neighbouring

reported by res i dents. Contrary to pred i ct i ons, sense of commun i ty had

increased over time and informal neighbouring had remained the same.

lleanwhiìe, ìocal facility use had declined.

Based on i nterv i ews, Hunter (197Ð determ i ned that res i dents had

conscious'ìy chosen to live in the investigated neighbourhood because of

certain ecoìogical characteristics (i.e., middle-class, racial ìy

integrated, and urban) and the evident presence of a social "community".

Furthermore, res i dents worked to deveì op a sense of commun i ty, part i aì 1 y

by means of an active locaì community organization. ln terms of the

general izeabi I ity of findings, Hunter suggested that "the prevalence of

'ideological communities'.... though relatively unique within a given

metropoìitan area may be sufficiently generaì nationwide to provide a

limited but persistent set of counter values to'the loss of community'

in urban settings'r (p. 55O) .

Gìynn (1986) asked a sample of residents from Haryland and an lsrael i

Kibbutz to identify components (e.g., fami ìy, friends, church,

ne i ghbourhood) that they perce i ve as mak i ng up the i r commun i ty.

Respondents al so compl eted scal es measur i ng actual sense of communi ty,

ideal sense of community, community satisfaction, and community

competence (i.e., abil ity to function competently in the community).
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Findings showed that those who reported higher sense of community,

community satisfaction, and community competence were more I ikeìy to

incìude neighbourhood in their definition of community. Glynn

i nterpreted these f i nd i ngs as suggest i ng "that the nei ghbourhood rema i ns

a significant contributor to the development and maintenance of sense of

commun i ty, commun i ty sat i sfact i on and commun i ty competence we may

think that our neighbourhood is no more than a minor element in the

grander concept of sense of communíty, but the neighbourhood, in fact

remains an integral part of it" (p. 350) ,

Gìynn's (1986) findings support those of Hunter (197Ð in showing

that a community of pìace, such as a neighbourhood, has not been totalìy

ecl ipsed by a community of interest in determining an individual's sense

of commun i ty.

Oormnunjty cornelates q[ sense g[ cørnunity. Research to date has not

identified community-ìevel variables that are associated with sense of

community in neighbourhood residents. The one exception invo'ìves

findings reported by Weenig et al. (1990) in a study endeavouring to

define dimensions of neighbourhood cohesion. Specificaì ly, they found

that residents of high-rise neighbourhoods had a lower sense of

community than those in low-rise neighbourhoods. ln this study,

high-rise neighbourhoods were defined as those consisting of mainly

apartment bui ldings of four stories or more. ln contrast, low-rise

neighbourhoods involved those consisting of mainly single-fami ly

dwel I ings or three-story apartment bui ldings.



A possible explanation for this

apartment bui ldings fosters greater

single-fami ly dwel I ings. Apartment

whi le leaving from or returning to

their opportunities for developing

Weenig et al. (.l990) cautioned that

general izeabìe since their sampl ing

rented accomodations located in low

Indjvidual cornelates E[ sense gf corrnunity. A smaì I number of

empirical studìes on sense of community in the past ten years have

focused on i dent i f i cat i on of assoc i ated i nd ivi dual - I evel character i st i cs

and its relationship to neighbourhood-related activities. As wel ì,

greater sense of community hap been shown to be directly related to a

number of positive psychoìogical effects.

Gìynn (198,l) found several characteristics of individuals that held

positive relationships with sense of community. These included number

of years married, number of children living at home, number of more

years expected in the community, number of neighbours one is able to

i dent i fy, and sat i sfact i on w i th the commun i ty .

Buckner (1988) tested a number of social-demographic characteristics

as predictors of sense of communi ty/neighbourhood cohesion. 0nly years

lived in the neighbourhood and level of education emerged as significant

predictors. The positive reìationship between years ì ived in the

ne i ghbourhood and sense of commun r ty /ne i ghbourhood cohes i on makes

finding is that living in large

pr i vacy and anonym i ty than

dwel lers are only visible to others

their apartment. This restricts

rel at i onsh i ps wi th nei ghbours.

their findings may not be

was restr i cted to res i dents i n

soc i oeconomi c status nei ghbourhoods.
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intuitive sense. A negative relationship between education and sense of



community/ neighbourhood cohesion was indicated. This is possibly due

to individuaìs of higher education developing their "community" based

more on interest rather than pìace.

Riger and Lavrakas (.l98.I) examined sense of community through a large

telephone survey conducted in three U.S. cities. The purpose of the

study was to identify social-demographic, attitudinal, and behavioural

characteristics associated with neighbourhood attachment. As discussed

in the section on measurement approaches, neighbourhood attachment was

made up of two factors, nameìy behaviouraì rootedness (i.e., commitment

to living in the neighbourhood) and social bonding (i.e., feeling part

of neighbourhood and knowing neighbours). With regard to

social-demographic characteristics, Riger and Lavrakas ('l981) found that

individuals who were older, had a higher income, and a lower education

showed a reìatively higher level of behaviouraì rootedness. Number of

chi ldren in the househoìd appeared as the onìy sociaì*demographic

variable associated with social bonding. lndividuals from households

with a greater number of children demonstrated a relativeìy higher level

of sociaì bonding. Children likely facilitate the deveìopment of ties

in a neighbourhood, and hence, attachment to it.
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Among attitudinal and behavioural characteristics, type of

residential ì iving unit was the major discriminator.of behavioural

rootedness (Riger E Lavrakas, l98l). Persons with high behavioural

rootedness showed a greater tendency to live in singìe-famiìy dwelìings,

whiìe those with ìess rootedness tended to live in multi-unit dweìlings.

This latter finding is I ikeìy an artifact, at least in part, of the fact

that the behav i oura I rootedness factor i nc I uded an i tem on



owning/renting a home. Renters can be expected to more likely live in

multi-unit dwel ì ings and are also ìess rooted.

The major behaviouraì discriminators of sociaì bonding invoìved

keeping vigilance of the street on which one lives and discussing

neighbourhood probìems wíth neighbours (Riger E Lavrakas, 198ì).

lndividuals reporting the highest social bonds were most likely to pay

attention to activity on their street and talk with neighbours about

I oca I prob ì ems. Both these rel at i onsh i ps suggest that commun i ty

involvement is related to sense of community. Similarly, other studies

have reported sense of community being directìy related to participation

in bìock associations (florin 6 Wandersman, I984; Wandersman t

Giamartino, 1980), participation in local pol iticaì activities (Davidson

6 Cotter, 1989), and, as aìready discussed, sociaì interaction with

neighbours (Hunter, 1975; Unger 6 Wandersman, 1982).

Some empirical findings suggest that psychological benefits may

accrue from experiencing a higher sense of community. ln a foììow-up,

in-person survey of female respondents selected from Riger and Lavrakasl

(.l98.l) teìephone survey sampìe, Riger, LeBaiììy, and Gordon (.l981)

examined the relationships between fear of crime and four kinds of
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communi ty involvement, including the previously mentioned social bonding

and behaviouraì rootedness, as well as use of ìocal facilities and

neighbouring behaviour. Social bonding in the neighbourhood and

behavioural rootedness were i nverseìy related to fear of cr ime.

addition, sociaì bonding showed a stronger relationship to fear as

expressed by respondents than objective crime rates in the

neighbourhood. Social bonding and behaviouraì rootedness seemed

ln
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directly reìated to fear rather than being mediators of the impact of

crime rates. The behavioural measures of neighbouring and use of local

faci I ities were not associated with expressed fear of crime.

To explain these findings, Riger et al. (198.l) suggested that

community integration exempl ified by social bonding and behavioural

rootedness, lessens fear in residents by increasíng their famiìiarity

wi th other nei ghbourhood res i dents. I n turn, th i s I essens the number of

strangers in the neighbourhood and encourages the beì ief that neighbours

can be rel ied on for heìp. floreover, they aìso suggested that sociaì

bonding between neighbours might serve to faci l itate informal social

control, which reduces the number of criminaì acts that produces fear.

Final ly, the possibi ì ity that fear of crime may precìude the

estabì ishment of social bonds between neighbours was also raised.

Bachrach and Zautra (.l985) further demonstrated the psychologicaì

benefits of having a strong sense of community in a study investigating

the coping responses of residents in a ruraì community toward a proposed

hazardous waste facility. They used path analysis to deveìop a model of

factors bel ieved to ínfluence community response. Factors tested in the

model included perceptions of self-efficacy, appraisaì of the situation,

emot i on-focused cop i ng, prob l em-focused cop i ng, and sense of commun i ty.

Findings reveaìed that a stronger sense of community led to increased

problem-focused coping (i.e., strategies directed at countering the

threat), but did not influence emotion-focused coping strategies (i.e.,

strategies to adapt emotional ly to a threat). Problem-focused coping

contributed significantìy to degree of community involvement (e.g.,

attending meetings, signing petitions) .
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Based on these findings, Bachrach and Zautra (1985) concluded that

experiencing a sense of community encourages active collective efforts

to aì leviate shared stressors. Sense of community is interpreted as a

positive resource in that it gives residentsrra greater sense of purpose

and perceived control i n thei r efforts to combat the stressor" (p. 137) .

Chavis and Wandersman (.l990) also examined the role of sense of

community in promoting local action. Path analytic and longitudinal

techniques were used on survey data coìlected in Nashville, Tennessee to

deveìop a modeì identifying mediating variabìes through which sense of

community inf luences participation in neighbourhood block associations.

Results showed that sense of community has a cataìytic effect on

participation in block associations by stimulating block satisfaction,

encouraging social relations with neighbours, and increasing perceived

contro ì over one' s i mmed i ate env i ronment .

Chavis and Wandersman (1990) interpreted their findings as indicative

of the importance of sense of community in community deveìopment

efforts. They attributed sense of community with empowering individuals

and groups in neighbourhoods to col ìectiveìy address probìems and

improve the i r env i ronment. ltloreover , they suggested that soc i a I

programs target sense of community in residents to promote neighbourhood

deve ì opment .

Review of the relatively few empiricaì studies to date shows that

sense of community is an important variable for consideration in

investigations focusing on neighbourhood issues. Social-demographic

character i st i cs of i nd ivi dual s wh i ch appear to be rel ated to sense of



community incìude age, income, education, number of chi ldren I iving at

home, number of years marr i ed, years of commun i ty res i dency, expected

length of residency, and home ownership. Research also shows sense of

community as a positive resource for individua'ls and neighbourhoods,

stimuìating the development of relationships between neighbours and

participation in communi ty deveìopment efforts.

Community mental health housing programs are being increasingly

developed in the wake of deinstitutional ization. Normal ization,

bui ìding naturaì support networks, and community integration are major

objectives of these programs. Research on these programs has indicated

the importance of social relations wi th neighbours for tenants to attain

community integration. At this time, contact between tenants in

community mental heaìth programs and their immediate neighbours seems ro

be minimal and superf icial. I'loreover, the modal level of community

integration of tenants tends to be low and suggestive of social

isolation.

Staternent of Proposed Research
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Publ ic attitudes toward the mentaì ìy disabìed appear to have become

more sophisticated and accepting over the past 2j years. Negative

pubìic beliefs about the mentaìly disabled continue to exist, however,

and include such attributes as dangerousness, worthlessness,

unpredictabi I ity, and degenerativeness. Behavioural characteristics and

mental i ì ìness ìabels înfìuence the publ ic's preferred social distance

from mentaì ìy disabled persons, with behavioural characteristics having

the stronger effect. Nonetheìess, a ìarge proportion of the generaì
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population expresses acceptance of former mental patients as neighbours.

A significant proportion aìso accepts placement of community mental

health faciìities in residential neighbourhoods and expresses supportive

behavioural intentions toward these faci I ities.

A next ìogical step in research on community care wouìd involve an

examination of the potential for social interaction between the pubì ic

and faci I ity tenants. Therefore, the intent of the present research is

to examine the neighbouring intentions of community residents toward

tenants ìiving in community mental health residences. llore

specificaì ly, the proposed study wi 1 ì examine the neighbouring

intentions of community residents using Ajzen and Fishbein's (1980)

theory of reasoned action as a general theoretical model. Research has

shown this modeì to have considerable success in predicting behaviour

(Sheppard, Hartwi ck, t Warshaw, 1988) . A presentation of the theory of

reasoned ac*"ion and its appì ication to the current context is presented

i n the next sect i on.

Theony of Reasoned Action

Numerous studies have examined I inkages between attitudes and

behaviours since LaPierre's (.l934) landmar'k study questioning the

relationship between these two concepts. Several revîews of research on

this issue have been publ ished (Wicker 1969; Schuman and Johirson 1976;

Cialdini, Petty, and Cacioppo l98l; Cooper and Croyle 1984; Chaiken and

Stangor 1981; Tesser 6 Shaffer, 1990). ln response to the frequentìy

tenuous reìationship between attitudes and behaviours, Fishbein and

Theoretical Mdel



Ajzen (197Ð and Ajzen and Fishbein (.l980) developed a "theory of

reasoned actionrrwhich attempts to account for the muìtiple variables,

incìuding attitudes, that shape social behaviour.

A basic assumption of the Ajzen and Fishbein model is that

individuals engage in a systematic reasoning process prior to acting.

Thi s process i nvolves cogni tive and emotional assessment of behavioural

opt i ons, wh i ch then produces an i ntent i on to perform a certa i n

behaviour, fol lowed by the actual behaviour. The model aìso includes a

normative factor, specifically the infìuence of community standards as

conveyed to an individual by significant others.

Figure I is a diagrammatic presentation of the Ajzen and Fishbein

(1980) theory of reasoned action (TRA). The figure shows five sets of

variables which are related in a ì inear, sequentiaì manner: externaì

variables, behavioural and normative bel iefs, attitude toward the

behaviour and subjective norm, behavioural intentions, and behaviour.

The model consists of a series of hypothesized reìationships between

adj acent sets of var i ab I es.
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Beginning at the extreme left of the modeì as depícted in Figure ì

and working forward, external variables are generaì characteristics

distinc.t and separate from the behaviour in question. External

var i abl es are techn i cal ì y not cons i dered part of the modeì . However,

the TRA endeavours to model the mediating processes between external

variables and behaviour. Externaì variables may be directly associated

with beì iefs. ln Figure l, externaì variabìes presented as. predictive

of bel iefs include social-demographic characteristics, attitudes towards



F i gure I : Theory of Reasoned Act i on
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targets, and personality traits. Empirical findings can be used by

investigators to direct the choice of externaì variables in a particular

behav i oura I area .

Two sets of bel iefs are key determinants of attitudes and norms,

namely bel iefs about the behaviour and normative bel iefs. Bel iefs

represent the cognitive eìement in the modeì and involve information

about the behaviour in question and about significant others. Bel iefs

about the behaviour refer to expectations about the consequences or

outcomes of performing a behaviour. These are evaluated as either

positive or negative. The combination of the strength of beliefs about

the outcomes of the behaviour and the evaluation of these anticipated

outcomes lead to the formation of an attitude toward the behaviour. The

TRA predicts that the more positive the bel iefs about the consequences

of behaviour, the more favourabìe wiìì be the attitude toward performing

the behav i our .

Normative bel iefs are an individual¡s perception as to whether or not

specific persons or groups (e.g., spouse, friends, neighbours) think

they shou'ì d perform a behaviour. Each normative belief is weighted by

an individualrs motivation to comply with identified referents making up

these bel iefs. The sum of these weighted normative bel iefs leads to the

formation of a subjective norm about the behaviour.

As shown in figrr. l, the two major factors which combine to form a

behavioural intention are attitudes and subjective norm. ln the Ajzen

and Fishbein (.l980) model, an attitude refers to an overal l evaluation

of performing the behaviour in question. I n more simple terms, an
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attitude represents feel ings concerning whether performing a behaviour

would be good or bad, desirable or undesirabìe, pìeasan'u or unpleasant,

etc. According to the TRA, attitude and behavioural intention are

directly related, such that the more favourable the attitude toward

behav i our, the greater the i ntent i on to perform the behav i our .

Subjective norm accounts for the influence of the social environment

on intentions and is defined as the degree to which a person perceives

that his or her significant others favor him or her taking an action.

Subjective norm is similar to normative beliefs, except it involves a

generalized "important otheril rather than specific identified persons.

It is subjective in that it refers to a perception, which may or may not

be accurate. The more a person perceives significant others favoring an

action, the greater his or her behavioural intention to take the action

in question.

As presented in the Figure l, both attitudinal and normative

components are weighted to reflect their relative importance as

predictors of intentions. This weighting varies depending on the person

and the behaviour under consideration. Furthermore, attitudinaì and

normative components can be consistent, encouraging a certain behaviour,

or can be inconsistent, producing confl ict in a person over the prospect

of performing a behaviour. Research using the theory of reasoned action

has shown that both attitudes and norms are related to behavioural

intentions. However, the contribution of attitudes is generaììy greater

than that of norms (Cialdini, Petty, 6 Cacioppo, ì981).
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Next in the model, and directly related to behaviour, are behavioural

intentions, whích refer to a person's assessmeni of ihe I ikel ihood of

their performing the behaviour in question. Behavioural intention

predicts behaviour, provided that the actor has controì over the

behaviour and the intention remains stable prior to its performance.

The behaviour variabìe in Figure I refers to overt behaviour, which can

invoìve singìe actions (e.g. voting) or multiple acts forming a

behavioural category or concept (e.g., discrimination).

There is substantial empirical evidence of a strong reìationship

between intentions and behaviour in such diverse areas as dieting

(Sejwacz, Ajzen, E t ishbein, 'ì980) , family planning (Davidson ê Jaccard,

197Ð, voting (Fishbein, Ajzen, ê Hinkle, i980), and adolescent alcohol

use (Schlegel, Crawford, E Sanborn, 1977). ln a meta-anaìytic review of

87 stuUies using the Ajzen and Fishbein (ì980) modeì, Sheppard et aì.

(ì988) reported a frequency weighted average correlation of 0.53 between

behavioural intentions and performed behaviour. Based on this evidence,

some stud i es for pract i ca'ì reasons have subst i tuted i ntent i on for

behaviour as the criterion variable (Dear 6 Taylor, 1982; Fishbein t

Ajzen, l98O; Sperber, Fishbein 6 Ajzen, .l980).

ln addition to the components described above, the Ajzen and Fishbein

(1980) modeì requires that each component be defined at the same level

of specificity with regard to action, target, context, and time

elements. Action refers to the behaviour being studied, whiìe the

target is the object at which the action is directed. Context invoìves

the environmental situation in which the action is performed and time is

the tempora I character i st i cs of the act i on.



For exampìe, an action wouìd involve buying, with the target being

particuìar produci (e.g., rnÌ ìk) . The conïext couìd be a particular

supermarket chain (e.g., Safeway) and the time a certain day (e.g.,

Saturday). Each element can range from very specific to general or

non-specific. ln order to adequately predict the target behaviour in

this exampìe, behavioural beì iefs, normative bel iefs, attitude,

subjectîve norm, and behavioural intention must aì I concern themselves

with rrbuying mi lk from Safeway on a Saturday." ln studying

atti tude-behaviour relations, researchers have general ly focused on

target and action elements, leaving context and time elements

unspecified (Rjzen 6 Fishbein, 1977).

The issue of specificity of elements is an important one in

attempting to ìink attitudes to behaviour. ln a major review, Ajzen and

Fishbein (1977) demonstrated that studies having high correspondence of

specificity between elements of attitudinal and behavioural entities

consistentìy show strong reìationships between attitude and behaviour.

0n the other hand, studies wîth ìow correspondence showed I ittle or no

relationship between attitude and behaviour. Consistent with the

principle of correspondence, Ajzen and Fishbein (lgll) also showed that

studies examîning attitudes toward targets and generaì behaviours (e.g.,

discrimination, cooperation, aìtruism), defined by multipìe acts aimed

at the same target, yieìded strong attitude-behaviour relations.
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Theoretical Mdel fø f¡e Study

Figure 2 presents the theoretical model delineating variables

hypothesized to predict behavioural intentions regarding neighbouring

with tenants of community mental health facilities. These include:

external variables, beì iefs, and attitudes. Normative variables (i.e.

normative beliefs, subjective norm) are not included in the model and

have been replaced by sense of community variables. The insertion of

sense of community variables in the model represents a departure from

the TRA and is an exploratory aspect of the present study. This

modification is largeìy based on empiricaì grounds. As previously

discussed, research has identified sense of community as a salient

predictor of neighbouring between community residents (Chavis e

Wandersman, 1990; Hunter, 1975; Unger E Wandersman, 1982). lt is also

bel ieved that examining sense of communi ty bel iefs and atti tudes wi I I

prove valuable in understanding the issue of neighbouring with tenants

of community mentaì health faci I ities within particular neighbourhood

contexts. Sense of community is expected to vary by neighbourhood area

(G ì ynn, 1 986) .
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For the purpose of the study, behavioural intentions served as the

dependent variable. Given the reìativeìy low number of community

residences for the post-psychiatric population, and the lack of

awareness of the generaì population of their existence, contact between

tenantè in these residences and community residents is minimal at this

time (Ambtman, 1990; Sherman, Frenkeì, ê Newman, 1986). Therefore, a

test of actual behaviour in a sampìe representative of an urban

population is not readi ìy feasible. lt is expected that behavioural
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intention is a reasonably accurate predictor of behaviour. As

previously mentioned, f indings from studies using'uhe TRA to examine a

wide range of behaviours substantiate the presence of a strong

relationship between these two variables (Sheppard et al., 1988). These

have included showing a strong relationship between behavioural

intentions and behaviour in such sociaì ly sensitive areas as performing

an iììegal behaviour (Warshaw 6 Davis, ì985), being absent at work

(Newman, .l974), and using particular forms of birth controì (Davidson ê

i{orr ison, 1983; F isher, 1984) .

An expìanation of each cìuster of variables in Figure 2 wi I ì be

d i scussed next . Hypotheses I i nk i ng the var i ous par ts of the mode I

follow at the end of the section.



EXTERNAL VARIABLES
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Extennal Variables

Three kinds of external variables are predicted as being associated

wíth bel iefs: neighbour characteristics, respondent characteristics,

and ne i ghbourhood character i st i cs.

Nejghbour chanacteristics. Neighbour characteristics

attr i butes of those on the rece i v i ng end of ne i ghbour i ng.

present study, these incìude place of residence, severity

and gender. These variables are manipulated to produce a 2 x 2 x 2

factorial design. Place of residence is varied by placing neighbours in

either a community mentaì health residence or a normal residence. The

latter condition serves as a control group allowing for comparison of

beiiefs, attitudes, and behavioural intentions regarding tenants of

commun i ty menta ì hea I th res i dences and norma I ne i ghbours.

severity of disabii ity is also varied as a neighbour variable.

Research has shown that chronic mentalìy disabled individuals in the

community suffer from varying levels of self-care (e.g., dress,

grooming) diff iculties, interpersonal deficits, and unempìoyment

(Strayer 6 Keith, 197Ð. Therefore, appearance, sociaì behaviour, and

occupationaì functioning serves as the descriptive criteria in defining

neighbours as suffering from either a severe or mi ld mental disabi I ity.

Fina'l ìy, based on research f indings showing gender of mentaìly disabled

persons to influence publ ic attitudes toward them, the gender of the

neighbour presented in the vignette is also manipulated (Farina, l98l).

8o

involve

ln the

of disability,

Respondent charactenjstjcs. Respondent characterisrics refer to
attr i butes assoc i ated wi th respondents i n the study, Based on previ ous



research on publíc beliefs about the mentally disabled (Dear t Tayìor,

1982, Tefft et al., .l988), ihe major respondent variables expected to

predict bel iefs are age, education, number of chi ldren in the househoìd

and experience with mentally ill persons.

Sense of community research (Hunter, 1975; Riger E Lavrakas, l98l),

suggests ìength of neighbourhood residency, number of chiìdren in the

househoìd, sense of weìl-being, and past neighbouring as major

predictors of sense of community bel iefs. Therefore, these are also

i ncl uded i n the model under respondent character i st i cs.

Neiohbounhood chanacteristics. Neighbourhood characteristics entai ls

aspects of soc i a I structure i n the respondentrs ne i ghbourhood. For the

purpose of this study, neighbourhood change was examined as a structural

characteristic associated with sense of community bel iefs about the

neighbourhood. Neighbourhood change refers to the degree of turnover of

residents in neighbourhoods over a defined period of time. The choice

of neighbourhood change for inclusion in the model is based on research

findings showing community-level residential stabi l ity to be directly

related to extent of local friendship ties (Sampson' .l988).

8r

Beliefs

ln the theory of reasoned action, bel iefs take the form of

expectations heìd by an individual about both consequences of the

behaviour in question and norms of referent individuaìs or group

regarding the behaviour (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). ln the model for

the proposed study, two bel ief constel lations are identified, namely



bel iefs about consequences of neíghbouring with identified neighbours

and bel iefs about the neighbourhood.

Beliefs about consequences q[ neighbouring. Both positive and

negative consequences can be perceived as resulting from neighbouring

with neighbours exhibiting specified characteristics. As indicated

previousìy, neighbouring can be conceptuaì ized as providing various

forms of support in a I imited reciprocal reìationship (Unger 6

Wandersman, .ì985) . Therefore, beì iefs about positive consequences of

engaging in neighbouring behaviour might incìude receiving such kinds of

assistance as emotionaì support, instrumental aid, and/or information

about the ne i ghbourhood.

Previous research on public attitudes toward mentaìly ill persons

indicate a range of possibìe perceived negative consequences of

interacting with tenants of community mental health faci ì ities.

Aìbrecht et al. (1982) identified three general expìanations behind

sociaì rejection by the publ ic of social deviants such as mentaììy

disabìed individuaìs: (a) ambiguity of social interaction, (b) threat

to social weì ì-being, and (c) threat to physical weì ì-being. Ambigui ty

of social interaction refers to not knowing how to interact or be

8z

helpful to mentaì ly disabìed individuals. Threats to sociaì weì ì-being

involve concerns of losing credibiì ity with others thr.ough association

with mental ly i ì ì persons. Threats to physical wel l-being refer to

perceptions of the dangerousness of the mentaì ly disabied. These

expìanations can be interpreted as bel iefs about the negative

consequences of social ly interacting with mentaì ìy disabìed individuals.
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Beliefs about flre neighbounhd. The other set of beliefs in the

theoretical modeì are those expresseci by respondents about their

neighbourhood. These bel iefs, along wi th atti tudes toward the

ne i ghbourhood, are i ntended to capture ne i ghbourhood-rel ated i nf I uences

on neighbouring. As sense of community has been shown to have a direct

relationship with neighbouring (Hunter, 1975; Riger ê Lavrakas, l98l;

Unger 6 Wandersman, ì982), beì iefs about the neighbourhood wí I ì involve

aspects of this concept.

Based on the definition of sense of community by t4ct4i I lan and Chavis

(1986), major reìevant bel iefs about the neighbourhood are that: (a)

the neighbourhood has identifiabìe physicaì boundaries, (b) the

neighbourhood is a safe place, (c) neighbours share simi lar vaìues, (d)

neighbours can be influenced by one's opinions and desires, (e)

neighbours wi I ì provide help if it is needed, (f) neíghbours are able to

work together to improve the neighbourhlood, and (S) neighbours

experience an emotional connection with each other.

At t i tudes

Attitude towand neighbourjng. Attitude towarci neighbouring refers to

a general evaluation of the desirabi I ity regarding neighbouring with

others presenting with certain characteristics. As described above, the

characteristics of neighbours were systematicaì ly varied.

Atti tude to*ard the neighbourhd. Att i tude toward the ne ighbourhood

involves a general evaluation of the desirabil ity of the neighbourhood.

It is intended to reflect affective sentiments associated with the sense

of commun i ty concept.



Behavioural Intentions Regardjng Neighbouning

Behavioural intentions refer to the I ikel ihood of performing

behav i our i n the future. I n the present research, the re I evant

behaviour is neighbouring with tenants of community mental health

residences. Behaviouraì intentions regarding neighbouring involve the

three major types of socìaì interaction wi th neighbours described

previousìy.

Hypotheses

Based on the model in Figure 2, the foì lowing hypotheses are proposed.

Bel'iefs About Consequences of Neighbouning

Positive bel iefs incìude receipt of emotional support, receipt of
instrumental aid, receipt of information about the neighbourhood.
Negative bel iefs include ambiguity of social interaction, threat to
physical wel l-being, and threat to social wel ì-being.

Ne i ghbour Character i st i cs

8l+

Bel iefs about positive consequences of neighbouring with tenants of

community mental health residences wiìl be less positive than with

neighbours in normal residences.

1- Bel iefs about negative consequences of neighbouring with tenants of

community mental health residences wi I I be more negative than with

neighbours in normaì residences.

3. Beì iefs about positive consequences of neighbouring with neighbours

exhibiting severe mental disability wiìl be less positive than with

neighbours exhibiting mi ld mental disabi ì ity.
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Bel iefs about negative consequences of neighbouring with neighbours

exhibiting severe mentaì disabîlity wiìì be more negative than with

neighbours exhibiting miìd mentaì dísabi I ity.

5. Bel i efs about pos i t i ve consequences of

neighbours would be ìess positive than

6. Bel iefs about negative consequences of

neighbours would be more negative than

Respondent Character i st i cs

7. Age of respondents wi I I be inversely related to the degree that

respondents hoìd positive beì iefs about neighbouring with tenants

of commun i ty menta I hea I th res i dences.

8.

neighbouring with male

w i th fema I e ne i ghbours .

ne i ghbour i ng wi th ma ì e

wi th fema ì e ne i ghbours.

Age of respondents wi ì I be directìy related to the degree that

respondents hold negative bel iefs about neighbouring with tenants

of commun i ty menta I hea I th res i dences .

9. Education of respondents wi I I be directly related to the degree

that respondents hold positive bel iefs about neighbouring with

tenants of commun i ty menta I res i dences.

ì0. Education of respondents wilì be inverseìy related to the degree

that respondents hold negative bel iefs about neighbouring with

tenants of commun i ty menta I hea I th res i dences.

lì Number of chiìdren in the household of respondents will be

i nversel y rel ated to the degree that respondents hol d pos i t ive

bel iefs about neighbouring with tenants of community mental health

res i dences.



lr2. Number of children in the household of respondents wiìl be

d i rect I y rel ated to the degree that respondents hol d negat i ve

bel iefs about neighbouring with tenants of community mental health

res i dences.

13. Experience of respondents wi th mental ly i I I persons wi ì ì be

directly reìated to the degree that respondents hoìd positive

bel iefs about neighbouring with tenants of community mental health

res i dences.

14. Experience of respondents with mentalìy ilì persons wiìl be

inverseìy reìated to the degree that respondents hoìd negative

beì i efs about nei ghbour i ng wi th tenants of communi ty mental heal th

res i dences.

Beljefs Aboui lhe Neighbounhod
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Bel iefs about the neighbourhood are developed from the sense of
community concept (l'tc¡'tillan E Chavis, 1986) and incìude beliefs that the
neighbourhood has identifiable boundaries, the neighbourhood is a safe
pl ace, nei ghbours share s îmi I ar vaì ues, nei ghbours can be i nf I uenced by
one's opinions and desires, neighbours wilì provide help if needed,
neighbours are abìe to work together to improve the neighbourhood, and
neighbours experience an emotional connection v¡ith each other.

Respondent Character i st i cs

15. Length of neighbourhood residency of respondents wi ì I be directly

related to the degree that respondents express sense of community

bel i efs about the nei ghbourhood.

16, Number of children in the household of respondents wiìl be directìy



related to the degree that respondents express sense of community

bel ief s about the neighboui'hood.

17. Sense of welì-being of respondents wilì be directly reìated to the

degree that respondents express sense of community bel iefs about

the ne i ghbourhood.

18. Past neighbouring behaviour of respondents wi I ì be directly related

to the degree that respondents express sense of community bel iefs

about the ne i ghbourhood.

Ne i ghbourhood Character i st i cs

ì9 Nei ghbourhood change wi 1 I be i nverseì y rel ated

that respondents express sense of community beì

ne i ghbour hood .

Atti tude Toward Nejghbouring

8l

20. The degree to wh i ch respcndents hoì d pos i t i ve

ne i ghbour i ng wi th tenants of commun i ty menta I

wi I ì be directly reìated to the extent to whi

favourable attitude toward neighbouring with

21. The degree to which respondents hoìd negative

ne i ghbour i ng wi th tenants of commun i ty menta l

wi I ì be inverseìy related to the extent to wh

favourable attitude toward neighbouring with

to the degree

i efs about the

bel iefs

hea I th

ch they

them.

bel iefs

hea I th

i ch they

them.

abou t

res i dences

have a

abou t

res i dences

have a



Attjtude Toward f_he Neighbourhd

22. The degree to which respondents express sense of community beliefs

about the neighbourhood will be directly reìated to the extent to

wh i ch they have a favourab I e att i tude toward the ne i ghbourhood.

Behavioural intentjons Regarding Neighbourjng

23. The extent to which respondents have a favourabìe attitude toward

neighbouring with tenants of community mentaì heaìth residences

wi I I be directly reìated to behavioural intentions regarding

neighbouring with them

2l+. The extent to which respondents have a favourabìe attitude toward

their neighbourhood wi ì I be directly reìated to their behavioural

intentions regarding neighbouring with tenants of community mental

hea ì th res i dences.
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The population universe for the study involved households I isted in

the 1987 assessment file compiìed by the City of Winnipeg Environmental

Planning Department. This is an accurate I isting of aì ì households in

Winnipeg to within 0.5 percent. A systematic random sample of 600

househoìds was drawn by computer from this ì isting, excluding nursing

homes, temporary residences, and apartment blocks. lndividuals ì iving

METHOD

in these dwelì ings were not included in the sampìe since they were

unì ikeìy to have tenants of community mental heaìth residences as

i mmed i ate ne i ghbours.

Pan t i cinants

For each contacted household, one eì igible resident was asked to

serve as a respondent in the study. Gender, âge, and residency served

as the selection criteria for participation. A person was considered

eligible to serve as a respondent if they were l8 years of age or older

and lived on a regular basis in the selected dwelling. The gender of

the respondent was randomìy predesignated for each household and was

.specif îed in the cover letters (Appendices A, C, D) accompanying the

questionnaire in the mai louts. Households that lacked an adult with the

specified gender were asked to have any other aduìt residing there

complete the questionnaÎ re.

-89-
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The household was the desígnated sampìing unit. lt was expected that

a smaìl number of househoìds from the originaì sampìe would have to be

rep'l aced because of vacancies, households serving exclusiveìy as a

business location, and respondents unable to particìpate because of

health problems or language difficulties. Replacement households were

selected randomly from a small sample of l0l households drawn by

computer from the same listings and meeting the same criteria as the

original sample.

Data was co I I ected us i ng ma i I survey procedures . The maj or reasons

for choosing a maiì survey over other survey methods invoìved its

relativeìy inexpensive cost ancj abi I ity to obtain a. large representative

urban sample with a smaller time investment. ln addition, it has the

added advantages of being free from interviewer biases and gaining more

honest responses to sensitive questions (Backstrom ê Hursh-Cesar, l98l).

The Total Design iïethod (TDI'l) for mail surveys of Dillman (lglA) was

uti ì ized. Di I lman (.ì983) reported average response rates in excess of

70% for general public surveys conducted in the U.S. using the TDt4. The

TDt'l provides a standard set of successful ly tested procedures for both

questionnai re construction and survey impìementation. These procedures

were careful ly fol lowed in the present study. Ful I detai ìs of

questionnai re conôtruction and impìementation procedures are avai iable

elsewhere (Di ì lman, 1978) .

Pnocedune
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Questionnaire construction foìlowing TDltl guidelines resulted in the

deve l opment of an attract i ve, i nterest i ng, and easy to compl ete

questionnaire (Appendix E). Generaì principles fol lowed toward this end

included designing the questionnaire as a booklet, pìacing the most

interesting and topic-related questions first, and printing questions

and response alternatives in a visually pleasing and clear manner. TDI'1

impìementation procedures folìowed in the study were geared to gain the

trust of prospective respondents, minimize the cost of participation,

and provide some incentives for completing the questionnaire. Each

mai ì-out packet consisted of a cover letter on university stationery, a

questionnai re booklet, and a self-addressed stamped return envelope.

The cover letter (Appendix R) in the first mai lout was carefuì ìy

constructed to introduce the survey, motivate respondents to

participate, and answer common questions they might have about the

s tudy .

The initiaì maiìout to aìl participants was conducted on the same

day. A postcard fol ìow-up reminder (Appendix B) was sent to al I

participants one week after the initial mailout. A second questionnaire

was mai ìed to those who had not responded three weeks after the first

mailout. Finally, a further repìacement questionnaire was sent by

courier to those who still had not responded seven weeks after the

initial mailout. Aìthough the TDI'I suggests that the f inal mailout use

registered mai I to emphasize the importance of participation in the

survey, it was beìieved that this would result in significant

inconvenience for many respondents since only one attempt at home

del ivery îs made with this postaì service. lf no one is home at that
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time, househoìders are asked to pick up their registered mail at a

pcstal outlet. Therefore, arrangements were made with a private courier

service to either hand deì iver the finaì mai lout if possible, or leave

it in the mailbox if no one was home. Cover letters accompanying the

second (Appendix C) and third mailouts (Appendix D) underìined the

importance of having aì ì respondents participate in the study.

Appendix E contains a copy of the survey questionnai re. Heasures

were developed or chosen to maximize simpl icity, brevity, and high

internaì reìiabiìity. These attributes are strong'l y advised in the TDI'1 .

Every attempt was made to construct a questionnaire that even lesser

educated participants were able to understand easi ly and compìete in

I ess than 30 m i nutes .

The items in the questionnaire were ordered according to the set of

guiding principìes suppìied by the TDll (Dillman, 1978). First,

hleasunes

questions were ordered according to social usefulness; those I ikely to

be perceived by the respondent as most useful or important were placed

at the beginning of the questionnaire, and those ì ikeìy to be perceived

as ìeast useful or important were placed at the end. The second guiding

principìe involved grouping questions of simi lar content together as

much as possible. The third principìe consisted of buiìding a sense of

continuity in the questionnaire by ordering groups of questions in such

a way that adjacent groups of questions were reìated. The finaì

ordering principle involved pìacing more sensitive items after less

sensitive items.
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A pilot study was conducted to identify problems in the questionnaire

such as confusing instructions, interpretation difficulties, and lack of

variabi ì ity in responses. As suggested by Di I lman (1978), a draft copy

of the questionnaire was pretested on three groups over two stages. The

first stage of the pi lot study involved administering the questionnaire

to graduate students in the Department of Psychology at the University

of l'lanitoba f amiìiar with survey research (N=5¡ and potential users of

the data (i.e., community mental health housing staff) (N=5).

Subsequent to the administration, individuals from these groups were

interviewed for their împressions of the questionnaire and suggestions

for improving it. Based on their comments, the questionnaire was

rev i sed.

The second stage of the pilot study entailed administering the

revised questionnai re to a representative sample of individuals from the

population to be surveyed. This sampìe consisted of l8 men and l8 women

between the ages of 26 and 65 years oìd, living in various parts of

Wi nn i peg, wi th a range of forma I educat i on. Feedback was obta i ned from

this group by having them answer a series of questions presented at the

end of the questionnaire. Frequency distributions of item responses,

internaì rel iabi I ity estimates of measures, and correlations between

items were also examined. Revisions to questionnaire instructions and

specific items were made based on feedback and data anaìyses.

The final questionnaire was made up of a series of measures

opeì-ationaìizing the variables in the theoretical model. These included

(a) external variabìes, (b) bel iefs, (c) atti tudes, and (d) behaviouraì

i ntent i ons.



Extennal Variables

As previously explained, externaì variables are categorized into

ne i ghbour character i st i cs, respondent character i st i cs, and ne i ghbourhood

characteristics. These variables are operatíonal ized beìow.

NejqhbOUn ChanaCteriStiCS. Respondents were presented wi th one of

eight possible vignettes (Appendix F) that systematical ly varied

attributes of neighbours with place of residence, severity of mental

disabiìity, and gender. The style and content of the vignettes were

modeìled from vignettes developed by Star (195Ð and Link et aì. (lg8Z).

Vignettes were constructed to provide the information that someone

would reasonably know regarding neighbours based on firsthand

observation and on discussion with other residents of the neighbourhood.

Specificaì ìy, neighbours were described in the vignette as either I iving

in a community mental heaìth residence or in a regular household.

Differentiation of severity of disability was accomplished by varyíng

the description of appearance, social behaviour, and occupational

funct i on i ng of the ne i ghbour .

Vignettes were constructed using research findings describing the

functioning levels of chronic psychiatric patients recently discharged

from hospitaì (Strayer 6 Keith, 197Ð. lndividuaìs with severe

disabi I ity displayed impoverished self-care, interpersonaì anxiety, and

social isolation and were unempìoyed. ln comparison, individuals with

mild disabiìity exhibited appropriate self-care, but had some discomfort

in social situations and were empìoyed. The accuracy of vignette

descriptions of individuals ì iving in a community mentaì health

9\



residence was verified with the pretest sample of community mental

hea I th hous i ng staff.

Respondent chanacteri stics. Respondent character i st i cs í nc I uded

sociaì-demographic characteristics, sense of weì ì-being, experience with

the mentalìy iì1, and past neighbouring behaviour.

a) Sociaì-demographic characteristics. fleasures of age, gender,

marital status, type of dweì ì ing, êfipìoyment status, education, income,

length of neighbourhood residency, and number of chi ldren in the

househoìd were placed toward the end of the questionnaire (Appendix E,

Q73-Q80). These measures were adapted from social-demographic items in

the Winnipeg Area Study (1986). Number of chiìdren ìn the househoìd was

defined as the number of individuals ìess than ì4 years old living in

the household.

b) Sense of weì ì-being. This variabìe was measured by the General

Heaìth Questionnaire (GHQ), a self-report instrument designed for

identifying minor psychiatric morbidity in the general population

(Goldberg, 1972, 1978). For the purposes of this study, the l2-item

version of the GHQ was uti I ized (Appendix E, Q54-Q65) .

Questions in the GHQ ask about current or recent difficulties,
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functioning ìevels, and/or welì-being with respect to a number of areas

(e.g., sìeep, decision-making, feeì ings of happiness). A Likert scoring

method was adopted rather than the GHQ binary method. Both methods have

been found to have equivalent psychometric properties and the Likert

scoring method is recommended for use with parametric statistical

analyses because it produces a better distribution of scores (Banks et
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â1., 1980). lndividual items were scored from i to 4 depending on the

frequency of the indicator. The total scale ranged from l2 to 48, with

ìower scores representing a relativeìy higher sense of wel 1-being and

higher scores refìecting a relativeìy lower sense of wel l-being.

The l2-item GHQ has been shown to correlate highly with more

comprehensive psychiatric interviews (Goldberg, 1972, ì978). lts aìpha

coeff i c i ent for the L i kert scor i ng method has been reported as

consistentìy high, ranging from 0.82 to 0.90 (Viewig 6 Hedlund, ì983).

c) Experience with the mentaì ly i I l. The seven-item index on

experience with mentaììy ill persons developed by Link and Cuìlen (1986)

was used (Appendix E, Q66-QZZ). Respondents were asked in this index

whether they have had different kinds of direct (e.g., work with former

mental patient) or indirect (e.g., have a friend who works in a mental

heaìth system) exposure with mentaì ìy i I ì individuals. Response

alternatives were simply yes (l) or no (2). Totaì scores ranged from 7

(extensive experience) to l4 (no experience). Link and Cullen reported

an i nternal rel i abi I i ty of .73 for th i s measure.

d) Past neighbouring behaviours. Based on Unger and Wandersman's

(1985) framework of supportive neighbouring behaviour, a 12-item measure

was deveìoped for this variable (Appendix E, Qì-Ql2). Scales previousìy

used in studies (Ahìbrandt, 1984; Hunter, 1975; Riger 6 Lavrakas, l98l;

Unger ê Wandersman 1982) to measure neighbouring activities were

consulted as aids in the construction of individual items.

Respondents were asked in this measure how often they engaged in

particuìar neighbouring behaviours (e.g., give a rìde to a neighbour)



Response alternatives were frequently (l), fairly often (2),

occasionally (3), rarely (4), and never (5). The total scale ranged

from l2 to 60, with ìower scores representing extensive past

neighbouring and higher scores representing minimal past neighbouring.

NejCIhbounhood characteristics. The sole neighbourhood characteristic

measured involved neighbourhood change of residents in a respondentrs

ne i ghbourhood for the per i od I 98 I - I 986.

Each respondent was classified by the neighbourhood in which their

residence is located, using the neighbourhood scheme deveìoped by the

Department of Environmentaì Pìannìng of the City of Winnipeg (1978).

There are 248 neighbourhoods in this classification scheme, determined

by both physical conditions (e.9., ìand

and popuìation characteristics (e.g., sex, âgê, fami ìy size, household

income) Previous research has shown these neighbourhoods to be

generaì ly more sociaì ìy homogeneous than census tracts (Hamm, Currie,

and Forde, 1988) . Nationaì Census data is avai labìe at this

neighbourhood level

Neighbourhood change for the period 198ì-1986 was determined using

the mobi I ity status variable from the 1986 Census of Canada data for

Winnipeg (Statistics Canada, .l988). This variable examines the

relationship between a perroni. place of residence on Census Day in .l986

and his/her usual pìace of residence five years earl ier. Based on this

relationship, residents are classified as either movers or non-movers.

l'lovers are def ined as individuals who are living in a dif f erent dweì ling

than five years ago. ln contrast, non-movers are individuaìs ì iving in
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the same dwelling as five years ago. For the purpose of the study,

neighbourhood change involved the percentage of movers in a

ne i ghbour hood .

Bel iefs

Bel iefs in the theoretical model included clusters of bel iefs about

the consequences of neighbouring and sense of community bel iefs about

the neighbourhood. No standardized measures of these beì iefs exist. As

a resuìt, measures were created for the study, foì lowing closely the

format suggested by Ajzen and Fishbein (lg8O). This format for

operational izing beì iefs has been successful ly uti I ized in other studies

using the theory of reasoned action (Davidson E Jaccard, 1979; Fishbein,

Ajzen, 6 Hinkìe, 1980; Sejwacz, Ajzen 6 Fishbein, l98O).

Beliefs about consequences q[ neighbouring. After reading the

vignette describing an individual respondents answered questions about

the perceived consequences of associating with this person as a

neighbour (Appendix E, Q30-Q35) . Based on Unger and Handersman's (lgA¡)

framework of types of social support reìated to neighbouring, positive

bel iefs about consequences of neighbouring were defined as the receipt

of emotional support, instrumental aid, and information. Based on prior

research, potentiaì negative bel iefs about consequences associated with

neighbouring with the mental ly disabled were identified as incìuding

amÞiguity of social interaction, threat to physical wel ì-being, and

threat to sociaì wel ì-being (Albrecht et al., 1982).
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One item measuring each of these potential positive and negative

consequences for respondents was created. For example, the item

measuring the threat to physicaì wel ì-being as a consequence of

neighbouring involved: "Hy associating with John as a neighbour would

pìace me in a physicalìy dangerous situation. I wouldnrt know what he

was going to do from one mìnute to the next.'r Possibìe responses ranged

from extremely ìikely (l) to extremeìy unlikely (7).

Beliefs about tlç neighbourhood. Based on l'lcl'1iìlan and Chavisl

(1986) definition of sense of community, seven major beliefs about the

neighbourhood were identified as integraì eìements of the concept: (a)

perceived physical boundaries, (b) safety in the neighbourhood, (c)

simi ìarity in values to neighbours, (d) influence over neighbours, (e)

avaiìability of help from neighbours, (f) ability of neighbours to work

together, and (S) shared emot i ona I connect i on between ne i ghbours.

These bel iefs were assessed by asking respondents how much they

agreed or disagreed with descriptive statements about their

neighbourhood. Some items were created for the study, whi ìe others were

chosen from Glynn's (1981) and Buckner's (,ì988) psychoìogical sense of

community measures (Ql3-Q26). For exampìe, in order to examine bel iefs

about safety in the neìghbourhood, respondents were presented with the

statement, "Compared to other neighbourhoods, I view my neighbourhood as

a safe place for the people I iving in it'', with possible responses

ranging on a five point continuum from strongìy agree (l) to strongly

d i sagree (5) .
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At t i tudes

The attitudes of respondents toward neighbouring with the individual

presented in the vignette and toward their neighbourhood were assessed

as described below. Again, standardized measures were not avai labìe to

operational ize these attitudes. Therefore, items were created using the

format suggested by Ajzen and Fishbein (i980).

Attitude tosand nejghbouning. The fol lowing item measured this

variabìe: "Overaìì, how do you feel about associating with John as a

neighbour?" Response al ternatives ranged from extremeìy favourable (l)

to extremeìy unfavourable (l) (Appendix E, a-38).

Attitude to*ard ttre neighbourhood. ln similar fashion, two items to

measure attìtude toward the neighbourhood consisted of the fol lowing:

"Overalì, how do you feel about your neighbourhood?" and "ln general,

how do you rate your neighbourhood as a pìace to ì ive". Again,

avai lable response choices ranged from extremeìy favourabìe (l) to

extremely unfavourable (7) (Appendix E, Q-28-Q29). Scores on the two

items were summed to produce a single measure. Possible total scores on

this measure ranged from 2 (highly favourabìe) to l4 (highly

unfavourabl e) .

t00

Behavioural intentions Reganding Neighbouring

A 12-item scale was constructed to measure this variable (Appendix E,

Q39-Q50). ln the same manner as the measure for past neighbouring, the

scaìe operationaì ized the Unger and Wandersman (1985) framework of

neighbouring. ltems in the scaìe were the same as those in the past
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neighbouring measure. However, the target was specified (i.e.,

described in the vignette) and respondents were asked to predict their

behaviour in this area. For example, respondents indicated how I ikeìy

are they to perform an action such as: "l would invite John into my

home for coffee, a drink, or other simi lar kind of social izing.r'

Possible responses ranged from very ì ikeìy (l) to very unì ikely (Ð.

Cumulative scores on the total scale ranged from l2 to 60.



Sarurle Return Rate

Table 'l presents a breakdown of questionnaires mai ìed out and

returned. 0f 600 addresses in the originaì sample, l4 were ruled

inel igible because of vacancies (n=3), households serving exclusively as

a business ìocation (n=3), ill health (n=3), and language diff¡culties

reported by the householder (n=3). Four households were added to the

sample in the earìy stages of the survey to partiaìly replace inel igibìe

households. Households later identified as inel ìgibìe were not repìaced

in order to I imit the length of time to compìete the study. Overal l,

590 questionnaires were mai led to el igible households.

Compìeted questionnai res were received fron 379 households.

Descriotion of Final Sarole

RESULTS

Thirty-four respondents were not of the pre-designated gender for the

househoìd, even though such an individual resided there. As a resu'lt,

they were excluded from the f inal sampìe. ln sum, 3l+5 questionnaires

were returned from households meeting the inclusion criteria, out of 590

eligible households, which represents a 58.5'4 return rate. This rate

equals or exceeds return rates of simi lar mai I surveys recently

conducted in Winnipeg that did not pre-designate gender for households.

For example, l'1iies (1988) and Ricketts (lgBZ) reported return rates of

--ô, t -ao.552 and 562, respectiveìy, for mai I surveys using systematic random

sampl ing procedures.
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Tabl e I

Breakdown of Households by

Respondents , and Comp I eted

Ca tego r y

Hailed Questionnaires

0riginaì l,lailing

Replacement l'lailing

Tota I

lneligible Households

Vacanc i es

Househo I d serv i ng as a

bus i ness

lll health

Language difficulties

Tota I

i\et i nc lus ion cr i ter ia

Failed to meet inclusion
criteria

Tota l

l4ai led Questionnaires, lnel iqible

Questionnaires

6oo

4

604

t03

3

3

5

3

l4

3t+5

3\

379



Cørparjson of Sarple to Winnjpeg Population

Table 2 compares the social-demographic characteristics of the

present sampìe with the 1989 Winnipeg Area Study (WAS) sampìe. The

is an annuaì, in-home survey conducted on a systematic random sample

households in the City of Winnipeg. lt includes an extensive set of

items focusing on socia'ì -demographic information. Overaìì, based on

comparisons with census data, samples from the WAS have been

consistentìy representative of the Winnipeg population on

social-demographic characteristics (e.g., Currie, .l986, ì987) .

The major reason for using the 1989 WAS sample for comparison

purposes is because a subsample similar in househoìd make-up to the

study sampìe (i.e., excluding apartment bìocks, nursing homes, and

temporary res i dences) can be read i ì y obta i ned from i t. An added

advantage of using a comparison sample coìlected in the same year as the

study (i.e., .ì989) is that some sociaì-demographic characteristics of

the population of Winnipeg have I ikeìy changed since the ì186 Census (n.

Currie, personal communication, 0ctober 15, 1990).

As shown in Table 2, the study sampìe was similar to the 1989 h,AS

sample on major social-demographic characteristics including gender,

âgê, education, marita'l status, household size, home ownership, and

household income. No significant differences were found between the

sampìes on any of these characteristics.

r04

WAS

of

Table J provides a comparison of respondents in the present study and

the 1989 Winnipeg Area Study on location of households in types of

neighbourhoods. The typology of neighbourhoods is a categorization



Table 2

Comparison of Study Sample and the

Samp I e on l'1aj or

Characteristic

Social-demoqraphic

Sex
l4ale
Female

Age
t8-29
30- 44
Lt5-59
60-7 t+

Over 74

Educat i on
Grade schooì or less
Some high schooì
H i gh schoo ì graduate
or non-un i vers i ty
Some university
Un i vers i ty graduate

llarìtal status
l'1arr ied
Common- I aw
D i vor ced
þJ i dowed
Separated
Singìe aìways

Household income
Less than S10,000
$ lo,ooo to S I 9,999
Szo, ooo to S29,999
S3o,ooo ro $39,999
$40, ooo ro S49,999
$5O,OOO to s5g,ggg
S6o, ooo to 569, 999
$7o,ooo or more

S tudy samp ì e (Z)

(N = li+!)

.l989 
Wi nni peq Area Study (wnsAg¡

Characteristics

t+5.o

55.0

t6.l
\2.1
22.1
1\ .5

E)

8. r
ìO tto.l

t+0.1
12.1
20 .5

7l.l
À.0
J.b
5.2
2.7

13.4

3.t
9.2

1\.2
t8.1
16.2
15 .0
aa

15.t+

wAS89 sample (Z)

(N = 40i)

t05

44.o
56.0

18.0
38 .0
24 .0
l5 .0
5.0

10.5
15 .3

t+1 .7
12.3
20.t

66.3
5.1
4.8
6.1+
t+.6

r2.8

l+.0
otr

11 .9
20 .l+
15 .5
12.9
8.6

l1 .2

x2

0. t0

2.7 |

4.3t

6.sl

10 .57



Tabìe 2 (continued)

Characteristic

Home ownersh i p
0wn
Rent

Household size
I

2

3
À

5
6 or more

S tudy samp I e (%)

(N = 345)

87. I

12.9

12.8
3t .5
l9 .6
))o
9.8
3.3

WAS89 sample (?)

(tl = 4Ol)

106

84 .5
15.5

l0 .5
36.2
21 .3
2t.0
7.h
3.1

x2

t.78

I .31+
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scheme developed by the City of Winnipeg, based on physical conditions

and population characteristics of neighbourhoods (City of Winnipeg,

I 978) . Ne i ghbourhoods are categor i zed accord i ng to the i r stage of

development, namely emerging, stable, or decì ining. Decl ining

neighbourhoods are further cìassified into conservation, rehabi I itation,

major improvement and redeveìopment, and industrial-commercial subtypes.

0nce again, no significant differences emerged between the study

sample and the 1989 WAS subsampìe on distribution of respondents by

nei ghbourhood type (Curr i e, 1989) .

Based on comparisons with WAS samples from previous years and the

ì!86 Census of Winnipeg, the i989 WAS was judged to be a fairìy accurate

representation of the Winnipeg popuìation (Currie, .|989). Given the

comparability of the study sampìe wìth the 1989 WAS subsample on major

sociaì-demographic characteristics and neighbourhood types, it is a

reasonable concìusion that the present study sample is also

representative of Winnipeg residents ì íving in households other than

apartments, nurs i ng homes, or temporary sett i ngs.



Table 3

Comparison of Study Sample and 1989 þ/innipeq Area Study (WnS8q) Sample

on Neighbourhood Types

Ne i ghbourhood type

Emerg i ng

Stabìe

Decl ining
Conservat i on
Rehabiìitation
f'lajor improvement

6 redeve I opment

0ther

S tudy samp 1 e (%)

(tl = 345)

14.6

38 .9

25.7
16.7

3.5

0.6

wAS89 sample (Z)

(f'l = 401)

t08

ì8.3

3l .I+

21 .6
i 6.8

5.6

0.3

x2

9. l0



Csroarison Between Resoondents a¡çl Non-Respondents

The sample provided by the City of Winnipeg Environmental Pìanning

Department identified aì I households by neighbourhood. As a resuìt, the

neighbourhood of non-respondents could be identified, allowing for

comparisons with respondents by neighbourhood type. Tabìe 4 presents a

comparison of respondents and non-respondents on the City of Winnipeg

neighbourhood typoìogy. As shown in Tabìe 4, significant differences

were found between these two groups, Xz (5, N = 339) = 17.38, p < .Ol.

A ìower percentage of non-respondents (32.72) I ived in stabìe

neighbourhoods in comparison to respondents (38.92). ln contrast, a

higher percentage of non-respondents 19.\Z) than respondents (3,52)

resided in major improvement and redeveìopment neighbourhoods. ln sum,

individuaìs ìiving in stabìe neighbourhoods appeared over-represented in

the study sample, while inciividuals living in major improvement and

redevelopment nei ghbourhoods appeared under-represented.

Table ! presents a comparison of respondents and non-respondents on

average neighbourhood household income. Again, the two groups showed

significant differences, Xz (5, N = 339) = 85.2\, p. < .00.l. ln

comparison to respondents, a greater proportion of non-respondents I ived

in neighbourhoods with an average househoìd income of less than $3O,OOO

and a smal ler proportion came from neighbourhoods wi th an average

househoìd income in the S30,000-S40,000 and over $6o,ooO ranges.

Overa'l ì, these comparisons suggest a smaìl selection bias in the study

sample, with an over-representation of households of higher

socioeconomic status.

t09



Tabl e 4

Comparison of Study Respondents and Non-Respondents on Neighbourhood

Types

Nei ghbourhood type

Emerg i ng

Stabìe

Decìining
Conservat i on
Rehabilitation
l'lajor improvement

6 redevelopment

0ther

Respondents (Z)

(|,1 = 142)

t4.6

38 .9

25.7
16.7

3.5

0.6

ir:'<p < .01.

Non- r es ponden ts

(N = 245)

t10

(z)

16.3

32.7

2l+ .1
16.7

9.t+

0.8

x2

ì / . JBr'<:'r



Tabìe !

Compar i son of Respondents and

Household lncome Leveì

I ncome Group

Less than $20,000

Szo,ooo-29,999

S3o,ooo-39,999

s40,ooo-4g,ggg

S5o,ooo-59,999

56o,ooo or more

Non-Res oonden ts

Respondents (Z)

(N = 339)

on Averaqe Neiqhbourhood

Note. Based on 1985 average househoìd income

calculated from the 1986 Census of Winnipeg.

determined by the by the City of Winnipeg in

Character i zat i on boundar i es.

:kfcfcp ( .00 l.

1.2

28.6

tr3.6

th.5

8.0

4.r

Non-respondents (Z)

(ru = zo6)

ill

6.3

33 .5

36.t+

t5.l

5.8

?o

x2

of ne i ghbourhoods

Neighbourhoods are those

Wi nn i peg Area

85 . 2 4Jr)kJr



Principal components analysis was conducted to combine groups of

items on measures created for the study into interpretable factors.

Principaì components analysis is considered an appropriate technique for

empiricaì ly summarizing data (Gorsuch, 1983). As detailed in the i\4ethod

Section, measures created for the study included groups of items

operationalizing past neighbouring, beliefs about consequences of

nei ghbour i ng, bel i efs about the nei ghbourhood, and behavioural

i ntent i ons regard i ng ne i ghbour i ng. Separate ana ì yses were performed on

i tems assess i ng each of these constructs . An exam i nat i on of cor re ì at i on

matr ices of i tems for each construct revealed numerous correìations in

excess of .30 in al I of the matrices, suggesting that factor analysis

was appropriate (Tabachnick 6 Fidell, .l989).

Facton AnalysÍs qÊ Measures Developed &I the Study

A varimax rotation producing an orthogonal solution accompanied the

extraction of principal components. Varimax rotation is the type most

frequently used in social science research and was chosen because of the

ease of describing and interpreting its resuìts (Tabachnick t Fidel l,

1989). ln particular, the composite of variables making up a factor can

be most easi ly identified through a varimax solution.

112

The number of factors in the final solution was based largely on the

Kaiser-Guttman Rule (i.e., factors with eigenvaìues.greater than l) and

the i nterpretabi ì i ty of factors (Gorsuch, 1983) . Factors wi th an

eigenvalue approaching one were also examined for interpretabi I ity. As

much as possible, the principle of simpìe structure was foìlowed to

determine a final solutíon, with variables ioading highly on only one



factor and having close to zero ìoadings on

19t+7) .

Any factor ìoading greater than .40

097Ð evaìuates loadings in excess of

Varîables that showed sal ient loadings

dropped from the anaìysis for the sake

(Tabachnick E Fidell, 1989). Resuìts

reported next.

Past Neighbouring

Principal components analysis of the l2 past neighbouring items

identif ied one factor with an eigenva.l ue greater than one. The second

factor showed an e i genva I ue of .86. Therefore, a one-factor sol ut i on

formed the final solution, with a wide range of neighbouring activities

making up the construct of past neighbouring. This solution accounted

for 53z of the common variance. Table 6 presents the factor ìoadings

and communalities of items in the soìution.

other factors (Thurstone,

was cons i dered sa I i ent. Comrey

.l+5 as fair for interpretabiìity.

on two or more factors were

of simplifying the interpretation

of the factor analyses are

il3



Table 6

Items, Factor Loadings, Variance Explained, and Communal ities of Factor

for Past Ne i ghbour i ng

Factor,/ltem

Factor l: Past Neighbouring

lnvited a neighbour into your home for coffee, a
drink, or other similar kind of socializing.

Lent things to a neighbour such as books,
magaz i nes, d i shes, tooì s, rec i pes, or food.

Heìped a neighbour by ìooking after their home whiìe
they were away on hoì idays and taking care of such
things as watering plants, gathering maiì, feeding
pets.

Told a neighbour about your dentist, fami ly doctor,
or other profess i ona I serv i ces you use

Gone with a neighbour on a sociaì outing such as
shopping, to a movie, concert, or other simi lar
k i nd of event . .7 )+

0ffered a ride to a neighbour when they needed it. .72

lnformed a neighbour about a neighbourhood event such
as a block party, neighbourhood association meeting,

I ll+

church bazaar, or other simi lar kind of event.

Shared i nformat i on w i th a ne i ghbour about such
things as home repairs and lawn care.

FL VE h2

Assisted a neighbour with a household task such
as a minor house repair or moving furniture.

Talked with a neîghbour about their personal issues
such as fam i ì y concerns, work prob ì ems, or hea l th.

Dìscussed neighbourhood issues and probìems with a

ne i ghbour.

Had a conversation with a neighbour when seeing
them on the street.

53.12

.79

.79

.63

.63

.75

.7\

Note. FL = Factor loading. VE = Variance Expìained. h2 = Communaìity.

.bb

.55

'7?

.7t

.70

.69

.69

.55

.52

.51

.50

.\9

.48

.l+8

.69 .48



Beliefs About Consequences qf Neighbouring

Principal components anaìysis with a varimax rotation was performed

on the six items measuring bel iefs about consequences of neighbouring.

Two factors emerged with eigenvalues greater than one. A three-factor

sol ut i on was exami ned and proved to be non- i nterpretabl e, wi th one- i tem

factors. A two-factor solution was cìearly interpretable, with three

items in each factor. lt served as the final soìution, accounting for

59.12 of the common variance. Table / presents the solution, with ítems

in each factor, factor loadings, percentage of variance accounted for by

each factor, and communaìities.

Factor I is interpreted as negative bel iefs reìated to neighbouring.

Items in this factor reflect stereotypic publ ic bel iefs about having

contact with mental ly disabled individuaìs. ln contrast, Factor 2 is

interpreted as positive beì iefs associated with neighbouring. ltems in

this factor are in I ine with theorized social supports derived from

neighbours (Unger E Wandersman' ì985) .

lt5



Tabl e 7

I tems, Factor Load i ngs, Var i ance Expl a i ned and

for Beì iefs About Consequences of Neighbouring

Factor,/ I tem

Factor I : Negat ive Bel i efs

i\ty associating with John (Jane) would pìace
me in a physically dangerous situation. I

wouldn't know what he was going to do from
one minute to the next. .71

Hy associating with John (Jane) would hurt
my reputat i on wi th ne i ghbours that I care
about.

Hy associating with John (Jane) as a neighbour
would be puzzl ing and confusing. I wouìdnrt
know what to say or how to behave with him.

Communal ities of Factors

Factor 2: Positive Beliefs

Hy associating with John (Jane) would provide
me with help or an extra hand with a household
task if I need it.

il6

l4y assoc i at i ng w i th John
me wi th fr i end I y contact.

My associating with John
me wi th i nformat i on about

FL VE

35.22

Note. FL = Factor loading. VE = Variance Explained. h2 = Communaì ity.

h2

.75

(Jane) wouìd provide

(Jane) wouìd provide
the ne i ghbourhood.

.59

.68

EO

23.92

.53

.8r

.71

.70

.61

.66

.5t



Beliefs About the Neighbourhd

Principaì components anaìysis with a varímax rotation of the l4

bel iefs about the neighbourhood items identified three factors with

eigenvalues greater than one. Two variabìes had sal ient loadings on two

factors and were excluded from subsequent analyses. Foì lowing exclusion

of these variables, a principal components anaìysis with varimax

rotation was again undertaken, producing three-factor and four-factor

solutions. The fourth factor had an eigenvalue close to one (.93).

Three factors in the four-factor solution were judged interpretable and

these were kept as the final solution. This solution is presented in

Table 8.

As shown in Table 8, Factor I consists of items tapping bel iefs about

personaì integration in the neighbourhood. I t includes bel iefs about

personaì safety in the neighbourhood, similarity in values to

neighbours, avai labi ì i ty of help from neighbours, personal investment in

the ne i ghbourhood, and i nf I uence over ne i ghbours. Th i s factor appears

consistent with bel iefs contained in l4cl1i I ìan and Chavisr (1986) sense

of commun i ty concept.

Factor 2 is made up of two items representing bel iefs about

supportive relationships in the neighbourhood. lt is consistent with

the bel ief about having a shared history with neighbours contained in

the sense of community concept (ttc¡tillan E Chavis, 1986).

1t7

Factor J involves two items tapping bel iefs about detachment between

residents in the neighbourhood. lt appears to reflect beliefs converse

to the sense of community concept.



Table I

Items, Factor Loadings, Variance Explained, and Communal ities

for Be!iefs |þpq! the Neiqhbourhood

Factor,/ I tem

Factor l: Personal lntegration

Compared to other neighbourhoods, I view my

neighbourhood as a safe place for the people
living in it.

I l ike to think of myself as simi lar to the
peopìe who I ive in this neighbourhood.

I think I agree with most people in my

neighbourhood about what is important in ì ife.

lf I had an emergency, even people I do not know
in this neighbourhood would be willing to heìp.

I plan to remain a resident of this neighbourhood
for a number of years.

I bel ieve that my neighbours would I isten to my

opinions before making an important decision
wh i ch affects th i s ne i ghbourhood.

il8

of Factors

Factor 2: I ndividuaì Support

FL VE h2

lf I needed advice about something I could go
to someone in my neighbourhood.

There are people in this neighbourhood, other
other than my fami ly who reaì ly care about me.

39.7"4

Factor J: Detachment Between Nei ghbours

.79

'11+

.60

.59

.56

There is a feel ing in this neighbourhood that
people should not get too friend'l y with each other.

I think that rrevery man for himselfrr is a good
description of how peopìe act in this neighbourhood. .82

.6t+

L't

,l+6

. t+9

.\2

Note. FL = Factor loading. VE = Variance expìained. h2 = CommunaÌity.

.52

.8s

.79

l1 ,5"4

. t+7

70

.71

.84

9.32

.72

.73



Behaviounal Intentions Regandjng Neighbouring

Principal components analysis with varimax rotation of the l2

behavioural intentions regarding neighbouring items produced one factor

with an eigenvaìue greater than one. A second factor had an eigenvalue

close to one (.99) and, therefore, a two-factor solution was examined.

This two-factor solution showed five items with sal ient ìoadings on both

factors. Three of these items described neîghbouring activities

involvíng the provision of instrumental heìp (i.e.' lending things,

looking after neighbour's home, assisting with a household task). The

other two items described neighbouring activities entailing the

provision of information (i.e., discussing neighbourhood issues,

informing about a neighbourhood event) .

These five items representing complex variables were dropped and

another principaì components anaìysis with a varimax rotation was

undertaken, producing a two-factor solution. Two interpretable factors

emerged from this anaìysis, accounting for 68'¿ of the common variance.

Table I presents the final solution.

I l9

Factor I includes items tapping superficîal kinds of neighbouring at

an acquaintance level. These include such activities with neighbours as

sharing information, conversing on the street, and offering a ride.

0n the other hand, Factor 2 involves items representing closer forms

of neighbouring. These are considered at a more personal or friendship

ìeveì and include such activities as going on a social outing,

sociaìizing in one's home, and discussing personal issues.



Tabl e !

Items, Factor Loadings, Variance Explained, and Communal ities of Factors

foi Behavioural lntentions Regarding Neighbouring Factors

Factor,/ I tem

Factor l: Superficial Neighbouring

I wouìd share information with John (Jane) about
such things as home repairs and lawn care if she
asked.

I would tel I John (Jane) about my dent i st, fami I y
doctor , or other profess i ona ì serv i ces I use i f
she asked.

I would offer John (Jane) a ride if she needed it.

I would have a conversat ion with Jane (.lo¡rn) when
I see her on the street.

Factor 2: Close Neighbouring

I would go with John (¡ane) on a sociaì outing
such as shopping, to a movie, concert, or other
similar kind of event.

I would invite John (Jane) into my home for coffee,
a drink, or other similar kind of sociaìizing.

I would talk with John (Jane) about her personal
issues such as fami ìy concerns, work probìems, or
hea I th.

120

FL VE

5t+.\Z

h2

.87

Note. FL = Factor ìoading. VE = Variance Explained. h2 = Communal ity.

.73

.70

.67

.lõ

.6r

.6r

Ë0

lI+.1+Z

.89

.8:

.71

.8r

.78

.6\
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Unger and Wandersman (1985) distinguished conceptuaì ly the two types

of neighbouring represented by these factors. ln particuìar, they

identified two types of neighbouring interactions, nameìy sociabiìity

and socioemotionaì support. ln I ine with Factor '1, Unger and Wandersman

defined sociabi I ity as invoìving casual interactions between neighbours

without expectation of reciprocity. ln contrast, simi lar to Factor 2,

they defined socio-emotional support as entai I ing development of

personal relationships with neighbours that includes close contact with

them.

Factor scores on the final solution of the factor-analyzed variables

were computed by the regression method. This method is the most widely

used procedure for est i mat i ng factor scores (Gorsuch, I 983) . A major

advantage of this approach over others is that it produces the highest

correlations between factors and factor scores (Tabachnick 6 F idel l,

1989). The distribution of factor scores based on the regression method

is standardized, with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one.

Derivation qf Factor Scores

ln calculating factor scores, missing values on individual items for

a respondent were estimated using the mean of other items making up that

factor for the respondent. Variabìes were left as missing if al I items

mak i ng up a factor were m i ss i ng .

An exam i nat i on of the covar i ance matr i x

showed them to be orthogonal to each other

mul t i pl e factor sol ut i ons. The squared muì

for estimated factor scores

for al I of the measures with

t i pl e correl at i ons of the
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factor score predicted from raw scores on the observed variables making

up the factor exceeded .!0 for al ì factors, suggesting high internal

consistency in the f inal solutions (Tabachnick 6 Fidell, .l989).

lnternal rel iabi I ities were caìculated for items in the fínal factors

and for other measures used i n the stat i st i ca l ana l yses. As presented

in Table 10, Cronbach's alpha for these measures ranged from .60 to .92.

These alpha levels are considered adequate for representing

uni d imens i onal constructs.

intennal Reljabj lities of Measunes



Table l0

Cronbachrs Alpha for l'lultipie ltem

Variable

Experience with the mentaììy iII

Psychoìogical wel ì -bei ng

Past nei ghbour i ng

Be l i efs about ne i ghbour i ng
Positive beliefs
Negative bel iefs

l'leasures

Be ì i efs about the ne i ghbourhood
Personaì integration
lndividual support
Detachment between neighbours

Att i tudes about the ne i ghbourhood

Behavioural intentions regarding neighbouring
Superf i c i aì nei ghbour i ng
Close neighbouríng
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Aìpha coefficient

.16

.78

o,

.63

.60

.78

.72

.65

.90

.80

.82



ln preparation for anaìyses, the data were examined for coding

accuracy, missing values, and outl iers. A random l0% of the cases in

the computerized data fiìe were compared to their raw questionnaire

data. This test reveaìed no errors, suggesting a high level of coding

accuracy.

fl issing data on indìviduaì variables ranged from O-l+.32 of cases in

the sample of 345. Given the ìarge sampìe size and the relativeìy small

proportion of missing data, cases were simpìy removed pairwise if they

had missing data on variables in an analysis.

Prior to each anaìysis, the distribution of aì I variables involved

was examined for univariate and multivariate outl iers. Univariate

outl iers were defined as scores greater than +3.61 or less than -3.67 (p

<.001) on the standardized (z) distribution. Based on this criterion,

very few univariate outl iers were found. Outl ier values on subjective

measures (i.e., psychoìogicaì wel l-being, beì iefs, attitudes) were

recoded to a value equivalent to a standardized score of +3,67 or -3.67

depending on their location in the distribution. This recoding was

undertaken to prevent outl iers from overinfìuencing results of analyses

while maintaining their deviant status in the distribution (Tabachnick t

Fidel l, 1989). Outl iers on social-demograþi'ic variables were left

Data Pneoanation

12\

unchanged.

ilultivariate outliers were def ined as a group of variables having a

l4ahalanobis distance from the group centroid with a probabi ì ity of less

than .001. A small number of muìtivariate outl iers were found in some
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of the multivariate analyses. Given their small number and the size of

the sample in the study, these were left unchanged and incìuded in the

anaìyses. A comparison of multivariate analyses conducted with and

without muìtivariate outl iers produced the same results.

Statistical anaìyses were conducted in two stages. The first stage

invoìved a combination of ANOVA and Pearson correìation techniques to

test the specific hypotheses of the study. ANOVAs were performed to

test for group d i fferences between ne i ghbour character i st i cs on the

bel ief factors, as predicted in Hypotheses l-6. Bivariate correìations

were calculated to examine the strength of association between

consecutive variables in the model, as predicted in Hypotheses 7-23.

Descniption gt Statistical Analyses

The second stage consisted of post-hoc anaìyses. These involved

testing the overaì ì theoretical model of the study through a series of

standard multiple regressions. Based on levels of variables in the

model, multiple regressions were performed, with beì iefs serving as

pred i ctors of att i tudes, and att i tudes serv i ng as pred i ctors of

behaviouraì intentions. Results of these regressions were subsequentìy

used to construct a diagram of relationships between variables in the

model. The model was analyzed separately in this manner for tenants of

community mentaì heaìth facilities and individuals in normal residences,

al ìowing for a comparison of its fit for these two kinds of neighbours.

Fol lowing a test of the overal I modeì, hierarchical muìtiple

regressions were conducted to identify predictors of behavioural



intentions regarding superf icial and close neighbouring intentions.

Again, separate regressions were performed to predict behavioural

intentions regarding neighbouring with tenants of community mentaì

health facilities and with neighbours in normal residences.

Finaì ly, post-hoc anaìyses involving ANOVAs examined the effect of

neighbour characteristics on attitude toward, and behavioural intentions

regarding neighbouring. These were fol ìowed by a comparison of attitude

and behavioural intention responses for the subsampìes of respondents

presented with mi ldìy and severely disabled tenants of community mental

heaì th resídences as potential neighbours.

Results of the tests of hypotheses are presented in the foì lowing

sect i on. Between-group d i fferences of ne i ghbour character i st i cs are

discussed first. Results of within-group ana'lyses related to tenants of

commun i ty menta I hea I th res i dences are repor ted af ter that .

Tabìe ll presents the means and standard deviations of the variables

in the theoretical model for the whoìe sample. For the sake of clarity,

experience with mentaì ìy i I I persons, psychological weì ì-being' past

neighbouring behaviour, bel ief, attitude, and behaviouraì intention

measures were recoded so that higher vaìues represent greater

wel l-being, more experience with mental ly i I I persons, greater past

neighbouring behaviour, stronger bel iefs, more positive attitudes, and

greater behav i oura I i ntent i ons to ne i ghbour .

t1þ



Table ll

Hean and Standard Deviation of Variables

Variable

External Variables
Age
Educat i on
Number of ch i I dren
Exper. wi th ment. i I I

Length of residency
Sense of we I I -be i ng
Past ne i ghbour i ng
Ne i ghbourhood Change

Bel iefs About Neighbouring
Positive beìiefsr
Negat i ve be ì i efs 1

Bel iefs About Neighbourhood
Personaì integrationl
lndividual supportr
Detached ne i ghbours r

Att i tudes Tow. Ne i ghbour i ng

Attitudes Tow. Neighbourhood

Behavi oural I ntent i onsr
Superf i c i al nei ghbour i ng
C I ose ne i ghbour i ng

tn

n

the Theoret i ca I i\ode I

330
332
336
3\3
338
3)+),

3\5
340

3t+2

342

338
338
338

340

3l+l+

337
337

t4

127

\\.7
5.3
0.6
9.2

l3.t
35.9
0.0

t+2.8

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

\.9

r r.4

0.0
0.0

SD

1 H and SD of factor scores produced by factor analysis.

15.6
2.3
1.0
2.O

13.3
3.9
1.0

12.9

1.0
1.0

t.0
1.0
1.0

1.2

2.2

1.0
1.0



Two ANOVAs were undertaken to assess group differences in posit¡ve

and negative bel iefs reìated to neighbour characteristics. Separate

univariate analyses were judged appropriate because these beì íefs were

orthogonal and considered conceptual ly distinct. The ANOVAs involved a

2 X 2 X 2 design with place of residence (normal residence vs community

mentaì health residence), ìevel of disability (mild vs severe), and

gender serving as the independent variables. Assumptions of normaì íty

and homogeneity of varìance were met for both AN0VAs.

Between-Gnoup Analyses g[ Neighbour Characteristics

Tables ì2 and ìl present the mean and standard deviation of belief

variables for the AN0VA cells. Tabìes l4 and l! present the main effect

and interaction findîngs of the ANOVAS. The source tables incìude a

measure of the strength of association (n' ). This measure provides the

proportion of variance in the dependent variable explained by the

independent variabìe (Tabachnick 6 Fidell, 1989). Results of main

effect findings are reported next, according to the individual

hypotheses of the study.

t28



Table ì2

Hean and

Ne i ghbour

Standard Deviation of Positive Bel iefs as a Function of

Characteristics

Gender

l4ale

l'1i I d

Dísability

CMHR 1

T

SD

n

T

SD

n

Female

0.10

I .07

33

0.19

ì .07

\3

Severe

Disability

129

Note.

and SD

1 CHHR

- o.2t

0.97

\6

- 0.43

0.97

\3

Normal Residence

Bel ief values are factor scores with

-tññ

= Commun i ty Henta I Hea I th Res i dence.

f4ild

Disabiìity

Severe

Disabiìity

0.32

0 .88

l+l

U.JU

0 .96

t+5

- 0.05

I .05

r+5

- o.17

0.83

t+6

an overalì sampìe l'1 = 0.00'



Table l3

Hean and

Ne i ghbour

Standard Deviation of

Characteristics

G ender

Neqative Bel iefs as a Function of

Hale

Cl'1HR I

l4ild Severe

Disabiìity Disabiìity

T

SD

n

T

SD

n

Female

0.i2

I .09

33

0.30

noo

\3

Note. Beì ief values are factor scores with an overalì sampìe I = 0.00

and SD = 1.00.

rCHHR = Community Hentaì Health Residence.
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Normal Residence

o .36

0 .gÀ

t+6

o.32

ñotr

t+3

t4ild Severe

Disability Disabiìity

0.25

0.90

4l

0.43

0 .88

t+5

0.19

0.92

t+5

0.16

I .08

I+6



Table l4

Analysis of Variance in Positive Beliefs As a Function of Neighbour

Characteristics

Source

Res i dence

Disability

Gender

Res i dence X

Res i dence X

Disabiìity X

Res. X Dis.

Expìained

Res i dua ì

Tota ì

SS

Disability

Gender

Gender

X Gender

3.05

l6.go

0.4r

0.43

0 .02

0.92

0.23

22.O2

3ì8.98

34r.oo

df

I

I

I

I

I

I

l

7

33l+

3t+1

l3l

¡.1S

:k>'<:'<p ( .00 l.

3.05

r 6.90

0.,l+ I

0.43

0.02

0.92

0.23

3 .15

0.95

I .00

i.

3.19 .or

l/./0:'<:l:'< .05

0 .1+3

O.)+5

0 .02

0.97

o.2\

2 ?O

!'



Tabl e l5

Analysis of Variance in Neqative Belieþ As e Function of Neighbour

Characteristics

Sou r ce

Res i dence

Disability

G ende r

Res i dence X

Res i dence X

Disability X

Res. X Dis.

Explained

Res i dua I

Tota ì

CQ

Disabiìity

Gender

Gende r

X Gender

I .96

23.80

o.92

0 .02

0 .00

0 . l+l+

0 .00

28.26

312.7 4

3Àr.oo

df

I

i

I

I

I

I

I

7

33t+

341

132

l'1s

:'<>'<:'cp ( .00ì .

I .96

23.80

0.92

0 .02

0 .00

0 .44

0.00

¡+ .04

0.94

I .00

2.09

2j .l+zxtcÍ .07

0.98

0.03

0 .00

o .\7

0 .00

!t



PIace ø[ Residence

Hypothesis 1. Hypothesis I predicted that beì iefs about positive

consequences of ne i ghbour i ng wi th tenants of commun i ty menta I hea ì th

residences will be 'l ess positive than with neighbours in normal

res i dences.

As shown in Table ll+, results of the ANOVA showed onìy a trend toward

significance for place of residence, F (1,334) = 3.19, p < .08, n2 =

.01, in the direction of respondents expressing ìess posítive beliefs

toward tenants of community mental health residences than toward

neighbours located in normaì residences.

Hypothesis I was not supported.

Hypothesis 2. Hypothesis 2 postulated that beì iefs about negative

consequences of neighbouring with tenants of community mental health

residences wil l be more negative than with neighbours in normal

res i dences.

t33

As presented in Table 15,

residence on bel iefs aboutof

Hypothesis 2 was

Leve'l of Di sabi I i ty

Hypothesj s 3. HYPothes i s

consequences of ne i ghbour i ng

disability wiìl be ìess posi

mental disabiìity.

no significant effect

negat i ve consequences

not conf i rmed.

WAS

of

3 heìd that bel iefs about positive

with neighbours exhibiting severe mental

tive than with neighbours exhibiting mi ìd

found for place

neighbouring.
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As reported in Table 14, the ANOVA revealed a significant effect for

level of disability on positive beliefs, F (1,331+) = 17.70, P < .001, n2

- .05, with respondents expressing ìess positive bel iefs about

neighbouring with neighbours exhibiting severe mental disabi I ity than

with neighbours exhibiting mild mentaì disabiìity.

Hypothesis I was confirmed.

Hypothesis 4. Hypothes is ,l+ stated that respondent bel ief s about

negative consequences of neighbouring with neighbours exhibiting severe

mental disabiì ity would be more negative than with neighbours exhibiting

mild mental disability.

As shown in Table 15, the AN0VA indicated that respondents expressed

more negative bel iefs about neighbouring wi th neighbours dispìaying

severe mental disabi ì ity than with neighbours showing mi ld mental

disability, F (.l,334) = 25.1*2, p- < .001, n2 = .07.

Hypothesis 4 was supported.

Genden

Hypothesis 5. Hypothesis ! postuìated that respondent bel iefs about

positive consequences of neighbouring with male neighbours wouìd be iess

pos i t i ve than wi th fema I e ne i ghbours.

As reported in Table 14, the gender of neighbours had no significant

effect on positive beliefs about neighbouring.

Hypothesis ! was not confirmed.
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HypOtheSi S 6. Hypothes i s pred i cted that respondent be I i efs about

negative consequences of neighbouring with male neighbours would be more

negative than with femaìe neighbours.

As presented i n

on negative bel iefs

Hypothesis 6 was

intenaction Effects

Table .l5, no signif icant effect was found for gender

about ne i ghbour i ng .

As reported in Tables l4 and 15, two-way interactions between pìace

of residence and level of disabil ity, pìace of residence and gender, and

level of disabiìity and gender were not significant for either positive

beliefs or negative beliefs. As well, no three-way interaction between

place of residence, ìeveì of disabi I ity' and gender was observed for

either type of beì iefs.

not supported.

Bivariate correìations were calculated to examine the reìationships

between variables predicted in Hypotheses 7-23. A large proportion of

these hypotheses concer ned exc I us i ve ì y tenants of commun i ty menta l

heal th res i dences. Therefore, the sampì e for test i ng these pred i ct i cns

involved those respondents who were administered a vignette describing a

neighbour ì iving in such a residence. This subsampìe represented

approximateìy one-ha1f the compìete sample (n=ì65). The remaining

hypotheses were tested us i ng the comp ì ete samp ì e.

Wi thin-Gnoup Analyses



Bivariate scatterplots showed

I i near i n nature. Tab I es 16, lJ ,

between variables in conjunction

apr i or i nature of the rel at i onsh i

i s reported.

Extennal Variables a¡cl Beliefs About NeiShbouning
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a I I hypothes i zed rel at i onsh i ps as

18, and ìl present inter-correlations

wi th hypotheses 7-2\. G iven the

pS, a one-tailed test of significance

HWOthesiS Z. Hypothesis / predicted that age of respondents will be

inversely related to the degree that respondents hold positive bel iefs

about neighbouring with tenants of community mental health residences.

Table l6 displays the correlations between externaì variables and

beìiefs about neighbouring with tenants of community mental health

residences. Resuìts found the correìation between age of respondents

and positive bel iefs about neighbouring with tenants to be not

significant.

Hypothes i s /

Hvoothesis B.

directly related

about nei ghbour i

was not conf i rmed

As predicted, Table l6 shows that age of respondent was positiveìy

correìated with negative bel iefs about neighbouring with tenants of

community mental health residences, r (.l58) = ..l3, p < .05. 0ìder

respondents had more negat ive beì i efs about ne i ghbour i ng wi th tenants.

Hypothesis I held that age of respondents wi I ì be

to the degree that respondents hold negative bel iefs

ng with tenants of community mentaì health residences

Hypothes i s I was suppor ted .



Tabìe l6

I ntercorre I at í ons

Neighbouring With

Between Externa I Var i ab I es

Exter na I var i ab ì es

Tenan t s

Age

of Commun i ty Henta I

Educat i on

Number of ch i I dren
in househoìd

Experience with
mentally ill

n

and Bel iefs About

Hea I th Res i dences

tkp < .05, one-taiìed. +p < .01, two-tailect.

158

159

r6r

Positive

beì iefs

137

.12

- .20+

.o2

t65

Nega t i ve

bel i efs

. ìl:r

.06

- .05

l0 ll
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HypOthesis 9. Hypothesis ! postulated that education of respondents

will be directìy reìated to the degree that respondents hold positive

bel iefs about neighbouring with tenants of community mental health

res i dences.

A one-ta i I ed test found the correl at i on between educat i on and

positive betiefs (Table l6) to be not significant in the hypothesized

direction. However, a two-taìled test showed the relationship between

these variables to be significant in the direction opposite the

hypothesis, | (159) = - .20, p <.01, such that the higher the education

of respondents the less positive their beì iefs about neighbouring with

tenants of commun i ty menta ì hea ì th res i dences .

Hypothesis t was not supported.

Hy¡OtherjS l!. Hypothes i s l0 stated

will be inversely reìated to the degree

bel i efs about nei ghbour i ng wi th tenants

r es i dences .

Contrary to the hypothesis, the correlation between education of

respondents and negative beliefs (table l6) i^/as not signif icant.

Hypothes i s I 0 was not suppor ted .

HypothesiS ![. Hypothesis l] maintained that number of children in

the household of respondents wilì be inverseìy reìated to the degree

that respondents hold positive bel iefs about neighbouring with tenants

of commun i ty menta ì hea I th res i dences.

that education of respondents

that respondents ho I d negat i ve

of commun i ty menta I hea I th
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Resuìts displayed ín Table l6 show no significant correlation between

number of children in the househoìd and positive'beliefs.

Hypothesis I I was not confirmed.

Hypothesis 12. Hypothesis ì2 proposed that number of chi ldren in the

household of respondents will be directly reìated to the degree that

respondents hoìd negative beì iefs about neighbouring with tenants of

commun i ty menta I hea I th res i dences .

Again, resuìts, failed to show a significant reìationship between

number of children in the househoìd and negative beliefs (ta¡le l6).

Hypothes i s I 2 was not suppor ted .

Hypothesis ll. Hypothesis l3 submitted that experience of

respondents with mental ìy i I I persons wi I I be directly reìated to the

degree that respondents hold positive beliefs about neighbouring with

tenants of commun i ty menta I hea I th res i dences .

The relationship between experience with mentalìy ill persons and

positive bel iefs about neighbouring with tenants of community mental

heaìth residences (lable l6) only approached signif icance in the

hypothesized direction, r (t65¡ = .ll, p < .08. Greater experience with

mentalìy ill persons tended to be directly related to more positive

bel i efs about nei ghbour i ng wi th tenants.

Hypothesis 1J was not supported.

Hypothesjs 14. Hypothesis ì4 predicted that experience of

respondents with mentalìy ilì persons wilì be inversely related to the



degree that respondents hold negative bel iefs about neighbouring with

tenants of commun i ty menta I hea I th res i dences.

Experience with mental ly i ì I persons was not significantly related to

negative bel iefs about neighbouring with tenants of community mental

heaìth residences (Table ì6).

Hypothesis l4 was not confirmed.

External Variables a¡d Beliefs About the Neighbounhæd

Hypothesis lS. Hypothesis ì! stated that length of neighbourhood

residency of respondents wi ì I be directly related to the degree that

respondents express bel iefs about sense of community with the

ne i ghbourhood .

Factor analysis identified two factors refìecting sense of community

bel iefs, nameìy bel iefs about being personaì ly integrated in the

neighbourhood and bel iefs about receiving individual support in the

neighbourhood. ln addition, it found a third factor, interpreted as

bel ief that residents are detached in the neighbourhood. This third

factor appeared converse to sense of community bel iefs. Thus, it was

interpreted as being in the opposite direction to these beliefs.

r40

Table ì/ presents correìations between externaì variables and

of community beliefs. Resuìts reveaìed significant relationships

pred i cted d i rect i on between 'l ength of ne i ghbourhood res i dency and

respondents' bel iefs about being personaì ly integrated in the

neighbourhood (f (33.l) = .20, p < .001) and respondents' bel iefs

SENS E

in the

bot h

abou t



Table l7

I ntercor re I at í ons

Ne i ghbourhood

Between Externaì Variables and BeÌ iefs About the

External variables

Ne i ghbour hood
res i dency

Number of chi ldren
i n househol d

Sense of
welì-being

Past ne i ghbour i ng
behav i our

Ne i ghbour hood
change

!.

Per sona ì

i ntegrat i on

331

331

337

338

332

lndividual

suppor t

t"P <

+p<

. /Q*:'r:'<

.12+

.09

.lla:'c:'r:'c

. 1 J;c:<

r4l

.O5 , one- ta i I ed . fr:tp (

.05, two-tai led.

1 r -r-.r.
' t )"'\

. i lr<

- .03

. !0f<fr:t

-.07

Ne i ghbourhood

detac hmen t

.08

- .08

.01, one-tailed. frfc:lp < .00 I, one-tailed.

l$:k:'<

- .lQfc:'t:k



receiving individual support in the neighbourhood (f (33ì) = .15, p <

.01) . Longer length of residency was associated with stronger

respondentsr bel iefs that they are personaì ly integrated and receive

individuaì support in the neighbourhood.

0n the other

ne i ghbourhoodof

Hypothesis 1! was partial ìy supported.

Hypothesis 16. Hypothesis l6 predicted that the number of chi ldren

in the househoìd of respondents wilì be directly related to the degree

that respondents express sense of community beì iefs about the

ne i ghbour hood .

hand, no s i gn i

res i dency and

f i cant reì at i onsh i p emerged between I ength

bel i efs that ne i ghbours are detached.

As predicted, results showed a significant re'lationships between

number of chi ldren in the household and respondentsr beì iefs that they

receive individual support in the neighbourhood, r (33.l) = .ll, p < .05

(la¡le l7). The more chi ldren in the household, the stronger the

respondents' beì iefs that they receive individual support in the

ne i ghbourhood.

A marginal trend in the predicted direction was observed between

number of children in the househoìd and respondents'beliefs that

neighbours are detached, r (331) = - .08, p < .09. The more children in

the househoìd, the ìesser were respondentsr bel iefs that neighbours are

detached.

1 I+2

A one-tai ìed test showed no significant reìationship in the

hypothesized direction between number of children in the household and



respondentrs bel iefs that they are personal ly întegrated in the

neighbourhood. A two-tai ìed test found a significant correlation in the

direction opposite the hypothesis, | (331) = -.12, p < .05. The more

chi ldren in the househoìd, the weaker were respondentsr bel iefs that

they are integrated in the neighbourhood. This finding was opposìte to

the hypothes i s.

Overaì,l, Hypothesis l6 was partially confirmed.

Hypothesis 17. Hypothesis ì/ postulated that sense of wel l-being of

respondents wi I I be directìy related to the degree that respondents

express sense of community bel iefs about the neighbourhood.

A significant relationship between sense of wel ì-being and beì iefs

that neighbours are detached, r (337) = -.16, p. .0.l (la¡le l7), was

the onìy evidence supportive of Hypothesis 17. Greater sense of

wel l-being was associated with weaker bel iefs that neighbours are

detached . The cor re I at i on between sense of we I I -be i ng and respondents I

bel iefs that they are personal ly integrated in the neighbourhood only

approached significance in the predicted direction, r (337) = .09 p <

.06. Greater sense of wel ì-being was directìy reìated to stronger

respondentsr bel iefs that they are integrated in the neighbourhood.

lt+3

Results revealed no significant

wel ì-being and either respondentsl

the neighbourhood or respondents'

support in the neighbourhood.

Overaìì, Hypothesis l/ was partiaìly confirmed.

re ì at i onsh i ps between sense of

bel iefs that they are integrated in

bel iefs that they receive individual



Hvoothesjs 18. Hypothesis l8 predicted that past

behaviour of respondents wi I I be di rectly related to

respondents express sense of community bel iefs about

ln I ine with this hypothesis, Table lJ shows that more past

neighbouring behaviour was associated with stronger respondentsr bel iefs

that they are personaìly integrated in the neighbourhood, (f (338) =

.2\, p <.001) and that they receive individual support in the

neighbourhood (f (338) = .50, p < .00'ì). lt was also associated with

weaker respondents' bel iefs that neighbours are detached (f (338) ) = -

.20, p < .00.l).

Hypothesis l8 was supported.

Hypothesis J3. Hypothesis l! stated that neighbourhood change

be inverseìy related to the degree that respondents express sense

commun i ty be ì i efs about the ne i ghbourhood.

t44

ghbour i ng

degree that

ne i ghbourhood.

ner

the

the

Two out of three relationships testing Hypothesis 1l were significant

in the expected direction (la¡le 17). Greater neighbourhood change was

assoc i ated wi th weaker respondentsr bel i efs that they. are personal ì y

integrated, (f ß32) = - .17, p- < .0.l) and stronger respondents' belief s

that neighbours are detached (f (.l32) = ,12, p < .05). However, the

reì at i onsh i p between change and respondents' bel i efs that they rece ive

individual support in the neighbourhood was not significant.

Overal I, Hypothesis ìl was partiaì ìy supported.

will

of



Beliefs About and Attitude Tosard Neighbouring

Hypothesis lQ. Hypothesis 20 stated that the degree to which

respondents hoìd pos i tive bel i efs about nei ghbour i ng wi th tenants of

community mental health residences wi l l be directly related to the

extent to which they have a favourable attitude toward neighbouring with

them.

As hypothesized, positive bel iefs about neighbouring with tenants of

community mental health residences showed a direct reìationship with

attitude toward neighbouring with them, r (le¡) = .61, p < .001 (la¡le

l8). The more positive the bel iefs, the more favourable the attitude.

Hypothes i s 20 was conf i rmed.

Hypothesis ll. Hypothesis 2l maintained that the degree to which

respondents hold negative beì iefs about neighbouring with tenants of

community mental heaìth residences wi I I be inversely related to the

extent to which they have a favourabìe attitude toward neighbouring with

them.

t\5

As predicted, results in Table l8 show that negative beì iefs

neighbouring with tenants of community mental health residences

inversely related with having a favourable attitude toward such

behaviour, r (te3¡ = -.41, p < .00ì. The more negative the bel

ì ess favourab ì e the att i tude.

Hypothesis 2l was supported.

abou t

is

i efs, the



Table l8

I ntercorrel ations Between

Belief s about consequences

of nei ghbour i ng wi th

tenants of Ci\4HRr

Beì i efs and Att i tudes

Positive beliefs

Negat i ve beì i efs

Bel iefs about

the ne i ghbourhood

Per sona ì i

lndividual

De tachmen t
ne i ghbours

Att i tude toward

neighbouring with

tenants of Cl{HR r

163

163

1 t+6

ntegrat i on

suppor t

between

r Cl'l|-iR = Commun i ty lvlenta I Hea I th Res i dences

rk:t:'<p < .00 I, one-tailed.

.6

- .¿r

n

338

338

338

Att

the

i tude toward

ne i ghbour hood

)J,""'

¿ ),. ,' ,'

) I " ""



Beliefs About and Attitude Tourard ttre Neighbourhd

Hlpothesis 22. Hypothesis 22 submitted that the degree to which

respondents express sense of community bel iefs about the neighbourhood

will be directly reìated to the extent to which they have a favourable

att i tude toward the ne i ghbourhood.

Sense of community bel iefs showed a significant reìationship in the

predicted direction with having a favourabìe attitude toward the

neighbourhood (Table l8). Specifical ly, respondentsr bel iefs that they

are integrated in the neighbourhood were directìy related to their

attitude toward the neighbourhood, r (338) = .59, p < .00,i. The

stronger the bel i efs, the more favourabl e the att i tude of respondents.

Simi ìar1y, respondentsr beì iefs that they receive individual support in

the neighbourhood also exhibited a direct reìationship with their

attitude toward the neighbourhood, r (338) = ,23, p < .00,ì. Again, the

stronger the bel iefs, the more favourabìe the attitude of respondents.

I n contrast, respondentsr be I i efs that ne i ghbours are detached was

inverseìy related to their attitude toward the neighbourhood, ! (338) =

-.37, p < .001, such that the stronger the beì iefs, the less favourable

I t+7

the att i tude.

Hypothesis 22 was supported.

Atti tude Tou¿ard ançl Behavioural Intentions Re$arding Neighbourjng

HvOOthesiS 23. Hypothesis 23 stated that the extent to which

respondents have a favourable attitude toward neighbouring with tenants

of community mental heaìth residences will be directly reìated to their

behavioural intentions regarding neighbouring with them.
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Factor analysis identified two types of neighbouring intentions,

interpreted as intentions regarding superficial neighbouring and close

ne i ghbour i ng .

Table ìl shows that attitude toward neighbouring with tenants of

community mental heaìth residences exhibited a direct reìationshíp with

both behavioural intentions regarding superficial neighbouring, (f (-l60)

= .37, p < .00,l), and behaviouraì intentions regarding close

neighbouring, (f (160) = .52, p < .00.l). ln other words, the more

favourable respondentsr attitude toward neighbouring with tenants of

community mental health residences, the greater were their behavioural

intentions regarding superficial and close neighbouring with tenants.

Hypothes i s 23 was conf i rmed.

Attitude Toward lhe Neighbourhood ançl Behavioural intentions

Hypothesjs 24. Hypothesis 24 stated that the extent to which

respondents have a favourable attitude toward their neighbourhood will

be directly related to their behavioural intentions regarding

neighbouring with tenants of community mentaì health residences.

As dispìayed in Table 19, atti tude toward the neighbourhood was

significantly related in the expected direction to behavioural

intentions regarding superficiaì neighbouring with tenants of community

mental health residences, (r (162) = .2\, p < .01), but not to

behavioural intentions regarding cìose neighbouring. A more favourable

attitude toward the neighbourhood was associated with greater

behaviouraì intentions regarding superf icial neighbouring with tenants.



Table l9

I ntercorrel at i ons Between Attitudes and Behavioural lntentions

Att i tude

Att i tude toward
neighbouring with
tenants of CHHRr

Att i tude toward
the ne i ghbourhood

r cf4HR

:l:'<p <

Behavioural intentions

toward tenants of ClvlHR r

= Commun i ty Henta I Hea I

.0.l, one-taiìed. :'<:'r:kp (

Superficial

neíghbouring

t60

t62

1!g

.37:J<trJ.

.24:l;'<

Close

neighbouring

th Res i dences.

.001, one-tai led.

r î -r- -r¡ -r-. ) ¿,. ,",

- .03



Overalì, Hypothesis 24 was

Ana'lysis of !¡e Ovenall Mdel

Tenants qf Coilßnunity Mental Health Resjdences

The major objective of the present study involved investigating the

ne i ghbour i ng i ntent i ons of commun i ty res i dents toward tenants of

community mental heaìth faci ì ities. The theoreticaì modeì for the

study, deveìoped from Ajzen and Fishbein's (1980) theory of reasoned

action, del ineates a chain of variables that ultimateìy predict

behavioural intentions regarding neighbouring (see Figure 2).

lndividuaì hypotheses were generated from this model. The previous

section presented the results of tests of these hypotheses.

Figure I shows diagrammatical ìy a summary of these results, excìuding

external variabìes. These were excìuded in this anaìysis as tests of

study hypotheses found mostly negìigibìe correlations between external

variables and both bel iefs about neighbouring and bel iefs about the

neighbourhood. Hierarchical multipìe regressions based on the model and

discussed in the next section examined external variabìes as predictors

of behavioural intentions.

partially supported.

150

ln addition to the Pearson product moment correìations (r) between

variables in the model, Figure 3 includes the multipìe correlation (B)

between adjacent levels in the model. The latter was derived from

standard mul tipìe regressions performed wi th bel iefs as predictors of

attitudes, and attitudes as predictors of behaviouraì intentions. Beta

weights (b) from the regression equations are aìso shown in Figure J.
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These allow for an evaluation of the relative importance of predictor

variables. Tabìes 20, 21, 22, and 23 provide a complete summary of the

results of these multiple regressions.

As shown in Figure L the results are for the most part consistent

with the relationships predicted from the model. Al I correlations

except the cor re I at i on between att i tude toward the ne i ghbourhood and

behavioural intentions regarding close neighbouring are significant at p

< .01 or p < .001. The latter correlation proved nonsignificant. I n

evaluating the strength of relationships among variables in their

theory, Ajzen and Fishbein (t980, p. 99) interpret correlations less

than .J0 as ìow, in.30 to.!0 range as moderate, and greater than .50

as relatively strong. As shown in Figure J and reported in the previous

section, the present results indicate that a large number of predicted

relationships between bel iefs and attitudes, and between attitudes and

behavioural intentions, are moderate to relatively strong.

S i gn i f i cant but I ow correl at i ons were found between respondentsl

bel iefs that they receive individual support in the neighbourhood and

attitude toward the neighbourhood (r = .23), and between attitude toward

the neighbourhood and behaviouraì intentions regarding superficial

neighbouring (r = .2\). lvloreover, as previousìy mentioned, no

significant relationship emerged between attitude toward the

neighbourhood and behaviouraì intentions regarding close neighbouring (r

= _.03).

l'lul ti ple regression resul

(B) between adj acent I eve ì s

tS

in

indicated that the muìtip'l e correlations

the model range from .42 to .73. Al I of



B ELIEFS

Positive
Belief s

Negative
Belief s

(b=.60)

ATTITUDES

Personal
lnteg ration

Attitude
Toward

Neighbouring

lndividual
Support

(b=.59)

Detached
Neighbours

(b=.23)

Fiqure Q. tntercorrelations (r), bet.a.ryeighjs (b),,,ald mu]tþtg correlati.ons (R) between variables in the predictive model for be-

havioural intentions ,àigu,;dìíg neighbouring with tenanlsZiror^rnity men'tal heatth residences. (solid tines indicate predicted

relationships that were significant ¡p..,oot 
"o, .p<.01). Broken tine represents predicted relationship that was nonsignificant')

(b=.34)

BEHAVIOU RAL INTENTIONS

(b=.54)

(b=-.37)

Attitude
Toward The

Neighbourhood

(b=.18)

Superficial
Neighbouring

r=-.03

(b=-.12)

Close
N eighbou ring

H(¡
N



Tabl e 20

Standard llul tiple Regression of Bel iefs About

Toward Neighbourìnq \./ith Tenants of Community

Variables

Positive beliefs

Negative bel iefs

Note. l4ultiple regression involving respondents administered vignette

identifying neighbour as tenant of community mental health residence

tn = lbJJ .

:'<:k:'<p < .00 l.

Beta

.60

.40

Ne i ghbour i ng on Att i tude

Henta I Hea ì th Res i dences

sr 2

.36

.t6

153

I ì 8.8lrtrc:'<

r1 1A-r¡-!¡-r¡)¿. ¿ I "¿'^

I R2

.52



Table 2l

Standard ¡ilul t iple Regress ion of Bel ief s

Att i tude Toward the Ne i ghbourhood

Variable

Personal integration

Detachment between
ne i ghbour s

lndividuaì support

Note. Hultipìe regression performed on compìete sampìe (n = 337)

>k:'c;tp ( .001.

Be ta

Abou t

.59

- .37

.23

the Neighbourhood on

gt

.35

.13

.05

F

15tl

253 . I l:ktc:'r

i6.29;,:,;.

38 .50:i;crr

R R2

t1-!¡.!¡.r¡ fI.. l )^"" .)1



lable 22

Standard l4u I t iple Regress ion of

I ntentions Regardi ng Superf icial

f'lenta I Hea I th Res i dences

Variabìe

Att i tude toward
neighbouring

Att i tude toward
the ne i ghbourhood

Att i tude Var i abl es

Neighbourínq With

Beta

Note. ivlultiple regression involving respondents administered vignette

identifying neighbour as tenant of community mental health residence

(n = 160).

>k:kp < .01. tl)k:kp < .001.

' 3t+

sr2

on Behav i oural

Tenants of Community

l8

.ll

155

F

.03

21 .i9:<t<;<

6 . I 9:r:'<

R R2

.la2:'<f;:t t7



Table 2J

Standard itlult iple Regress iôn of Att itude Var iabl es on

lntentions Reoardinq Close Neiqhbouring With Tenants

Hea I th Res i dences

Variable

Att i tude toward
neighbouring

Att i tude toward
the ne i ghbourhood

Be ta

Note. flultiple regression

i dent i fy i ng ne i ghbour as

(n = 160) .

:k:k:kp < .001.

.54

g!'

Behav i oura I

of Commun i ty llenta I

to

.01

156

involving

tenant of

63. l2ttr,r,

3 .00

respondents admi ni stered vi gnette

commun i ty menta ì hea I th res i dence

B'

. !!rc;<;'r .29
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these are signíficant at the p < .00.I level. Overall, the relationshíps

between bel iefs and attitudes appeared stronger than between attitudes

and behavioural intentions.

The combination of positive and negative beì iefs about neighbouring

predi cted j296 of the variance in attitude toward neighbouring (Table

20), whiìe beliefs about the neighbourhood accounted for !4% of the

variance in attitude toward the neighbourhood (ta¡le Zl). ln contrast,

att i tude toward ne i ghbour i ng and att i tude toward the ne i ghbourhood

expìained onìy 17% of the variance in behaviouraì intentions regarding

superficiaì neighbouring (ta¡le ZZ) and 29% of the variance in

behavioural intentions regarding close neighbouring (fa¡le Z3).

Comparisons of beta weights within the regression equations revealed

that positive beì iefs about neighbouring had greater reìevance in

determining attitude toward neighbouring (b = .60) than did negative

beìief s about neighbouring (b = .40). f'leanwhile, respondentsr beìief s

that they are integrated in the neighbourhood (b = .5Ð was the

strongest predictor of atti tude toward the neighbourhood, foì ìowed by

respondentsr bel iefs that neighbours are detached (b = -.37) and.

respondentsr beliefs that they receive individual support in the

neighbourhood (b = .2Ð.

Attítude toward neighbouring (b =.3i*) emerged as a more salient

predictor of behavioural intentions regarding superf iciaì neighbouring

than did attitude toward the neighbourhood (b = .18). Simiìarly,

att itude toward neighbour ing (b = .51+) played a greater role than d id

attitude toward the neighbourhood (b = -.12) in determining behavioural

i ntent i ons regard i ng c ì ose ne i ghbour i ng.



Neiqhbours in Normal Residences

Figure 4 presents a paral leì summary of the relationships between

variables in the theoretical model appl ied to neighbours I iving in

normal residences. Tables 24, 25, and 26 show the specific muìtiple

regression results. Reìationships between beliefs toward the

neighbourhood and attitude toward the neighbourhood were based on the

complete sample since they were unrelated to vignette neighbours.

Therefore, results describing these relationships in Figure 4 for

neighbours I iving in normaì residences are the same as in Figure J for

tenants of community mental health residences (see Tabìe 2l).

Overal ì, as shown in Figure 4, results testing the model for

neighbours ì iving in normaì residences were very similar to those found

for tenants of community mental heaìth residences. Aìì correlations

except the correlation between attitude toward the neighbourhood and

behavioural intentions regarding cìose neighbouring were significant at

thep<.001ìevel.

A I arge number of the rel at i onsh i ps pred i cted i n the modeì for

neighbours ì iving in normaì residences were in the moderate (¡ = .J0 -

.50) to relativeìy strong (r >.50) range. The same relationships in

the modeì for neighbours in normal residences showed low correìations (r

158

< .30) as for tenants of communìty mental health residences.

Specificaì ly, low correìations were found between respondents¡

that they rece i ve i nd i v i dua I

toward the neighbourhood (r =

ne i ghbourhood and behav i oura ì

ne i ghbour i ng (r=,2J) .

support in the neighbourhood and

.23) , and between att i tude toward the

i ntentions regardi ng superf icial

bel iefs

att i tude



BELIEFS

Positive
Belief s

Negative
Belìef s

(b=.40)

Personal
Integration

ATTITUDES

(b=-.41)

Attitude
Toward

Neighbouring

lndividual
Support

Detached
Neighbours

(b=.23)

Figure 4. lntercorrelations (r), beta weights (b).,,and.multipte correlatio.ns (R) betwe9l u.l|giles in the predic.tive model for be-

haviourat intentions/eiga,i¿iió neighboíring'witn neighbo'urs in normal residences. (Solid li1es. lndicqte predicted relationships

that were signi¡cant õ<.ooti. grõken tineTepresenls predicted relationship that was nonsignificant.)

(b=.37)
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Tabl e 24

Standard iïul t ipìe Regress ion of Bel ief s About

Toward Ne i ghbour i ng Wi th Ne i qhbours i n Norma I

Variables

Positive bel iefs

Negative bel iefs

Note. Hultiple regression involving respondents administered

vignette identifying neighbour in normal residences (n = 177).

Jc:t:'<p ( .00 1.

Be ta

.40

- .4t

Ne i ghbour i nq on Att i tude

Res i dences

SI,

.16

.17

ì60

4J .03",i ;,

40.89rtt',t'. .j6;<;<tc

I R2

.)¿



Table 25

Standard l4ul t i pl e Reqress i on of Att i tude Var i abl es

lntentions Reqarding Superf icial Neiqhbourinq With

Res i dences

Variable

Att i tude toward
neighbouring

Att i tude toward
the ne i ghbourhood

Bet a

Note. l4uìtipìe regression involving respondents administered

vignette identifying neighbour in normal residences (n = 17Ð.

:k:'r:kp ( .001.

.37

{'

on Behavioural

Neighbours in Normal

.21

r3

161

T

.04

28 .96t'.,'.,'.

9 .08;k*:'¡

R R2

.46*:k:k .22



Table 26

Standard Hultiple Reqression of Attitude Variables on Behavioural

lntentions Reqarding Close Neiqhbouring With Neighbours in Normal

Res i dences

Variable

Att i tude toward
neighbouring

Att i tude toward
the ne i ghbourhood

Beta

Note. I'tul t iple regress ion invoìving respondents admin istered

vignette identifying neighbour in normal residences (n = 175)

*:k:'cp < .00'l .

.r+3

- .o2

sr2

.17

.00

162

36,28;<:<t<

0. 7l

I R2

. À3tt>tL t8
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Multiple regression findings showed that the multiple correlations

(R) between adjacent levels of variables in the model for neighbours in

normal residences range f rom .i+3 to .73 (aìl p < .001) . Similar to the

resu I ts for tenants of commun i ty menta ì hea I th res i dences , the

relationships for neighbours in normal residences between bel iefs and

attitudes appear stronger than between attitudes and behavioural

i ntent i ons.

For neighbours in normal residences, bel iefs about neighbouring

explained 32? of the variance in attitude toward neighbouring (ta¡le

2)+) . lvloreover, att i tude toward ne ighbour ing and att i tude toward the

neighbourhood accounted for 22% of the variance in behavioural

intentions regarding superf icial neighbouring (Tabìe 25) and 18% of the

variance in behavioural intentions regarding close neighbouring (ta¡le

26) .

ln contrast to the results for tenants of community mental health

residences, negative bel iefs (þ = -.41) showed aìmost equaì strength as

positive belief s (b = .l+0) in predicting attitude toward neighbouring

with neighbours in normaì residences.

ln line with the findings for tenants of community mentaì health

residences, attitude toward neighbouring (b = .37) was a stronger

predictor of behavioural intentions regarding superf icial neighbouring

with neighbours in normal residences than was attítude toward the

neighbourhood (b = .2.l). As well, attitude toward neighbouring (b =

.l+6) was more important than attitude toward the neighbourhood (b =

-.02) in determining behavioural intentions regarding cìose

neighbouring.



Optìmal Predictors E[ Behavioural intentions Regarding Nejghbouning

Four muÌtiple regression anaiyses were performed to determine the

optimal predictors across the entire model of behavioural intentions

regarding neighbouring with tenants of community mental health

residences and neighbouring with neighbours in normal residences.

Separate analyses by place of residence was undertaken because the major

focus of the study concerned behavioural intentions toward tenants of

community mental heaìth residences. The other neighbour characteristícs

of leveì of disability and gender were entered into the regression as

pred i ctor var i ab ì es.

Variabìe entry was hierarchical between levels of variables in the

theoretical model (see Figure 2) and simultaneous within each level.

Based on the causal priority of variables proposed by the model,

external variab'l es were entered f irst, foìlowed by bel ief variables in

the second step, and attitude variables in the final step.

External variables included (a) level of disabi 1 ity, (b) gender, (c)

âgê, (d) education, (e) number of chi ldren in the household, (f)

experience with mentaì ly disabìed persons, (S) ìength of neighbourhood

residency, (h) sense of wel l-being, (i) past neighbouring, and U)

neighbourhood change. Bel ief variables incìuded (a) positive bel iefs

about neighbouring, (b) negative bel iefs about neighbouring, (c) bel iefs

about being integrated in the neighbourhood, (d) bel iefs about receiving

individual support in the neighbourhood, and (e) bel iefs that neighbours

are detached. Attitude variables were (a) attitude toward neighbouring

and (b) attitude toward the neighbourhood.

l6l+
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An examination of normaì probabiìity plots of residuals, residual

scatterplots, and histograms of residuals r^/as undertaken to evaluate the

assumptions for each muìtipìe regression. ln all cases, these resu.lts

satisfied the assumptions of linearity and homoscedasticity of

residuals. However, the distribution of standardized residuaìs deviated

sìightìy from normal for all the regressions.

ln order to determine the effect of a vioìation of the normality

assumption for these regressions, initial regression analyses were

foìlowed by regressions involving the same variables transformed, if

skewed, through ìogarithmic or square root transformations into normal

distributions. A comparison of the four regressions entering original

variables with those entering transformed variables produced the same

results except in one case. ln that case, the regression using

transformed variables found one more significant predictor than the

regression involving originaì variables. Given the high similarity of

results using either kind of variable, it was concluded that the

vìolation of the normaìity assumption did not signif icantìy alter the

resu ì ts.

Results of four multiple regressions are discussed next. Tables 27'

28,29, J0 present a summary of these results, including the

standardized regression coefficients (¡eta), the squared semipartial

correlations (sr, ), the squared multiple correlation change fol ìowing

entry of a group of variables, and the squared multiple correlation

(n' ) after entry of each group of variables.



Tenants of Corrnunity Mental Health Residences

Behavioural intentions neganding superficjal neighbouring. As shown

in Table 2J, â hierarchicaì multip'le regression found that each of the

blocks of externaì, bel ief, and attitude variables contributed

significantly to the prediction of behavioural intentions regarding

superficial neighbouring with tenants of community mental health

res i dences.

Upon entry in the first step of the regression, external variables

expìained 1J% of the variance in behavioural intentions, F change

(.l0,143) = 2.84, p < .0.l. Examination of individuaì external variables

found past neighbouring behaviour as the onìy significant predictor, F

(1, lÀ:) = 12.97, p- < .001. More past neighbouring behaviour was

positively associated with greater behavioural intentions regarding

superf icial neighbouring. Neighbourhood change approached signif icance

as a predictor of behaviouraì intentions regarding superficiaì

neighbouring, F (1, ll+3) = 3.89, p < .06. Less neighbourhood change was

directly related to greater behavioural intentions regarding superficial

neighbouring with tenants of community mentaì health residences.

ln the second step of the anaìysis, entry of the bel ief variables

predicted another 8Z of the variance, f change (5, 138) = 2.97, p < .05.

Within this ôtep, negative bel iefs about neighbouring emerged as the

sole signif icant predictor, F (1, 138) = 10.09, p < .01. iïore negative

bel i efs about nei ghbour i ng were í nversel y rel ated to behavi oural

intentions regarding superficial neighbouring with tenants of community

menta I hea I th res i dences.
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lable 2J

Hierarchical lvlul tipìe Regress ion

I ntentions Regardinq Superf icial

Henta I Hea I th Res i dences

Variables

entered

Step l
External variabìes

Neighbour disability
Ne i ghbour gender
Educat i on
Age
Number of ch i I dren
Exper. with mentally ill
Length of residency
Sense of we I I -be i ng
Past ne i ghbour i ng behav i our
Ne i ghbourhood change

Total for step

Step 2

Bel ief variables

Positive bel iefs
Negative bel iefs
Personal integration
lndividual support
Detachment betw. neighbours

Total for step

Step 3
Att i tude var i abl es

of flodel Variables

Ne i qhbour i ng Wi th

on Behav i oura I

Be ta

Tenan t s
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of Commun i ty

srt

-.1l
.00

-.r3
-.02
- .09

.06
-. ì4
- .09

t l -r--r-{r,. ) r ",'-'
-.16

R2

c hange

.0t

.00

.02

.00

.01

.00

.01

.0t

.08

.02

R2

tota I

Att. toward ne i ghbour i ng
Att. toward ne i ghbourhood

Totaì for step

.o5
- . I b)<r(

.l4

.09
-.07

tkp < .05. f<:kp < .0.l. :k:'r:Tp ( .00 
.l

.00

.06

.02

.00

.00

.2J't,

.05
.03
.00

.08:'. . ¿ ),", ,'

.uJ,. r Q.'..'.¿



ln the final step, attitude variables explaíned another 3% of

variance in behavioural intentions regarding superf icial neighbouring'

change (2, ì36) = 3.12, p< .05. Attitude toward neighbouring entered

as a significant predictor in this step, F (1, 136) = 5.9\, P ( .05.

The more favourable the attitude toward neighbouring, the greater the

behavioural intentions to superficial ìy neighbour tenants of community

menta I hea I th res i dences .

Overaì ì, al l of the predictors together explained 28% of the

variance, F (17, 136) = 3.'l l, p < .001.

Behavioural 'intentions negarding close neighbouring. As ind icated in

Table 28, hierarchìcaì multiple regression found that each of the bìocks

of external, bel ief, and attitude variables contributed significantly to

the prediction of behavioural intentions regarding cìose neighbouring

with tenants of community mentaì heaìth facilities.

ln the first step of the regression, external variables predicted 282

of the variance, I change (10, 143) = 5.1+l+, p < .001. Signif icant

predictors in this step included education, F (1, 143) = 16.56, p <

.00,l, experience with mentally ill persons, F (ì, l¿*3) = 1r.86, P ( .05,

past neighbouring behaviour, F ('l, .l43) = .|3.12, 
P < .001, and length of

residency in the neighbourhood, F (1, 143) = 8.57, p < .01. Lower

education, greater experience wi th mentaì ìy i I I persons, more past

neighbouring behaviour, and less time as.a resident in the neighbourhood

were directìy reìated to greater behavioural intentions regarding close

ne i ghbour i ng wi th tenants of commun i ty menta I hea I th res i dences. As

wel l, level of disabi I ity of tenants approached significance as a
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Table 28

H i erarch i ca I

lntentions Regarding Close Neighbouring With Tenants of Community l'lental

Hea I th

lçlultiple Regression of ltlodel Variables

Res i dences

Variabìes

en ter ed

Step 1

Exter na ì var i ab I es

Neighbour disability
Ne i ghbour gender
Educat i on
Age
Number of ch i ì dren
Exper. with mentaìly ilì
Length of res i dency
Sense of we 1 I -be i ng
Pas t ne i ghbour i ng behav i our
Nei ghbourhood change

Total for step

Step 2
Belief variabìes

on Behav i oura I

Be ta

t6g

sr2

Positive bel iefs
Negative bel i efs
Personal integration
lndividuaì support
Detachment betw. neighbours

Total for step

Step l
Att i tude var i ab ì es

Att . toward ne i ghbour i ng
Att. toward ne i ghbourhood

Total for step

-. r4
.07

t 1 -r- -r. -L- . )¿,""'
.05
.00
. l6t',

- ' 3o:k:r
.01
.29;<t<t<

-.o5

R2

c hange

.02

.01

.08

.00

.00

.03

.04

.00

.07

.00

R2

tota I

.la$:'<:l:t
-.r3
- aìo

- .03
.01+

,tp < .05. r'<:'<p ( .01

.r8

.0.l

.01

.00

.00

.2$>'c:'c

.¿),'
-.r3

.28:r:'c

;'<>'r:'<p ( .001 .

.o2

.0.l

.l¡$:'rfrfr

. oJ:k . ) r ,.,"'



predictor, F (1, .l43) = 3.1+3, p < :o'1 , such that a mild level of

disabi I ity predicted greater behavioural intentions regarding close

ne i ghbour i ng wi th tenants.

Entry of the set of bel ief variabìes accounted for another 2O'4 of the

variance, f change (5, 138) = 10.77, p <.001. Positive beliefs about

neighbouring emerged as a significant predictor within this set, F (1,

138) = l+J.86, P < .001. The more positive the beìiefs about

neighbouring, the greater the behavioural intentions regarding close

neighbouring with tenants of community mental health residences. ln

addition, negative bel iefs about neighbouring approached significance as

a predictor, F (1, .l36) = 3.67, p < .06, such that the more negative the

beì iefs about neighbouring, the lesser the behavioural intentions in

th i s area.

The addition of the attitude variables to the regression in the final

step explained only J% more of the variance, F change (2, 136) = 4.05, p

< .05. ln this step, attitude toward neighbouring was a significant

predictor, F (1, 136) = 6.77, p < .05, such that more favourable

attitudes predicted greater behavioural intentions regarding cìose

neighbouring.
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After entry of al ì the predictors, a total of 51% of the variance

behavioural intentions regarding close neighbouring with tenants of

community mental health residences was expiained, F (17, 136) = 8.2J,

< .001 .

tn

p



Neiqhbouns in Nonmal Residences

Behavioural intentions reganding superficial neighbounjng. As

presented in Table 29, â hierarchical multiple regression revealed that

entry of external variabìes in the first step of the regression did not

contribute significantly to prediction of behavioural intentions

regarding superfìciaì neighbouring with neighbours in normal residences.

Entry of bel ief variables in the second step did contribute

significantìy, accounting for 2\Z of the variance in behavioural

intentions regarding superficial neighbouring, F change (15,152) =

11.29, p < .00.l. Within this block, examination revealed that positive

beliefs about neighbouring, I (1, 152) = .l1.71, p < .001, negative

beliefs about neighbouring, F (.l, 152) = 2l+.23, p < .00.l, beliefs about

being ìntegrated in the neighbourhood, F (1, 152) = ll.l6, p < .01, and

beìiefs that neighbours are detached, F (i, 152) = 8.ll+, p < .0ì, were

significant individual predictors. Respondents with more positive

bel iefs, ìess negative bel iefs, greater bel iefs about being integrated

in the neighbourhood, and lesser bel iefs that neighbours are detached

indicated greater behavioural intentions regarding superf icial

neighbouring with neighbours in normal residences.
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ln the final step, the two attitude variables explained another 3% of

variance, ! change (2, 150) = 3.73, p ( .05. Attitude toward

neighbouring was significantly related to behavioural intentions

regarding superficial neighbouring, F (.l, ,l50) = 7.2.l, p < .001, such

that the more favourable the atti tude, the greater the behavioural

intentions in this area,



Tabl e 29

H i erarch i ca I

I ntentions Reqardi nq Superf icial

Res i dences

l4ultipìe Regression

Variables

entered

Step I

Externaì variables

Neighbour disabiìity
Ne i ghbour gender
Educat i on
Age
Number of ch i I dren
Exper. with mentalìy ill
Length of residency
Sense of we I ì -be i ng
Pas t ne i ghbour i ng behav i our
Ne i ghbourhood change

Total for step

Step 2

Belief variables

Positive bel iefs
Negative beì iefs
Personal integration
lndividual support
Detachment betw. ne i ghbour s

Total for step

of Hodel Variables on Behavíoural

Neighbouring With Neighbours in Normal

Be ta

172

sr2

.03

.il
- .01

.06

.05

.05
- .06

.o5

.2/,+;.

-.01

8',

change

.00

.01

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.04

.00

R2

tota I

Step l
Att i tude var i ab I es

Att. toward ne i ghbour i ng
Att. toward ne i ghbourhood

Total for step

.261<;:t<
- ' J6:l:k:i

.21¡>'<:'<

- .01
-.2.1 J.*

>kp < .05. :k:'rp ( .0.l . >'r:'r:kp ( .00 I

.05

.10

.05

.00

.03

..l0

. ¿).'.'
- .03

. i0

.03

.00

.21+l<t<1. .34>'<>t:'r

.03f, . ) / ,.,".
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Folìowing entry of all the model variabìes, a total of 379ó of the

variance in behavioural intentions regarding superf icial neighbouring

with neighbours in normal residences was explained, F (17, 150) = 5.30,

p < .001.

Behavioural intentions regarding close neighbouring. As shown in

Table 30, a hierarchical multiple regression showed that each of the

blocks of externaì, bel ief, and attitude variables contributed

significantly to the prediction of behavioural intentions regarding

close neighbouring with neighbours in normal residences.

Entry of the set of external variables in the first step explained

23'4 of the variance in behaviouraì intentions regarding close

neighbouring with these neighbours, F change (.l0, 157) = 4.80, p < .001.

Significant individual predictors within the set of external variabìes

inclucied education, F (1, 157) = 12.00, p < .001, and past neighbouring

behaviour, F (1, 157) = 1)+.32. According to these predictors,

respondents of lower education and reporting more past neighbouring

behaviour were more I ikely to have greater behaviouraì intentions

regarding close neighbouring with neighbours in normaì residences.

Addition of the belief variables in the second step expìained another

82 of the variance, I change (5, 152) = 3.38, p ( .01. Positive bel iefs

about neighbouring, F (1, 152) = 9.50, p < .01, and bel iefs about

receiving individual support in the neighbourhood, F (1, 152) = 3.93, p

<.05, emerged as significant predictors in this step. Based on these

results, more positive bel iefs about neighbouring and greater bel iefs

about receiving individual support in the neighbourhood predicted



Table 30

Hierarchical Hultipl

lntentions Regardinq Close Neiqhbourinq With Neighbours in Normal

Res i dences

Hultiple Reoression of Hodel Variables on Behavioural

Variables

entered

Step I

External variables

Neighbour disability
Target gender
Educat i on
Age
Number of chi ldren
Exper. with mental ly i I I

Length of residency
Sense of we ì ì -be i ng
Past ne i ghbour i ng behav i our
Nei ghbourhood change

Total for step

Step 2

Bel ief variabìes

Positive beìiefs
Negative beì iefs
Personal i ntegration
I ndividual support
Detachment betw. ne i ghbours

Totaì for step

Step l
Att i tude var i ab I es

Be ta

174

sr2

- .07
-.ll
-.2/:'<:k:'<

.00

.05

.14
-.r3

.04
a ô -r_ -i- -r-. )¿'t""

- .06

R2

c h ange

.00

.0.l

.06

.00

.00

.02

.01

.00

.08

.00

R2

tota ì

Att. toward ne i ghbour i ng
Att. toward ne i ghbourhood

Total for step

.21+:.:.
- .09
-.02

. l8J,
-.0t

>kp < .05. >'c:'<p < .01 . fcf<:!p ( .001 .

.04

.01

.00

.02

.00

. ¿ ),' ,,,'

.21+;<

- .03

.23:j<':<)'<

.03

.00

.08rrrc ) r ,.,".

. ol;'< I 4:l:'< f<



greater behaviouraì intentions regarding close neighbouring with

neighbours in normal residences.

Entry of the attitude variabìes in the finaì step accounted for an

additional j% of variance, F change (17, .l50) = 3.85, p < .05. Attitude

toward neighbouring was the soìe significant predictor in this step, !
(1, 150) = 7.1+7, P < .01, such that the more favourable the attitude

toward neighbouring, the greater the behavioural intentions regarding

c I ose ne i ghbour i ng.

Af ter entry of all the modeì variables, a total of 3l+"a of the

variance in behavioural intentions regarding cìose neighbouring toward

neighbours in normal residences was explained, F (1J, 150) = l+.63, p <

.00.l .

Effects q[ Neighbour Chanactenistics s Attitude a¡ç[ Behaviounal
Intentions

ln order to further clarify the impact of neighbour characteristics

on community residents, post-hoc analyses also included conducting

ANOVAs to determ i ne the effects of ne i ghbour character i st i cs on att i tude

toward neighbouring, behavioural intentions regarding superf icial

neighbouring, and behavioural intentions regarding close neighbouring.

The AN0VAs involved a 2 X 2 X 2 fulìy-factorial design with place of

res i dence (commun i ty menta I hea.l th res i dence vs. norma I res i dence) ,

level of disabi ì ity (mi ld vs. severe), and gender serving as the

independent variabìes. Tables 31, 32, and 33 present the means and

standard deviations of attitude and behavioural intention variables for

ANOVA ceìls.
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Tabì e 3i

lç1ean and Standard Deviation'of Attitude

Function of Neiqhbour Characteristics

Gender

t'la I e

l4i ld Severe

Disability Disabiìity

C¡lHR I

Towa rd

4

SD

!

T

SD

n

Female

Ne i qhbour i ng As a

5.12

1 ))

33

5.29

l.l3

4l

Note.

176

\.59

t .26

l+6

l+ .48

I .02

4¿

Normal Residence

I CT4HR

Overal ì sample H

= Commun i ty l'lenta I

l4ild Severe

Disabiìity Disability

E. ))

I .08

4o

5.20

1.32

t+5

= 3. l2 and SD = 1.2i.

Hea I th Res i dence.

tr.58

l.l6
4'

t+.72

I .20

l+6



Tabìe 32

Hean and Standard Dev i at i on

Superf iciaì Neiqhbouring as

Gende r

of Behav i oura I I ntent i ons Regard i nq

a Funct i on of Ne i qhbour Character i st i cs

llale

i"1 ild Severe

Disabiìity Disability

C¡lHR I

T

SD

n

T

SD

n

Female

0 .07

r .04

2)

0.27

0.73

l+2

Note. Behav i oura I

factor scores with

r Ci4HR = Commun i ty

177

0 .03

I .09

I+5

0.12

I .08

t+3

Normal Residence

l4ild Severe

Disabiìity Disability

intentions regarding superf iciaì neighbouring are

an overal ì sample I = 0.00 and SD = 1.00.

l4enta I Hea I th Res idence.

0 .06

0 .94

40

0 .09

I .00

t+5

- 0.26

t.r6

À4

0.25

0.80

L+6



Table 33

l'lean and Standard Dev iat ion

Ne i qhbour i nq as a Funct i on

Gende r

of Behavioural lntentions Regardinq Close

of Ne i qhbour Character i st i cs

llale

Hi ì d Severe

Disability Disabiìity

CI4HR 1

T

SD

.D

T

SD

n

Female

0 .05

0.78

32

0.37

i.ll

4¿

Note.

scores

r c¡lHR

u8

0.27

1 .00

t+5

0.13

0.95

t+3

Normal Residence

Behavioural intentions regarding close

with an overal I sample I = 0.00 and SD

= Commun i ty ,vlenta ì Hea ì th Res idence.

¡ilild Severe

Disability Disabiìity

- 0.06

0 .86

40

0.27

I .04

t+5

- o.22

I .02

l+ l+

0.00

I .03

\6

ne i ghbour i ng are factor

= .l.00.
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Results of evaluation of the ANOVA assumptions of normaì ity and

homogeneity of variance proved satisfactory for al ì the analyses.

Tabìes 3l+, 35, and 36 present the main effect and interaction f índings

of the AN0VAS.

Att i tude Touard Neighbouring

As presented in Table 34, the ANOVA showed a significant main effect

for level of disability, F (1, 332) = 23.00, p < .00.ì, such that

respondents reported more favourab I e att i tudes toward ne i ghbour i ng wi th

midìy disabled neighbours than toward neíghbouring wìth severeìy

disabled neighbours. 0ther main effects of place of residence and

gender were not significant.

Two-way interactions between place of residence and level of

disabi I ity, pìace of residence and gender, and level of disabi ì ity and

gender were not significant. As welì, the three-way interaction between

place of residence, level of disabi I ity, and gender proved

nonsignificant.

Behavioural Intentions Regarding Superficial Nejghbourjnç

As shown in Table 35, ANOVA results revealed no significant main

effect for place of resïdence, level of disabi I ity, or gender of

neighbour on behavioural intentions regarding superf icial neighbouring.

As well, no two-way interactions between place of residence and leveì of

disabi ì ity, pìace of residence and gender, or level of disabi I ity and

gender were present. The three-way interaction between place of

residence, level of disability, and gender was aìso nonsignificant.



Table 34

Analysis of Variance in Attitude Toward

Ne i ghbour Characteristics

Sou r ce

Res i dence

Disability

G ende r

Res i dence X

Res i dence X

Disabiìity X

Res. X Dis.

Expìained

Res i dua ì

Tota l

Ne i ghbour i ng As a Funct i on of

SS

Disabiìity

Gender

Gender

X Gender

0.31

32.O2

0.t6

0.25

0 .02

0 .07

0 .99

3t4 -28

l+62.21+

t+96.53

df

I

I

I

l

ì

I

I

7

332

339

r80

l'1S

:'<:klrp ( .00 l.

0.3t

32 .10

0.16

0.25

0 .02

0 .07

0 .99

l+ .89

t .39

1.t+7

F

0.23

2 J .00f<:T:l .01

0.il

0.18

0 .02

0 .05

0.7ì

3.51

n2



Tabl e J!

Anaìysis of Variance in Behavioural lntentions Reqarding Superficial

Neighbourinq As a Function of Neighbour Characteristics

Sou r ce

Res i dence

Disabiìity

Gender

Res i dence X

Res i dence X

Disabiìity X

Res. X Dis.

Expì a i ned

Res i dua I

Tota ì

SS

Disabiìity

Gender

G ende r

X Gender

0 .63

0 .64

I .90

?no

0 .78

o.35

3.\9

ro.34

322 .1t+

T2.r+8

df

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

7

329

336

t8r

t'ls

0.63

0.61+

I .90

2.09

0.78

0.35

3.t+9

1.48

0.98

I .00

0.64

0 .66

I .94

2.13

0.79

o.36

5.b6

l.5l

n2



Tabì e J6

Analysis of Variance in Behavioura,l lntentions Regarding Close

Neiqhbourínq As a Function of Neiqhbour Characteristics

Sou r ce

Res i dence

Disability

Gender

Res i dence X

Res i dence X

Disability X

Res. X Dis.

Explained

Res i dua I

Tota I

SS

Disabiìity

Gende r

Gender

X Gender

0 .03

8. io

5.35

o.75

0.04

0.)+l

0 .03

r5.4ì

320.59

336 .00

df

l

I

I

l

I

I

I

7

329

))o

t82

¡,ls

J<:'rp < .0.l.

0 .03

8.ro

5.35

o.75

0.04

o.\7

0 .03

))ñ

0.91

ì .00

'tp < .05.

0 .03

8.31'',;, .03

5.1+9:, .O2

0.78

0 .0À

0.49

0 .03

2.26

n'



Behavioural Intentions Regarding Close fleighbouring

As presented in Tabìe 36, ANOVA of neighbour characteristics on

behaviouraì intentions regarding close neighbouring yielded a main

effect for level of disabil ity, I (1, 329) = 8.3ì, p < .01, with

respondents indicating greater behavioural intentions regarding close

neighbouring toward neighbours with mi ld disabi ì ity. There was also a

main effect for gender, F (.l, 329) = 5.1+9, p < .05, with respondents

expressing greater behaviouraì intentions toward women.

0n the other hand, no main effect was found for pìace of residence.

A 1 I two-way i nteract i ons and the three-way i nteract i on were

nonsignificant.

ln order to determine the actuaì, as opposed to reìative, attitude

and behavioural intentions of respondents concerning neighbouring with

tenants of community mental health residences, frequency distributions

of responses for those presented with tenants as neighbours were

examined for each of the attitude and behavioural intention items.

Given the significant effect of level of disability on attitude toward

neighbouring and behavioural intentions regarding cìose neighbouring,

separate distributions b/ere produèed for tenants with mi ld disabi I ity

and tenants with severe disabi ì ity.

Actual Levels sf Atti tude a¡ç[ Behavioura'l intent jons

t83



Att j tude Touard Neighbouring

Tabìe l/ presents the distribution of attitude toward neighbouring

with tenants of community mental health facilities broken down by ìevel

of disability. Responses of extremely favourab.l e, quite f avourable, and

sì ightly favourable were combined for the tabìe into a favourable

category, whi le responses of extremely unfavourabìe, quite unfavourabìe,

and sì ightìy unfavourable were put together into an unfavourable

category. The middle response category of nei ther favourable nor

unfavourabìe was ìeft on its own representing somewhat of a neutral

att i tude.

Based on these categories, a substantial majority of respondents

OOZ) expressed a favourable attitude toward neighbouring with tenants

of community mental health residences presenting with mild disabiìity

whi le onìy a smal ì minority (72) reported an unfavourable attìtude. The

remainder (232) indicated a neither favourable nor unfavourable

response.

ì8l{

I n contrast, a mi nor i ty of respondents (l+62) heìd a favourabl e

attitude toward neighbouring with tenants exhibiting severe disabiìity

Almost an equal proportion (\\Z) expressed a neutral attitude about

neighbouring w¡th these tenants. 0nce again, only a smal I minority

(l0Z) indicated an unfavourable atti tude.



Tabl e 37

Percentaqe D i str ibution

Communi ty Hental Heal th

Level of disability

of Att i tude

Res i dences

f4ild

Severe

Toward Neiqhbouring With Tenants of

As a Function of Level óf Di sabi I i ty

r Responses of ei ther extremeìy Favourable, qui te favourabìe,

or sl ightly favourable. 2 Responses of nei ther favourabìe nor

unfavourab I e. 3 Responses of extreme I y unfavourab ì e, qu i te

unfavourabìe, sl i ghtly unfavourable.

Favourabl et

Response categor i es (Z)

7o

\6
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l,le ¡ ther 2

23

44

Unfavourable3

7

ì0



Behavioural Intentions Regarding NeiShbouring

Table 38 and l! present the distributions of behavioural intentions

regarding superficial and cìose neighbourîng with tenants of community

mental health residences broken down by leveì of disability. Responses

of very I ikeìy and I ikely were combined in the tabìes into a I ikeìy

category, while responses of very unlikely and unlikely were combined

into an unl ikely category. The neither category represents the neither

ì ikely nor unl ikeìy response.

As shown in Tabìe 38, a substantial majority of respondents ( > 80%)

indicated that they were I ikeìy to engage in activities previousìy

defined as superficiaì neighbouring with tenants in community mentaì

heaìth residences presenting with miìd disabiìity. Less than 10% of

respondents said that they were unì ikely to participate in any of these

nei ghbouri ng activi ties.

0n the other hand, onìy a minority of respondents said that they

wouìd be ì ikely to perform activities previously defined as close

neighbouring with tenants showìng miìd disability. The percentage of

respondents indicating that they were I ikely to undertake close

neighbouring activities with these tenants varied from a low of 28'¿ tor

accompanying them on a social outing to a high of \9% for inviting them

into one's home. About one-third of respondents reported being neither

I ikely nor unì ikeìy to engage in cìose neighbouring activities with

mi ldly disabled tenants.
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As presented in Tabìe 39, â sizeabìe majority ( > 70%) aìso reported

that they would I ikely participate in superficial neighbouring



Tabl e JB

Percentage D i str ibuti on

Neiqhbourinq With Hi ldlv

Res i dences

Type of ne i ghbour i ngl

Activîty

For Behav i oura I I ntent i ons Regard i nq

Disabìed Tenants of Community llental Health

Superf i ci aì nei ghbour i ng

Share i nformat i on about
home care.

Tell neighbour about
profess i ona ì serv i ces used.

0ffer neighbour a ride.

Converse with neighbour on
street.

Close neighbouring

Go with neighbour on social
out i ng.

I nv i te ne i ghbour i nto home.

Ta I k wi th ne i ghbour about
persona I i ssues.

Likelyl

Response categor ies (',6)

t87

Ne i ther 2

9L+

8o

8o

I Responses of

neither iikely

unl ikeìy.

Unl ikeìy3

85

ll

13

either very l

nor unl ikeìy.

¿ö

\9

9

1

)+3

ikely" or ìikeìy.

3 Responses of

38

31

32

3t+

2A

2 Responses

very unl ikeìy

25

of



Tabì e J!

Percentaqe D i str ibut ion

With Severely Disabìed Tenants of Community i\ental

Type of ne i ghbour i ngl

Actìvity

of Behavioural lntentions

Superf i c i aì nei ghbour i ng

Share i nformat i on about
home care.

Teìì neighbour about
profess i ona I serv i ces used .

0ffer neighbour a ride.

Converse w i th ne i ghbour on
street.

C ì ose ne i ghbour i ng

Go with neighbour on sociaì
out i ng.

I nv i te ne i ghbour i nto home.

Talk with neighbour about
persona I i ssues.

Regard i ng Ne i ghbour i ng

Hea I th Res i dences

Likelyr

Response categor i es (Z)

t88

Ne i ther 2

86

79

77

7\

1 Responses of

neither: ìikeìy

unl ikely.

Unlikely3

9

t5

e i ther

nor un I

l0

27

l8

very likeìy or likeìy.

ikely. 3 Responses of

12

8

33

l+l

33

29

I+9

4o

2 Responses of

very unìikely or

38
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activities with tenants of community mentaì health residences exhibiting

severe disabiìity. As evident in ANOVA findings, main differences

between mi ldly and severely disabled tenants emerged on behavioural

intentions regarding close neighbouring. Less than one-third reported

that they would ì ikely engage in cìose neighbouring activities with

tenants showing severe disabi I ity. The I ikel ihood of participating in

these activities with these types of neighbours varied from a low of lOZ

for accompanying them on a social outing to a high of 332 for talking

with them about personal issues. Over one-third said that they would be

unl ikely to engage in any close neighbouring activities with them.

ln summary, results showed a large majority of respondents intending

to neighbour at ìeast superficiaì ly with tenants of community mental

heaìth residences irrespective of their level of disabiìity. At the

same time, a minority of respondents indicated intentions to participate

in closer kinds of neighbouring. A ìarger proportion of respondents

reported intentions to neighbour closely with mi ìdìy disabled tenants in

comparison to severeìy disabled tenants. A significant minority of

respondents appeared undecided (i.e., neither likeìy nor unlikely) about

participating in close neighbouring with either type of tenants.



Ihe objective of the present study was to examine the behavioural

intentions of community residents regarding neighbouring with tenants of

community mental health residences. l'lore specif icalìy, the study tested

a modeì predictive of these behaviouraì intentions, deveìoped from Ajzen

EvaluatÍon d Ïhe Model md lrplications E[ Findings

and Fishbein's (1980) theory of reasoned action. Evaìuation of the

DISCUSSI(]N

model in the present section wi I I include a discussion of

between adjacent leveìs of the model and variables found

predictive of behaviouraì intentions regarding neighbour

Overal l, the resuìts support the proposed model for predicting

neighbouring with tenants of community mental health residences. A

small number of external variabìes in the present study show a

significant relationship with bel iefs in the model and are predictive of

behaviouraì intentions regardíng neighbouring. Findings confirm all

predicted relationships between beì iefs and atti tudes, and between

att i tudes and behav i oura I i ntent i ons, wi th the except i on of the

reìationship between attitude toward the neighbourhood and behavioural

intentions regarding close neighbouring (Figures 3).

A test of the appìicability of the model for neighbours ìiving in

normal residences shows simi lar resuìts to those found for tenants of

community mental health residences (Figure 4). The predicted

reìationships

directly

i ng.

- lon -
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relationships between bel iefs and atti tudes, and between atti tudes and

behavioural intentions were observed. 0nce again, relationships between

bel i efs and att i tudes are stronger than rel at i onsh i ps between att i tudes

and behavioural intentions. Horeover, attitude toward neighbouring

appears as a more important determi nant of behaviouraì i ntentions

regarding both superficial and close neighbouring than attitude toward

the neighbourhood. No relationship was observed between attitude toward

the neighbourhood and behavioural intentions regarding close

neighbouring.

External Vaniables

At the same time, many of the study's hypotheses concerning

relationships between externaì variables and bel iefs about neighbouring

with tenants of community mentaì health residences are not supported.

llost hypotheses about reìationships between externaì variables and

belief s about the neighbourhood are onìy partiaì ly supported. l'loreover,

hypotheses that are conf i rmed between external var i abì es and beì i efs

tend to show only low correìations. Overal I, the I inkage between

external variables and beliefs proves to be the weakest in the model.

These findings are not unexpected, as Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) do not

incìude externaì variables as a formal part of the theory of reasoned

action because of their inconsistent relationship with behaviour.

Previous research using the theory of reasoned action to model publ ic

reactions to the placement of community mental health facil ities in

neighbourhoods also found weak reìationships between external variables

and beì iefs (Dear Ê Tayìor, 1982; Tefft et a1., 1988). lt is possibìe
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that other, unidentified external variables (e.g., other

socio-demographic characteristics, personal Ìty traits) would show

stronger relationships with bel iefs about neighbouring with tenants of

community mental health residences and bel iefs about the neighbourhood.

However, in general, external variables are not consistent' strong

pred i ctors of bel i efs.

Level of disabi I ity emerges as the only neighbour characteristic

having an effect on either positive or negative beliefs about the

consequences of neighbouring. Respondents report more positive bel iefs

and less negative beì iefs about neighbouring with neighbours showing

mild disabiìity than with those exhibiting severe disability. Positive

beì iefs about the consequences of neighbouring include receiving

emotional support, i nstrumental aid, and i nformation. Negative bel iefs

about the consequences of ne i ghbour i ng i nvol ve exper i enc i ng phys í ca 1

danger, ambiguity in social interactions, and ìoss of reputation in the

ne i ghbour hood .

The effect of place of residence on positive bel iefs approaches

significance in the direction of respondents holding more positive

bel iefs about neighbouring with neighbours in normaì residences in

comparison to neighbouring with tenants of community mental health

residences. This could indicate that being a tenant of a community

mentaì heaìth faci I ity has a subtle impact on pubì ic perceptìons that is

onìy hinted at in the present study. ln particular, tenants may not be

viewed as being abìe to provide the support benefits that other

neighbours can provide.
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Level of disabi ì i ty al so shows an effect on atti tude toward

neighbouring and behavioural intentions regarding close neighbouring

whi le pìace of residence does not. Respondents express a more

favourable attitude toward neighbouring and greater behaviouraì

intentions regarding cìose neighbouring with midly disabled neighbours

in comparison to severely disabled neighbours. 0n the other hand,

neither pìace of residence nor level of disability has a direct effect

on behaviouraì intentions regarding superf icial neighbouring.

The effects of ne i ghbour character i st i cs on be I i efs about, att i tude

toward, and behaviouraì intentions regarding neighbouring are consistent

with numerous previous studies showing that behavioural characteristics

supersede the rrmenta I i I I ness'r I abeì as determi nants of the pubì i c's

sociaì acceptance of others (e.g., Farina, l'1urray, E Groh, 1978; Kirk,

l97t+; Link €- Cuììen, 1983) . ln the present study, level of disability

was manipuìated by aìtering the behaviouraì presentation of neighbours.

Locating neighbours in a community mentaì health residence was expected

to identify them with arrmentally iì1" ìabeì.

Overal l, these findings suggest that tenants of community mental

health residences can receive equitabìe treatment from neighbours if

their presentation fal ls within an acceptable norm relative to other

neighbourhood residents. Unfortunately, a signif icant proportion of

chronic psychiatric patients discharged into the community have a severe

mental disability that affects their behaviouraì presentation (Strayer 6

Kei th , 197Ð. I n the case of these i ndividual s, behavioural probìems

appear to be a significant barrier to social integration. Their

presentation inf luences community resident's superf iciaì neighbouring
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indirectly through beì iefs about and attitude toward neighbouring, and

close neighbouring di rectly.

Based on these findings, community mental health programs should

consider focusing their treatment efforts heavi ìy on ski I ì development

related to behavioural presentation. lt is important that operators of

community facilities undertake interventions in this area in order to

assuage neighbours' fears that sociaì contact with tenants will prove

costly and to have tenants perceived as potentialìy valuable members in

a neighbourhood. For example, Peterson (1986) reported on a successful

psychosocial program preparing mentaì patients for adopting normal roìes

in the community through ski I I development in such areas as

interpersonaì communication, grooming, and manners.

Aìthough the objectives of the current study did not incìude

identifying "accepting" vs. "rejectingrr neighbourhoods for tenants of

community mental heaìth residences, some of the findings identifying

sal ient external variabìes in the model suggest conditions encouraging

neighbouring with tenants. ln particular, neighbourhoods with highìy

transient population are not conducive to residents reporting positive

behavioural intentions regarding superf icial neighbouring with tenants.

I t is understandabìe that residents in transient neighbourhoods would be

less incl ined to neighbour with tenants. Residents are I ikeìy to be

ìess invested in their neighbourhood because of both the continual

changes in neighbours and their own expected short tenancy

Consequentìy, they have less interest in having sociaì contact with

neighbours, particuìarly tenants of faci I ities who may be perceived as

having speciaì needs.
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As well, Iong-time residents are unlikely to express positive

behavioural intentions regarding close neighbouring with tenants. A

possible explanation of this reìationship is that longer residency

contributes to having wel ì-developed and stable socia'l networks in the

neighbourhood. As a result, it leads residents to be ìess open to

including tenants in their social network. lnterestingìy, the same

dynamics do not seem to be operating for neighbours in normal

res i dences, as ì ength of res i dency does not pred i ct behav i oura I

intentions regarding cìose neighbouring of them. This suggests that

long-time residents are discriminating with whom they would neighbour

closely. lt seems ì ikely that tenants wi I I remain outsiders in tightìy

knit neighbourhoods with a large number of long-time residents.

Contrary to predict.ion, ìower education is associated with more

positive bel iefs about neighbouring with tenants of communìty mental

health residences and predicts greater behavioural intentions regarding

close neighbouring for both tenants and neighbours in normal residences.

A possibìe explanation of these relationships is that more highìy

educated persons may p'ìace less importance on thei r neighbours as a

source of support because of their greater mobi ì ity and access to social

networks äway from their neighbourhood. Consistent with this

interpretation, research has shown that lower income residents, who can

be expected to have a lower education, sociaì ize more often and report

more intimate ties with their neighbours than do higher income residents

(Ahlbrandt, l98l+). Based on the findings in the present study, tenants

stand a greater chance of receiving social support from neighbours who

have l ess forma l educat i on.



Past neighbouring seems particularly important as an external

variabìe in the modeì, predicting directly greater behavioural

intentions regarding both superficial neighbouring and close

neighbouring for tenants in community mental heaìth residences and

greater behavioural intentions regarding close neighbouring for

neighbours in normal residences. These relationships are consistent

wi th prev i ous research showi ng the i mportant i nf I uence of past behav i our

on future behaviour (Chaiken 6 Stangor, 1987). ln fact, it has been

suggested that past behaviour be included formaìly in the theory of

reasoned action as a predictor of behaviour (Bentler 6 Speckart, 1979).

This finding is noteworthy in terms of locating community mental heaìth

residences in neighbourhoods that wi I I foster the social integration of

tenants. Active neighbouring between residents in a neighbourhood

should be considered as a criterion for determining placement of these

r es i dences .

ln summary, the findings regarding externaì variabìes in the model

suggest that neighbourhoods faciìitating neighbouring with tenants are

those which have a low but discernable turnover of residents, a high

proportion of residents with ìow education, and a history of regular

neighbouring activity between residents. lnterestingìy, Dear and Tayior

(.l982) found that neighbourhood characteristics associated with less

opposition to the placement of community mental health faci I ities

incìuded having a transient and wel l-educated population.
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D i fferences between Dear and Tay I or 's (l 982) f i nd i ngs and those of

the present study may indicate that the characteristics of

neighbourhoods less opposed to the placement of community mentaì health
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res ¡ dences are d i fferent to character i st i cs of ne i ghbourhoods and

individuaìs that facilitate neighbouring with tenants of these

residences. Clearly, the activities under investigation in the two

studies are very different (poì iticaì opposition vs. neighbourinS).

Unfortunateìy, the choice of ìocation for these residences is frequentìy

based on the absence of opposition towards them in neighbourhoods

(ColAstein, Brown, E Goodrich, 1989). Based on results in the present

study, this criterion for the placement of residences may not uìtimateìy

be conducive to the social integration of their tenants.

Beliefs About a¡ç[ Attitude Towand Nejghbourinç

Results show a reìatively strong relationship between bel iefs about

and attitude toward neighbouring with tenants of community mental health

residences (figure 3). They indicate that attitude toward neighbouring

is based on positive and negative bel iefs about the consequences of

ne i ghbour i ng wi th tenants.

Positive bel iefs about neighbouring emerge as a stronger determinant

of attitude toward neighbouring than negative beì iefs. ln other words,

bel iefs about the potential benefits of neighbouring with tenants of

community mental health facilities pìay a ìarger roìe in forming an

attitude toward neighbouring than do beìiefs about the potential costs.

Bel iefs about neighbouring were aìso found to directly predict

behavioural intentions regarding neighbouring with tenants of community

mental health residences. Specificaì ly, positive bel iefs predict

intentions regarding close neighbouring and negative bel iefs predict
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intentíons regarding superf icial neighbouring. A possible explanation

of these differential results is that the reciprocaì nature of close

neighbouring, involving an exchange of social support, prompts

individuals to evaluate primari ly the "supportrr benefits identified in

positive bel iefs about neighbouring in determining their behavioural

intentions. ln contrast, the support benefits of superficial

neighbouring may be perceived as minimal. Therefore, the potential costs

as reflected in negative bel iefs about neighbouring take precedence over

potentiaì benefits in deciding behaviouraì intentions.

Attitude toward neighbouring exhibits moderate to strong

relationships with behavioural intentions regarding superf icial and

close neighbouring with tenants of community mentaì health facilities.

l'loreover, attitude toward neighbouring is directìy predictive of

behavioural intentions regarding both superficiaì and close

neighbouring, even after controì I ing for external variables and bel iefs.

Qveraì I , these resul ts conf i rm the part of the studyrs modeì i nvoìvi ng

bei i efs about and att i tude toward ne i ghbour i ng as med i ators of externa I

variables and behavioural intentions regarding neighbouring.

Bel i efs about nei ghbour i ng wi th tenants are important determi nants of

behavioural intentions regarding neighbouring, both directìy and

indirectly through attitude toward neighbouring. Bel iefs about negative

consequences of associating with tenants as neighbours (e.g.,

dangerousness, unpredìctability, and ìoss of reputation in the

neîghbourhood) appear to be serious impediments to their integration in

residential neighbourhoods. These findings suggest that publ ic

education initiatives aimed at countering these stereotypicaì negative
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bel iefs related to mentally disabìed persons continue to be required.

At a local level, operators of community mental health residences shouìd

be conscious of these beìiefs and address them in deaìing with

neighbourhood organizations and individual neighbours.

0n the other hand, bel iefs about positive consequences of

neighbouring with tenants (i.e., receipt of support) emerged as

potential faci I itators of tenant integration. This is an important

finding, given that previous research has focused exclusively on

negative bel iefs about mentaì ly disabled persons to explain publ ic

behaviour toward them (Rabkin, 19J2,1980). lt appears that pubìic

education messages should be extended beyond simpìy countering negative

stereotypes of mentalìy disabled individuaìs to include their ability to

contribute to the community through normaì roles such as neighbour.

Publ ic education initiatives should be undertaken in conjunction with

psychosocial rehabilitation of tenants in community mental health

programs which focus on heìping tenants develop ski lls to become active

and supportive neighbours. ln order for publ ic education messages to be

effective at changing beliefs, they need to be corroborated by evidence

of tenants being effective neighbours.

Beliefs About e¡d Attitude Twand tlæ Neighbourhod

A relativeìy strong reìationship was also found between bel iefs about

and attitude toward the neighbourhood. This indicates that a positive

attitude toward the neighbourhood is based on beliefs that one is

integrated in the neighbourhocd, that one receives individual support in

the neighbourhood, and that neighbours are not detached from each other.
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Bel iefs about being integrated in the neighbourhood are the strongest

determinant of attitude toward the neighbourhood, fol lowed by bel iefs

about the presence of detachment between neighbours in the

neighbourhood, and beì iefs about receiving individuaì support in the

ne i ghbourhood.

At the same time, none of these bel iefs emerge as direct predictors

of behavioural intentions of either superficial neighbouring or close

neighbouring with tenants of community mental heaìth faciìities.

Moreover, i n contrast to att i tude toward ne i ghbour i ng, att i tude toward

the neighbourhood appears to play only a small role in determining

behavioural intentions regarding superficial neighbouring and virtual ìy

none regarding close neighbouring with tenants. Overall, this side of

the model seems to contribute minimaì ìy to explaining behavioural

i ntent i ons regard i ng ne i ghbour i ng wi th tenants.

lnterestingly, the model seems to hold up somewhat better for

neighbours in normal residences. ln particular, bel iefs about being

integrated in the neighbourhood and beì iefs about detachment between

nei ghbours di rectly predict behavioural intentions regarding superf icial

neighbouring for these neighbours, whi le beì iefs about receiving

individual support in the neighbourhood directly predict behaviouraì

intentions regarding cìose neighbouring with them. These ìatter

reìationships regarding neighbours in normaì residences are in line with

previous research showing a consistent relationship between sense of

community and neighbouring activity (Unger 6 Wandersman, 1985). Beliefs

about the neighbourhood in the present study were developed from the

sense of commun i ty concept.



A possibìe explanatíon of the

about or att i tude toward the ne i ghbourhood and behav i oura I i ntent i ons

regarding neighbouring for tenants in community mental health facilitíes

is that the relationships are not I inear. A strong sense of community

shared by neighbourhood residents as expressed in beì iefs about and

attitude toward the neighbourhood may serve to exclude individuals who

are in some ways perceived as sufficiently different from normal

neighbours. llembership involving recognized social boundaries, sense of

identification, and signs of commonalty is identified as a central

eìement of sense of community (¡tcttilìan 6 Chavis, .I986). 0n the other

hand, a weak sense of communíty contributes to minimaì invoìvement of

res i dents w i th the i r ne i ghbours, whether they are tenants or norma l

neighbours.
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ìack of relationships between bel iefs

This interpretation is consistent with previous research suggesting

that tenants of community mental health facilit¡es attain maximal social

integration in neighbourhoods with neither strong sociaì cohesion nor

severe disintegration (Trute 6 Loewen, 1976). Further research

examining the relationship between sense of community in neighbourhood

residents and social integration of tenants in faci l ities would extend

knowìedge about optimal neighbourhoods for locating facilities.

At minimum, the present findings indicate that sense of community

does not act as a cataìyst for neighbouring with tenants of community

mental health residences in the manner that it does for normal

neighbours. Overaì l, combined wi th resul ts on bel iefs about

ne i ghbour i ng, the present study suggests that the ì ocat i on of commun i ty

mentaì health residences should be based on specific prevailing beliefs



about ne i ghbour i ng

sense of community

The strength of the pred i ct i ve rel at i onsh i p between att i tudes and

behavioural intentions regarding neighbouring with tenants of community

mental health residences is less than that found in most other studies

using the theory of reasoned action. ln a meta-analysis of research in

this area, Sheppard et aì. (1988) report an average muìtiple correlation

of 0.66 between the combination of attitudes and subjective norms (i.e.,

perceived expectations of others) with behavioural intentions. With

tenants of community mental health faci I ities designated as the target

of behaviour, the present study found a multiple correlation of O.42

between attitudes and behavioural intentions regarding superficial

neighbouring and a multiple correìation of 0.!l+ between attitudes and

behaviouraì intentions regarding close neighbouring.

The ìack of consideration of normative factors in the present study

probabìy explains some of this discrepancy. Aìthough the influence of

attitudes toward performing a behaviour is usually greater than social

norms in forming behavioural intentions, norms have been shown to

contribute significantly to intentions in many situations (Ciaìdini et

31., i98l). ln the case of neighbourhoods, sociaì norms exist around

wr

of

th tenants ín residences rather than the general

ne i ghbourhood res i dents.
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expected interpersonal contact between neighbours (Unger t Wandersman,

1985). These may play a bigger part in determining neighbouring

patterns than atti tude toward the neighbourhood.

Another factor which may have lowered the

att¡tudes and behavioural intentions involves

relationship between

aspects of ne i ghbour i ng
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beyond one's control. Ultimately, neighbouring is a reciprocal social

activity requiring the active participation of two peopìe. Depending on

the respondent's perceptions regarding a neighbour's wi I I ingness to

engage in reciprocal neighbouring, this may serve to attenuate their

behavioural intentions regarding neighbouring. ln order to more

accurateìy predict behaviour over which an individual has onìy partiaì

control, the theory of reasoned action has recently been extended to

include perceived behavìoural control in a situation as a determinant of

both behav ioura l i ntent i ons and actua l behav iour (Rj zen ê l'ladden, ì 986) .

Behavioural Intentions Regarding Neighbouning

The behavioural intentions regarding neighbouring with tenants

expressed by respondents in the current study are consistent with

previous research indicating the viability of community mental health

residences in a wide range of neighbourhoods (Dear å Tayìor, 1982; Tefft

et al., 1988). The present study extends previous findings by

suggesting high levels of receptiveness of tenants as neighbours by

commun i ty res i dents.

A ìarge proportion of respondents (> 7OZ) report favourable

¡ntentions regarding superf icial neighbouring, regardless of tenant

disabi I ity level. Horeover, a significant minority of respondents

(> 252) indicate favourabìe intentions regarding such close neighbouring

activities as inviting tenants into their home and talking with them

about personal issues, irrespective of their disability. Relative to

previous findings on community response to facility placement (Dear g

Taylor, 1982; Tefft et aì., 1988), these favourable intentions could
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indicate that some of the initiaì opposition to locating facilities in

neighbourhoods would decrease once community residents are faced with

having tenants as neighbours.

At the same time, a significant group of respondents remain unsure or

ambivalent in their behavioural intentions regarding cìose neighbouring

with either mi ìdìy or severely disabled tenants. These individuaìs may

be unable to predict their behaviour based on the hypotheticaì person

described in the vignette. Their response, once faced with an actual

person, will serve as a key determinant of the ultimate acceptance or

rej ect i on of tenants i n ne i ghbourhoods.

The present study suggests that the potential exists for significant

improvement in neighbouring between tenants in faci I ities and community

residents. The ìarge majority of respondents indicate positive

behaviouraì intentions regarding superfìciaì neighbouring, and a

signif icant minority report positive behavioural intentions regarding

close neighbouring. ln comparison, current levels of contact between

mentaìly disabled tenants in community faciìities and their neighbours

are extreme.ly ì im i ted (Ambtman, .|990; Sherman et a ì . , .l986) 
.

ln response to opposition encountered in locating facilities in

neighbourhoods, organizations have often resorted to a "low profi Ie'l

approach in. starting up faci I ities (Hogan, ì!86a). This approach

entai ls moving faci I ities into neighbourhoods without informing or

consulting community residents. ln many cases, it has proven successful

in minimizing barriers to f acility placement (\{enocur ê Belcher, .l990) 
.

However, this low profile strategy may ultimateìy serve to affect the



neighbourhood integration of tenants by communicating

should.remain anonymous in the neighbourhood and hide

their ì iving situation.

ln order to capital ize on the potentiaì for greater neighbouring

between community residents and tenants indicated in the present study,

community housing programs may have to actively increase their profile

in neighbourhoods and organize initiatives to encourage contact with

neighbours. Experience with mentally ill persons has been consistently

shown to be associated with more favourable attitudes and greater social

acceptance (Rabkin, 1980). lndeed, the current findings show that

experience with mental 1y i ì I persons is directly reìated to positive

behaviouraì intentions regarding close neighbouring with tenants.

Successful examples of housing programs sol iciting neighbourhood

i nvoìvement have been reported (Hogan, .l986b, .l990) 
.

Expressed behaviouraì intentions regarding neighbouring with tenants

of community mentaì heaìth residences might be inflated by socíal ìy

desirable responding. Link and Cul ìen (1983) found that private

attitudes toward mentaì ìy i ì I persons are general ly more rejecting than

those expressed publ icìy. Simi I arly, Page (1989) showed that verbal

acceptance of marked or stigmatized persons can be foì lowed subsequently

by behavioural rejection. I n the case of the present study, the

inf 'l uence of social desirabiìity cou'l d also serve to attenuate the

relationship between behavioural intentions and actual behaviour.
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them that they

nature of

to
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Certaînìy, reported behavioural intentions regarding superf icial

neighbouring with tenants of faci ì ities are quite high. A large
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proportion of respondents said that they are likely to engage in such

neighbouring. lt is noteworthy that actual neighbouring between

community residents reported in the I iterature is at a simi larly high

level (Ahìbrandt, .l984; Hunter, 197Ð. As well, a large majority of

community residents report a wi 1 ì ingness to have ex-psychiatric patients

as neighbours (Brockman et al., 1979).

lndicated behavioural intentions regarding close neighbouring with

tenants of community mental health facilities are lower than those

regarding superficial neighbouring. A minority of respondents say they

would do so. This proportion is comparable to the proportion of

community residents found in previous studies to be comfortable with

having a close social relationship (e.g., roommate, romantic partner)

with a mentaì ly disabìed individual (Brockman et aì., 1979) . Overal l,

behaviouraì intentions reported in the present study appear more or ìess

in I ine with previous research examining neighbouring between community

residents and sociaì distance from mentaììy disabled individuals.

ln testing the theory of reasoned action, the present study stops at

behavioural intentions because of logisticaì barriers to actuaì ìy

measur i ng behav i our . Prev i ous research suggests that behav i oura l

intentions serve as an accurate predictor of behaviour (Tesser t

Shaffer, 1990) . However, the aforementioned uncontrol ìable aspects of

neighbouring, such as the requirement of reciprocity, might constraín

th i s reì at i onsh i p. 0n the other hand, the nature of measur i ng

behavioural intentions by asking respondents to estimate their

I ikeì ihood of performing a behaviour can be expected, at least to some

extent, to counter some of these constraints. ln providing estimates of



performing a behaviour, respondents are I ike

factors that might impede performance, such

(Sheppard et al., .l988) 
.

ln summary, the proposed mode'l seems usefuì in explaining behavioural

intentions regarding neighbouring, whether toward tenants of community

mental health residences or toward neighbours in normal residences. The

linkage between external variables and beliefs is the weakest part of

it. Horeover, the abi I ity of external variables to predict behavioural

intentions regarding neighbouring is reìatively modest. 0f the external

variables, past neighbouring behaviour emerges as the most sal ient

predictor, directly predicting both superficial and cìose neighbouring

intentions wíth tenants of community mental heaìth residences and close

neighbouring intentions with individuals in normal residences.
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Level of disabi I ity appears as an important neighbour characteristic

that influences behavioural intentions regarding neighbouring.

Specif icaì ìy, it affects behaviouraì intentions regarding neighbouring,

either directìy in the case of cìose neighbouríng, or mediated through

bel iefs about and attitude toward neighbouring for both superficial and

close neighbouring. Respondents express greater behavioural intentions

regarding close neighbouring with mildly disabìed individuals in

comparison to severeìy disabled individuals. Pìace of residence shows

no effect on beliefs about, attitude toward, or behavioural intentions

regard i ng ne i ghbour i ng.

Be

pred i

I ief s

ct ing

about and att i tude toward ne i ghbour i ng are more i mpor tant i n

behavioural intentions regarding neighbouring than bel iefs



about and attitude toward the neighbourhood. The latter part of the

model plays a reìatively minor role in determining behavioural

i ntent i ons regard i ng ne i ghbour i ng .

ln generaì, findings suggest that community residents are receptive

to having tenants of community mental health faci 1 ities as neighbours.

The behaviouraì presentation of tenants appears as a barrier to their

acceptance by residents. Overall, the potentiaì exists for significant

improvement i n nei ghbour i ng between these two groups.

A significant I imitation

of the model without a test

research using the theory of reasoned action suggests that behavioural

intentîons predict behaviour reasonably accurately, it remains unknown

if this relationship wouìd hold up for neighbouring with tenants of

community mentaì heaìth residences. As previousìy discussed, a major

obstacle to assessing this reìationship is the low level of awareness by

residents of community mentaì health facilities in neighbourhoods (Dear

ê Taylor, 1982; Tefft et al., .l988) 
.

Directions for Futune Reseanch
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of

of

the present study is the incompìeteness

actual behaviour. Although previous

Nonetheless, sampìing all or most residents in cìose proximity.to a

large number of community mental health facilities could produce a

sample of individuals aware of faci I ities and their tenants. Even a

relativeìy smal I sampìe might al low for testing the relationship in the

model between behaviouraì intentions and actual behaviour toward

tenants. Depending on the size of the attained sampìe, other aspects of

the model could also be tested.
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Another major limitation of the study is the use of vignettes to

describe hypothetical neighbours. This methodology requires respondents

to imagine different types of neighbours and to predict their

neighbouring behaviour based on a small amount of information.

Vignettes provide at most an imperfect snapshot on which to determine

complex social behaviour. Social interactions such as neighbouring on a

reguìar basis can be expected to produce more and different kinds of

information than that provìded in vignettes.

The impact of neighbour characteristics manipuìated by aìtering the

vignette content accounted for only a smalì amount of variation in

bel iefs about, attitude toward, and behavioural intentions regarding

neighbouring. lt is possible that the presentation of these

characteristics using vignettes diminishes their impact because of the

large gap between such descriptions and real peopìe in everyday sociaì

situations. The reliabiìity of the present results couìd possibly be

assessed in a more reaì istic context by presenting videos of potential

neighbours to community residents and sol iciting their response to them.

Although this methodoìogy is also hypothetical, it could resuìt in a

stronger and more accurate presentat i on of ne i ghbour character i st i cs.

At minimum, it could be used to assess the validity of studies that use

v i gnettes .

The present findings need also to be supplemented by research

focusing on the perspective of tenants of community mental heaìth

residences concerning neighbouring and examining factors which

contribute to their sociaì interaction with community residents (e.g.,

Sherman et al., .l984; Ambtman, 1990). As previously discussed,
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neighbouring is a reciprocal activity. Therefore, developing models of

neighbouring from the standpoint of both community residents and tenants

is necessary to gain a complete understanding of it. Fieid studies

focusing on the social contact between residents and tenants could also

supplement findings in this area. The unobtrusive placement of

researchers in close proximity to community mental heaìth residences

could provide further information about the nature and extent of

interaction between tenants and their neighbours.

As previously noted, the model tested in the present study did not

include social norms concerning neighbouring with tenants. lnstead,

bel iefs about and attitude toward the neighbourhood were substîtuted.

These were found to contribute only minimal ly to expìaining behaviouraì

i ntent i ons regard i ng ne i ghbour i ng wi th tenants of commun i ty menta I

health residences. ln order to improve the prediction of behavioural

intentions regarding neighbouring, future research shouìd examine the

influence of social norms. ln I ine with the theory of reasoned action,

this could involve replacing beì iefs about the neighbourhood with

normative bel iefs (i.e., perception that specific referents think one

should neighbour tenants), and by repìacing attitude toward the

neighbourhood with subjective norm (i.e., the degree to which one

perceives that significant others favour neighbouring tenants).

Bel iefs about and attitude toward the neighbourhood were derived in

the study from the "sense of communìtyrr concept, spl itting it into

cognitive (i.e., beliefs) and affective (i.e., attitude) components. ln

reconfiguring the model to include a normative component in place of

these variables, it may prove theoretical ly worthwhi le to test simply
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"sense of community'r as an external variable predictive of normative

bel iefs.

Given the generaì ly favourable attitude toward neighbouring and high

levels of behavioural intentions regarding neighbouring reported by

respondents in the study, it is possible that social 1y desirable

responding influenced the results. Page and Day (1990) argued that

social desirability has consistentìy influenced research findings on

public attitudes toward the mentalìy ill. Link and Cullen (lg8¡) showed

that sociaìly desirabìe responding can be circumvented to some extent by

querying about how others would respond to the mentally ill.

lnformation retrieved in this manner is interpreted as constituting

"deeper'r attitudes that represent those of the prevai ì ing culture.

Future research couìd borrow from the Link and Culìen (lg8:)

methodoì ogy and guery commun i ty res i dents about the i r ne i ghbours'

attitude toward and behaviouraì intentions regarding neighbouring with

tenants. This could provide some indication of the neighbourhood

cu ì ture and whether or not res i dents' expressed att i tude and behav i oura I

i ntent i ons are i nf ì ated.

As previously discussed, prediction of behaviouraì intentions

regarding neighbouring from attitudes, and prediction of actual

ne i ghbour i ng from behav i oura I i ntent i ons, may be attenuated by the

involuntary aspects of neighbouring, especialìy the necessity of

reciprocity from others. ln order to address these issues in subsequent

studies, perceived behavioural control related to neighbouring should be

added to the model, as a direct predictor of both behavioural intentions
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and behaviour. Perceived behavioural control is simi lar to the concepts

of seìf-efficacy or locus of control (Tesser 6 Shaffer, .I990) . I t

refers to the degree that one perceives having personal controì over the

performance of a particular behaviour (Ajzen ê I'tadden, .l986). A recent

revision to the theory of reasoned action added this variabìe (Ajzen,

I 985) .

Final ly, future research shouìd identify in more detai I the types of

neighbourhoods promoting neighbouring between community residents and

tenants of community mentaì health faci I ities. The present study only

exami ned nei ghbourhood change as a structural character i st i c at the

external variable level of the model. lnvestigating the contribution of

other neighbourhood variables such as homogeneity of resident

socioeconomic status, ethnic composition, proportion of homeowners, mean

age of residents, and the proportion of single family dwelì ings couìd

provide valuabìe information for locating optimaì host neighbourhoods.
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<Name>
<Add r es s>

As Winnipeg looks to the ill0's, the make-up of some neighbourhoods can
be expected to change. lt is unclear what effect this might have on
community I ife. ln anticipation of these changes, we are conducting
research to increase our knowìedge about neighborhoods in the city. ln
particular we are examining city residentsrattitudes about their
neighbourhood, their relationships with their present neighbours, and
their responses toward new neighbours. A greater understanding of these
areas wiìl heìp in pìanning for such things as neighbourhood growth,
hous i ng devel opment and commun i ty serv i ces.

We are writing to request your help with this research. Your household
is one of a smaìl number which are being asked for their opinion on the
topics mentioned above. I t was drawn randomly from the 1989 household
ì istings of the City of Winnipeg Pìanning Department. ln order that the
results wi I I truly represent the thinking Winnipeg residents as a whole,
it is important that each questionnaire be completed and returned. lt
is also important that we have about the same number of men and women
participating in this study. Therefore, we wouìd ì ike the questionnaire
for your household to be completed by an adult maìe ('l8 years of age or
over). lf none is present, then it should be completed by an adult
fema I e.

Cover Letter For First hlai lout

Appendix A

He can assure you that your answers wi I I be confidential. The
questionnaire has an identification number for mailing purposes only.
This is so that we may check your name off the mailing ìist when your
questionnaire is returned.

This study is being conducted through the Department of Psychoìogy at
the University of Hanitoba. Financial assistance for the research has
been kindìy provided by Canada I'lortgage and Housing Corporation. The
results of the study wiìì be made avaiìable to city planners, housing
authorities, community organizations, and al I interested citizens. You
can receive a summary of resuìts by writing "copy of resuìts requested'l
on the back of the return enveìope, and printing your name and address
below it. Please do not put this information on the questionnaire
i tsel f.

lf you have any questions about the study, please do not hesitate to
contact me at \lt+-9338 (days) or 786-1990 (evenings). Thank you for
your ass i stance.

Sincereìy,

Tim Aubry
Project Director

Bruce Tefft
Co-investigator

_235_



Dear Wi nn i peg Res i dent:

Last week a questionnaire seeking your opinion about neíghborhood I ife
was maiìed to you. Your address was drawn in a random sample of
househol ds i n Wi nn i peg.

lf you have already completed and returned it to us pìease accept our
sincere thanks. lf not, pìease do so today. Because it has been sent
to only a smalì, but representativen sample of city residents it is
extremely important that yours also be included in the study if the
results are to accurateìy represent the opinions of people living ín
Winnipeg.

Appendix B

Postcand Reminden

lf by some chance you did not rece¡ve
misplaced, please call me right now,
one i n the ma i I to you today.

the questionnai re,
at t+7\-9318 and I wi

Sincerely,

Tim Aubry
Project Director

or it got
ì I get another

_236_



<Name>
<Add r es s>

About three weeks ago we wrote to you seeking your opinions about íssues
reìated to your neighbourhood and neighbours. As of today we have not
yet rece i ved your comp I eted quest i onna i re.

Wh i le r^/e real ize that th is survey wi I 1 take l! minutes of your t ime, we
hope you wiìl see it as a contribution to improving the quality of
community I ife in Winnipeg. h,e have undertaken this study because we
believe that resident opinions should be considered in the pìanning and
development of Wi nnipeg nei ghbourhoods.

l./e are wr i t ing to you because of the s ign i f icance each quest ionna i re has
to the usefuìness of this study. Your address was drawn at random
through a scientific sampìing process in which every household in
l{innipeg has an equal chance of being selected. 0nìy about one of every
1000 Winnipegers are being asked to complete this questionnaire. ln
order for the results of this study to be truly representative of the
opinions of all Winnipeg residents, we urge you to return your completed
guestionnaire.

As mentioned in our last letter, the questionnaire from your household
shouìd be completed by an adult male. lf there is no adult male I iving
in your household, then it should be compìeted by an adult female. Our
reason for choosing the gender of the respondent in a household is to
insure as much as possible that the opinions of men and women are
equally represented in the results.

Cover Letter For Second ffiai lout

Appendix C

ln the event that your questionnaire has been mispìaced, a replacement
aìong with a postage paid return envelope is enclosed. lf you have any
questions about the study pìease feeì free to call me at 1+7\-9338 (days)
or 786- I 990 (even i ngs) .

Your contribution to this research is greatly appreciated.

Sincereìy,

Tim Aubry
Project Director

-231-



<Name>
<Add r es s>

I am writing to you about our study of resident opinions related to
Winnipeg neighborhoods. We are currently in the final stages of our
citywide survey and as yet have not received your compìeted
questionnaire. We real ize that we have been persistent in contacting
you. Wh i I e we do respect your pr ivacy and your r i ght to ref use, may \^/e

ask you one Iast time to consider our invitation to be a part of this
s tudy .

The I arge number of quest i onna i res returned i s very encourag i ng. But
whether we wi I I be abìe to describe accurateìy how Winnipegers feel
about theìr neighbourhood and neighbours now depends upon you and others

Cover Letten For Third Mai lout
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who have not yet responded.
suggest that those of you who have not yet sent in your questionnaire
may hold quite different viewpoints about neighborhood issues than those
who have.

The resul ts of our study are of particuìar importance to the many ci ty
officiaìs, community planners, and residents now considering what kinds
of neighborhood deveìopment should be encouraged (and for that matter
d iscouraged) so as to best meet the needs of persons I ike yourself . l.Je

hope to receive information from individuals who I ive in as many
different neighbourhoods of the ci ty as possible. Since we are only
sol iciting one or two individuaìs per neighbourhood, we cannot emphasize
enough how valuable each respondent is to our study. Even if you are
new to a neighbourhood, we consider your participation very important.

ln order to insure prompt and reliable delivery, we are sending this
letter by courier. ln case our other correspondence did not reach the
person i n your househoìd whose response i s needed, a repl acement
quest i onna i re i s enc l osed. For your househol d, we ask that the
questionnaire be completed by an adult male. lf there is no adult maìe
I iving in your househoìd, then it should be completed by an aduìt
f emale. l'1ay I encourage you to return it as soon as possible in the
postage pa i d return enveì ope.

This is because our past experiences

lf you have any guestions about the study, pìease feeì free to contact
me at 786-1990 (even i ngs) . Your contr i but i on to the success of th i s
study wi I ì be greatìy appreciated.

l,lost Sincereìy,

T i m Aubry
Project Director

-238-
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Survey Questionnaine
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A 7989 citvwíde suwey of Winnípeg householders
about belíé:fs, attitudes, and behaviors related to
neighbourhood lífe, neíghbours, and quality of lífe-

Questions in the booklet ore orronged so thot you either fill in the
blonks or circle the response thot best fits for you. Pleose onswer oll
questions in the order they oppeor. If you wish to comment on ony
questions or quolify your onswers, please feel free to use the spoce

in the margins.

Return this questionnoire to:
Deportment of PsYchologY

UniversitY of Monitobo
WinniPeg, lv'fonitobo
R3T 2N2

- , {u -



For the DurDose of fl¡is studv, neiqhbours are defined as people who líve near your home. By
neiahböurtiood. we mean the'surróundine area within noimcil walkínq distanci! of vour homé.
Anlmportont áspect of neighbourhood IiTe involves the contact that góes on betweén residents
of a nèighbourhood. In f his frrst section, we would like to frnd out how often you have had the
following kínds of cotttact witlt your present neighbours.

Appendix E (cont'd)

Survey Quest i onna i re

O-1 Lent thinos to o neiohbour, such
os books,"moqozinei, dishes,
tools, recipes,-or food?

Q-2 Hod o conversotion with o
neiqhbour when seeing them
on ihe street? ..............:................. FREQUENTLY

O-3 Heloed o neiohbour bv lookino- oftei their hõme whilê they wére
owov ond tokino core of süch
thinás os woteríno Dlonts.
goth"ering moil, or"feeding pets? .. FREQUENTLY

O-4 Told a neiohbour obout vour- dentist, foñ¡ly doctor, oíother
professionol sêrvices you use? ...... FREQUENTLY

Q-5 Offered o ride to o neiqhbour
when they needed it?-.................. FREQUENTLY

Q-6 Gone with o neiqhbour on o- 
sociol outing suèh os shopping,
to o movie, concert, or other
similor kind of event? .. -........... -....FREQUENTLY

Q-7 Shored informotion with o
neiohbour obout such thinos os
horie repoirs ond lown corË? ......rRcQUENTLY

Q-B Discussed neiqhbourhoodissues
ond oroblem5 with o
neighbour? ..........-... FREQUENTLY

O-9 Informed o neiohbour obout o- neiohbourhoodevent such os o
bloËk porty, neighbourhood
ossociõtioñ meetinq, church
bozoor or other sirñilor kind
of event? ..--.............. FREQUENTLY

O-10 Invited o neiohbour into vour home- for coffee, o ärink, or otliêr
similor kind of sociolizing? ......... FREQUENTLY

Q-l1 Àssisted o neiqhlrour with cr house-
hold tosk such os o rninor housc
repoir or moving furnitr.rre? ........ FREQUË.NTLY

I y-qwoflen hoveyou: -l
' (Circle your onswer)

FREQUENTLY FAIRLY OCCASIONÀLLY RARELY NEVER
OFTEN
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FÀIRLY OCCÀSIONALLY RÀRELY NEVER
OFTEN

FAIRLY OCCÀSIONÀLLY RÀRELY NEVER
OFTEN

FÀIRLY OCCASIONALLY RARELY NEVER
OFTEN

FA¡RLY OCCÀSIONALLY RÀRELY NEVER
OFTEN

FÀIRLY OCCASIONALLY RÀRELY NEVER
OFTEN

FÀIRLY OCCÀSIONALLY RÀRELY NEVER
OFTEN

FÀIRLY OCCÀSIONÀLLY RÀRELY NEVER
OFTEN

Q-,l2 Tolked with o rrciqhbour ol¡out
their oersonol issucs sucll c-rs

fomilü concenrs, ,work
probléms, or heolth? ......,............FREQUENT1Y FATRLY occAstoNAt-t-Y RÀRELY NEVER

OFTEN

FÀIRLY OCCÀSIONALLY RARELY NEVER
OFTEN

FAIRLY OCCÀSIONÀLLY RARELY NEVER
OFTEN

FÀIRLY OCCASIONÀLLY RARELY NEVER
OFTEN



Another ímportant part of understandinq neÍqhbourhood life has to do with the beliefs oeoole
have aboui the¡r ni.¡ghbourhood and néíghúours. In thís next,section, we are intereêted in
knowí1rg how much ¡tóu.agree or dísagree i,¡tn tne followíng statements wlrcn it comes to your
ne tg n D our nooa ana netg nÞours.

(Please círcle the number of your answer for each questíon.)

Q-13 Compgredtootherneighbourhoods, Iviewmyneighbourhoodososofeploceforthepeople
living in it.

1 STRONGLYÀGREE
2 AGREE
3 NEITHER ÀGREE NOR DISÀGREE
4 DISÀGREE
5 STRONGLY DISÀGREE

Q-14 I like to think of myself os similor to the people who live in this neighbourhood.

1 STRONGLY AGREE
2 AGREE
3 NEITHER AGREE NOR DISÀGREE
4 DISÀGREE
5 STRONGLY DISÀGREE

Q-15 There is o feeling in this neighbourhood thot people should not get too friendly with eoch
other.

Appendix E (cont'd)
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zlt 1

Q-16 If I.hod on emergency, even people I do not know in this neighbourhood would be willing
to help.

1 STRONGLY AGREE
2 ÀGREË
3 NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
4 DISAGREE
5 STRONGLY DISAGREE

Q-17 If the people in my neighbourhood were plonning something l'd think of it os something
"we" weré doing räther-thon "they" were'doing.

1 STRONGLY AGREE
2 AGREE
3 NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
4 DISAGREE
5 STRONGLY DISAGREE

Q-18 Iwouldbewillingtoworktogetherwithothersonsomethingtoimprovemyneìghbourhood.

1 STRONGLY AGREE
2 AGREE
3 NEITHER ÀCREE NOR DISAGREE
4 DISAGREE
5 STRONGLY DISÀGREE

1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEITHER ÀGREE NOR DISAGREE
DISÀGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE



Aqain, we would líke to know how much you agree or dísagree with the followÍng statements
when it comes to your neighbourhood and neíghbours:

(Please circle the number of your answer for each question.)

Q-19 I think I ogree with most people in my neighbourhood obout whot is importont in life.

1 STRONGLY AGREE
2 AGREE
3 NEITHER AGREE NOR DISÀGREE
4 DISAGREE
5 STRONGLY DISAGREE

Q-20 If I needed odvice obout something I could go to someone in my neighbourhood.

i STRONGLYAGREE
2 ÀGREE
3 NEITHER ÀGREE NOR DISAGREÊ
4 DISAGREE
5 STRONGLY DISAGREE

Q-21 I plon to remoin a resident of this neighbourhood for o number of yeors.

1 STRONGLY ÀGREE
2 AGREE
3 NEITHER ÀGREE NOR DISAGREE
4 DISAGREE
5 STRONGLY DISÀGREE

Q-22 I believe thot my neighbours would listen to my opinions before moking on importont
decision which offectsthis neighbourhood.

1 STRONGLY AGREE
2 ÀGREE
3 NEITHER AGREE NOR DISÀGREE
4 DISAGREE
5 STRONGLY DISÀGREE

Q-23 In my mind, I hove a cleor idea of the boundories of whot I consider my neighbourhood.

i STRONGLY ÀGREE
2 ÀGREE
3 NEITHER AGREE NOR DISÀGREE
4 DISAGREE
5 STRONGLY DISÀGREE

Q-24 I think thot "every mon for himself" is o good description of how people oct in this
neighbourhood-

1 STRONGLY ÀGREE
2 AGREE
3 NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
4 DISAGREE
5 STRONGLY DISAGREE

Q-25 lftherewososeriousprobleminthisneighbourhood,thepeopleherecouldgettogetherond
solve it.

1 STRONCLY ACREE
2 AGREE
3 NEITHER ACREE NOR DISAGREE
4 DISACREE
5 STRONGLY DISAGREE

Appendix E (cont'd)

'Survey Quest i onna i re
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Q-26 There ore people in this neighbourhood, other thon my fomily, who reolly core obout me.

Appendix E (cont'd)

Survey Questionnaire

Q-27 Generolly speokÍng, I wont to do whot most of my neighbours think I should do.

1 EXTREMELY LIKELY
2 QUITE LIKELY
3 SLIGHTLY LIKELY
4 NEITHÊR LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY
5 SLIGHTLY UNLIKELY
6 QUITE UNLIKELY
7 EXTREMELY UNLIKELY

Q-28 Overoll, how do you feel obout your neighbourhood?

1 EXTREMELY FÀVORABLE
2 QUITE FÀVORÀBLE
3 SLIGHTLY FÀVORABLE
4 NEITHER FÀVORÀBLE NOR UNFAVORÀBLE
5 SLIGHTLY UNFÀVORÀBLE
6 QUITE UNFÀVORÀBLE
7 EXTREMELY UNFAVORABLE

Q-29 In generol, how do you rote your neighbourhood os o ploce to live?

1 EXTREMELY DÊSIRABLE
2 QUITE DESIRÀBLE
3 SLIGHTLY DESIRABLE
4 NEITHER DESIRÀBLE NOR UNDESIRABLE
5 SLIGHTLY UNDESIRÀBLE
6 QUITE UNDESIRABLE
7 EXTREMELY UNDESIRABLE

1

2
J

4
5

STRONGLY ACREE
ÀGREE
NEITHER AGREE NOR DISÀGREE
DISÀGREE
STRONGLY DISÀGREE
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Another imoortant DurDose of this studv is to learn more about how people respond to new
neíghboursl So, nexì wë would like you to read the fotlowÍng brief desciiptíon of à person and
ímogíne that they have recently moved on to your block.
Basíd on this deícríptíon, pledse answer the questions that follow.

fone B. is o 40 year old, white womon living in o home which is locoted on your
block and looks like c¡ny other home. f one is not working ond spends most of her
time in the neighbourhood. She tends to dress in o sloppy monner ond her
grooming is generolly poor. She seems very quiet and doesn't tolk much to onyone.
She octs like she is ofroid of people. If you met her on the street she would seem
different thon other people.



First, we are interested in frndíng out whot beliefs you hold about associating with lane as a
neighbour:

(Please circle the number of your answer)

Appendix E (cont'd)
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Q-30 My ossocioting with f one os o neighbourwould be puzzling ond confusing. I wouldn't krrow
whot to soy olhow io behove wiih her.

Q-31 N4y ossocioting with fone os o neighbour would provide me with friendly contoct
1 EXTREMELY LIKELY
2 QUITE LIKELY
3 SLIGHTLY LIKELY
4 NEITHER LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY
5 SLIGHTLY UNLIKELY
6 QUIÏE UNLIKELY
7 EXTREMELY UNLIKELY

1 EXTREMELY LIKELY
2 QU¡TE LIKELY
3 SLIGHTLY LIKELY
4 NEITHER LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY
5 SLIGHTLY UNLIKELY
6 QUITE UNLIKELY
7 EXTREMELY UNLIKELY

Q-32 My ossocioting with fone os o neighbour would hurt my reputotion with neighbours thot
I c'ore obout. "

1 EXTREMELY LIKELY
2 QUITE LIKELY
3 SLIGHTLY LIKELY
4 NEITHER LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY
5 SLIGHTLY UNLIKELY
6 QUITE UNLIKELY
7 EXTREMELY UNLIKELY

Q-33 MyossociotingwithJoneosoneighbourwouldprovidemewithhel¡roronextrolrontlrvitlr
o hor¡sehold tãsk if I need it.

1 EXTREMELY LIKELY
2 QUITE LIKELY
3 SLIGHTLY LIKELY
4 NEITHER LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY
5 SLIGHTLY UNLIKELY
6 QUITE UNLIKELY
7 EXTREMELY UNLIKELY

Q-34 ìv{y ossocioting with fone os o neiqhbour would ploce rne in o ¡rhysicolly clcrrrqcrorrs
sitrtotion. I wouldn't know whot she wos going to dö from o¡lc ntinúte-to the'rìext. -

1 EXTREMELY LIKELY
2 QUITE LIKELY
3 SLIGHTLY LIKELY
4 NEITHER LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY
5 SLIGHTLY UNLIKELY
6 QUITE UNLIKELY
7 EXTREMELY UNLIKELY

Q 35 lt4y ossociotinq lvith Jcìne os o neighbour would provide rne with inlorrncrtion crbout the
neighbourhooä.

1 EXTREN4ELY LIKELY
2 QLIITE LIKELY
3 SI,IG}ITLY LIKELY
4 NEITI]ËR LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY
5 SLIGHTI-Y UNLIKELY
6 QUITE UNLIKELY
7 EXTREMELY UNLIKEI.Y
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Q-36 Most of my neighbor¡rs would think tlìot I should ossociote with Jone os o neÍghbour.
1 EXTREMELY LIKELY

í $iåä'ii''itft,*o o uN L, KEL*
5 SLIGHTLY UNLIKELY

i &ïÄE,iäit*1,*,'-.,
Q-37 Most ¡reople who ore importont to ¡ne would think thot I should ossociote with fone os o

neighboúr.

1 EXTREMELY LIKELY

3 SY¿'"1"'ÍïTI..'
4 NEITHER LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY
5 SLIGHTLY UNLIKELY
6 QUITE UNLIKELY
7 EXTREMELY UNLIKELY

Q-38 Overoll, how do you fèel obout ossocioting with Jone os o neighbour.?
I EXTREMELY FAVORÀBLE
2 QUITE FAVORABLE
3 SLIGHTLY FAVORABLE
4 NEITHER FÀVORABLE NOR UNFAVORABLE
5 SLIGHTLY UNFAVORÀBLE
6 QUITE UNFÀVORABLE
7 EXTREMELY UNFAVORABLE

Appendix E (cont'd)

Survey Questionnaire

Next, we would like to kttotv about the kinds of contact you tyould be willing to ltave with lañe.As o neiglrbour, how likely are you to do the followinþ vtith lone?
(Please circle tlte nutnber of your answer.)
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Q-39 I worrld lend thi

Q-40 I would hovc o coìlversotion with f <rne rvhelt I see her on the street.

i VEIìY LIKELY
2 LIKELY
3 NEITI]ER LIKEI-Y NOR UNI-IKELY
4 UNLIKELY
5 VERY UNLIKELY

n9s

i
2
3
4
5

to f one such os books, mcrgozines, dishes, tools, recipes or food.
VERY LIKELY
LIKELY
NEITHER LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY
UNLIKELY
VERY UNLIKELY

Q-4 1 l.rvotrld hclp lonc by looking oftc¡ her homc while she rvos owoy nncì tcrking core of such
things <-rs wcrteling I)lonts, gãthering rnoil, cltd feeding ¡rcts.

1 VERY LIKELY
2 t.IKELY
3 NEITIIER LIKEI.Y NOR IJNI,IKELY
4 UNI-fKF-I-Y
5 VEIìY UNLIKEi.}'



As o neighbour, how likely are you to do the following with lane?

(Please circle the nuntber of your answer.)

Appendix E (cont'd)
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Q-42 I would tell f one obout my dentist, fomily doctor or other professionol services I use if she
osked.

Q-43 I would offer ]one o ride if she needed it.

1 VERY LIKELY
2 LIKELY
3 NEITHER LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY
4 UNLIKELY
5 VERY UNLIKELY

1

2
3
4
5

VERY LIKELY
LIKELY
NEITHER LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY
UNLIKELY
VERY UNLIKÊLY

Q-44 IwouldgowithJoneonosocioloutingsuchosshopping,toomovie,concert,orothersimilor
kind of event.

1 VERY LIKELY
2 LIKELY
3 NEITHER LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY
4 UNLIKELY
5 VERY UNLIKELY

Q-45 I would shore informotion with Jone obout such things os home repoirs ond lown core if she
osked.

1 VERY LIKELY
2 LIKELY
3 NEITHER LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY
4 UNLIKELY
5 VERY UNLIKELY

Q-46 I would discuss neighbourhood issues ond problems with Ione.

1 VERY 
YLIKELY

3 NEITHER LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY
4 UNLIKELY
5 VERY UNLIKELY

Q-47 I would inform fone obout o neighbourhood event or meeting such os o,block porty,
neighbourhood ossociotion meeting, church bozoor, or other similor kind of event.

1 VERY LIKELY
2 LIKELY

; uRT,?ElrrrKELY 
NoR UNLTKELY

5 VERY UNLIKELY

Q-48 I would invite lone into my home for coffee, o drink, or ottrer similor kind of socicrlizing.

1 VERY I-IKEI,Y

i [,åï{:I¡,KËLY 
No* 

'NLIKELY
5 VERY UNLIKELY

¿46



Q-49 I would ossist Jone with o household tosk such os o minor house repoir or moving fumiture.

Appendix E (cont'd)
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Q-50 I would tolk with
or heolth.

1 VERY LIKELY
2 LIKELY
3 NEITHER LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY
4 UNLIKELY
5 VERY UNLIKELY

fone obout her personol issues such os fomily concems, work problems,

1 VERY LIKELY
2 LIKELY
3 NEITHER LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY
4 UNLIKELY
5 VERY UNLIKELY

Another area of interest in our studv of neíohbourhood lífe ínvolves the oeneral oualitv of life
of community residents. Therefore,wewoulã.like to askyou aboutyour saíisfactíoh,well-being,
and health in a number of oreas'over the last little wlíile.

AII in all, how satisfred or dìssatísfied
are you with the following:

Q-5 1. Your neighbourhood: .................... VERY
SÀTISFIED

Q-52. Your home:.......... .....VERY SÀTISFIED DISSÀTISFIED
SÀTISFIED

Q-53.Your. heolth ond physicol
concllhon: ..................VERY SATISFIED DISSATISFIED

SÀTISFIED

How often have you recently:
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Q-54 Been oble to

THÀN USUAL USUÀL THÀN USUAL
Q-55 Been oble-to foce up to

your problems? ...........................MoRE so SÀME ÀS LEss so
THÀN USUÀL USUÀL THÀN USUAL

Q-56 Felt you ore ployinq
o usêtul port initriñgs? ..............voRE so SÀME AS LEss so

THÀN USUAL USUAL THÀN USUAL
Q-57 Felt copoble of mokinq

decisions obout things? ..............MORE so SÀME ÀS LESS SO
THAN USUAL USUÀL THAN USUÀL

Q-58 Felt constontly
under stroin? ..........MoR8 so SAME ÀS LESS so

THAN USUAL USUÀL THAN USUAL
Q-59 Been oble to concentrote on

whatever you're doing? ..........BETTER THAN SÀME ÀS LESS THAN

Been oble to eniov vour
normol doy-to-äo'y'oair

(Circle your onswer)

SATISFIED DISSÀTISFIED

y octivities? .-..MoRE so sÀME AS LESS SO

Q-60 Felt you couldn't overcome
youf difficulties? ..........................NoT AT NO MORE RÀTHER MORE

ÀLL THÀN USUAL THÀN USUAL
Q-61 Lost much sleep

over worry/ .............NOT ÀT NO MORE RATHER MORE
ÀLL THAN USUAL THÀN USUAL

Q-62 Been feelinq
unhoppy oi.rd depressed? ............NoT AT No MORE RÀTHER MORE

ÀLL THÀN USUAL THAN USUAL

(Circle your onswer)

VERY
DISSÀTISFIED

VERY
DISSATISFIED

VERY
DISSÀTISFIED

USUÀL

MUCH LËsS
THAN USUAL

MUCH LESS

THÀN USUÀL

MUCH LESS
THAN USUAL

MUCH LESS
THÀN USUÀL

MUCH LESS
THAN USUÀL

MUCH LESS

THAN USUÀL

MUC}.I MORE
TI-IAN USUAL

MUCII MORE
THÀN USUAL

MUCH MORE
TIIAN USUAL

USUAL USUÀL



How often have you recently:' | (circle youronswer)

0-63 Been losino I

- 
confidenCe"in yourself2................NOT ÀT NO MORE R¡,THER MORE MUCH

ÀLL THÀN USUÀL THAN USUÀL THÀN

Appendix E (cont'd)
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Q-64 Been thinkinq of- yourself os o "worthless person? ... NOT AT NO MORE RÀTHER MORE MUCH MORE
ÀLL THAN USUÀL THÀN USUÀL THAN USUÀL

0-65 Been feelino reasonoblv- 
hoppy, oll tlings consi'dered? .....NoT ÀT No MoRE RÀTHER MoRE MUCH MoRE

ALL THAN USUAL THAN USUÀL THÀN USUÀL

As weII, we are interested in ñnding out about the contact that community resídents havewith
people'who are often viewed as being different from others. In partículai, we are focusíng on
bxpierienceswíth the mentally iII. 

@
Q-66 Hove you ever known o person who wos hospitolized in- o meítol institution?.....:............... .......YES NO
0-67 Hove vou ever worked for pov or done volunteer work with- peoplé who hove been hospiíolized for mentol illness? .................YES NO
Q-68 Do you hove ony friends who work for poy in o ploce where- the'mentolly ill äre cored for?...............:.........................................YES NO
Q-69 Do you hove ony friends who do volunteer work in o ploce- 

whére the mentólly ill ore cored for? .............. ..........YES NO

Q-70 Hove you ever visited on ogency in o community where- 
mentdl potients ore given iob tfoining? ...................YES NO

Q-71 Hove you ever been in o mentol hospitol os o visitor? ..................YES NO
Q-72 Hove you ever visited o mentoì heolth clinic or mentol

heolth center? ................... ....................YES NO

FinqIIy, we-would like to ask some questíons to help us know the range of people partícípatíng
in thé study.

Q-73 First, we would like to know who lives with you in your household. Pleose list everyone by- 
reloiionship, their oge ond sex, storting with youréelf.
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WHO? (e.9., wife, husbond
portner, son, friend etc.)

1. YOURSELF

I

MORE
USUÀL

2.

J.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Q-74 Whot is your current moritol stotus? (Circle number)
i NOW MARRIED
2 COMMON LÀW OR LIVING ÀS MARRIED
3 DIVORCET)
4 WIDOWED
5 SEPARATED
6 SINGLE (NEVER MARRIED)

ÀGE
(in yeors)

SEX
(M=mole; F=female)



Q-75 How long hove you lived in this neighbourhood?
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Q-76 Whot kind of dwelling do you live in? (Circle number)

(Fill in the blank)

Q-77 Do you own or rent the home in which you now live? (Circle number)
1 OWN HOME
2 RENT HOME

Q-78 Whot is your employment stotus? (Circle one only)

1
)
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

SINGLE HOUSE
SEMI-DETACHED/DOUBLE HOUSE
DUPLEX
ROW HOUSE
APARTMENT IN A RESIDENTIÀL HOME
HOUSE ATTÀCHED TO A NON-RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURE
BLOCK ÀPÀRTMENT
MOBILE HOME

Yeors or _Months (if less thon 1 yeor)

OTHER (Specify)

Q-79 Whot is the highest level of educotion you hove completed? (Circle one only)

2)+9

1
2

3
4
5
6
7

EMPLOYED FULL TIME
EMPLOYED PÀRT TIME
FULL TIME HOMEMÀKER
UNEMPLOYED
IN SCHOOL FULL-TIME
RETIRED
OTHER (Specify)

1
')

3
4
5
6
a

I
9

10
l1

Q-8O Which of the following broad categories describes your personol income ond the totol
income of olì members of the household before toxès ond deductions, in 1988?

NO FORMAL EDUCÀTION
GRÀDE SCHOOL
SOME HIGH SCHOOL
HIGH SCHOOL GRÀDUATE
SOME COMMUNITY COLLEGE
COMMUNITY COLLECE CRÀDUÀTE
SOME UNIVÊRSITY
UNIVERSITY GRADUÀTE
SOME GRÀDUÀTE WORK
GRADUÀTE DEGREE
OTHER (specify)

(Circle one)
l- Yo¡jir.rcoME l
1 LESS THAN $5,OOO
2 $5,OOO to $9,999
3 $1O,OO0 to $14,999
4 $ I5,OOO to 519,999
5 $2O,OO0 to $24,999
6 $25,000 to $29,999
7 $3O,O0O to $39,999
8 $40,OOO to 549,999
9 $50,000 to $59,999
i0 $60,000 to $69,999
1 i $70,000 to $79,999
12 $B0,OOO OR MORE

(Circle one)

rH¡JJJIHOLD INCOME I

I LESS THAN $5,OOO
2 $5,OOO to 69,999
3 $1O,OOO to $14,999
4 $15,OOO to $19,999
5 $2O,OOO to $24,999
6 $25,OOO to $29,999
7 $30,000 to $39,999
B $40,OOO to 549,999
9 $5O,O0O to $59,999

10 $60,000 ro 569,999
1 i $ 70,000 to 579,999
12 $80,000 0R MORE



Is there anything else you would like to teII us about your neighbourhood, neighbours, or how
you resporid to new neighbours? If so please use fhis space for that purpose. AIso, any other
comments you wish to make that you thínk may help us in future efforts to understand
neighbourhood life in Winnípeg, will be apprecÍated.

Appendix E (cont'd)

Survey Quest i onna i re
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l'our contribution to tltis study is greatly appreciated. lf you lottld like a summary of results,
¡tlease prínt your na¡ne and address on the back af the returrT envelo¡te (Not on this question-
naire) and we will see lltat you get it.



T4ALE / NORHAL RESIDENCE / I\ILD DISABILITY

l. John B. is a 40 year old, white man ìiving in a home which is
on your block and looks like any other home. John works during
and spends most evenings in the neighborhood. He tends to dress
'look I ike other people in the neighborhood. He seems at times
uncomfortable and awkward in social situations, but he general'l y
an effort to talk and spend time with other people. lf you met
the street he would not seem different than other people.

¡1ALE / NOR¡4AL RESIDENCE / SEVERE DISABILITY

Appendix F

Vignette Description of Neighbours

2. John B. is a 40 year old, white man ìiving in a home which is located
on your block and ìooks ìike any other home. John is not working and
spends most of his time in the neìghborhood. He tends to dress in a

sloppy manner and his grooming is generally poor. He seems very quiet
and doesn't talk much to anyone. He acts like he is afraid of peopìe.
lf you met him on the street he would seem different than other people.

ItALE / CO¡1I,1UNITY I'lENTAL HEALTH FACILITY / ¡.1ILD DISABILITY

3. John B. is a l+0 year oìd, white man ì iving in a home f or those who
are being placed into the community following psychiatric treatment in a

mental hospital. This horne is ìocated on your block and looks I ike any
other home. John works during the day and spends most evenings in the
neighborhood. He tends to dress and look I ike other people in the
neighborhood. He seems at times uncomfortabìe and awkward in social
situations, but he general ly makes an effort to talk and spend time with
other people. lf you met him on the street he would not seem different
than other peopìe.

NALE / CO¡1¡4UNITY I4ENTAL HEALTH FACILITY / SEVERE DISABILITY

4. John B. is a 40 year oìd, white man living in a home for those who
are being placed into the community following psychiatric treatment in a

mental hospital. This home is located on your bìock and ìooks ìike any
other home. John is not working and spends most of his time in the
neighborhood. He tends to dress in a sloppy manner and his grooming is
generally poor. He seems very quiet and doesn't talk much to anyone.
He acts like he is afraid of people. lf you met him on the street he
wou ì d seem d i fferent than other peopì e.

I ocated
the day

and

makes
him on
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Vignette Description 0f Neighbours

FEI4ALE / NORI'IAL RESIDENCE / NTtO DISABILITY

5. Jane B. is a 40 year old, white woman I iving in a home for those who
are being placed into the community following psychiatric treatment in a

mental hospital. This home is located on your block and looks I ike any
other home. Jane works during the day and spends most evenings in the
neighborhood. She tends to dress and look like other people in the
neighborhood. She seems at times uncomfortabìe and awkward in social
situations, but she generally makes an effort to talk and spend time
with other peopìe, lf you met her on the street she would not seem
d i fferent than other peop I e.

FEI,TALE / NORI"IAL RESIDENCE / SEVERT DISABILITY

Appendix F (cont'd)

6. Jane B. is a 40 year old, white woman living in a home which is
located on your block and looks like any other home. Jane is not
working and spends most of her time in the neighborhood. She tends to
dress in a sìoppy manner and her grooming is generaìly poor. She seems
very quiet and doesn't talk much to anyone. She acts I ike she is afraid
of people. lf you met her on the street she would seem different than
other peop I e.

FEHALE / COT4I4UN ITY I4ENTAL HEALTH FAC IL ITY / 14I LD D ISAB IL ITY

7. Jane B. is a l+0 year oìd, white woman ìiving in a home for those who
are being placed into the community folìowing psychiatric treatment in a

mental hospitaì. Jane works during the day and spends most evenings in
the neighborhood. She tends to dress and look ì ike other people in the
neighborhood. She seems at times uncomfortabìe and awkward in social
situations, but she generaì ìy makes an effort to talk and spend time
with other peopìe. lf you met her on the street she wouìd not seem
d i fferent than other peopl e.

FEI4ALE / COI4I,1UNITY I"lENTAL HEALTH FACILITY / SEVERE DISABILITY
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8. Jane B. is a I+0 year old, white woman 1 iving in a home for those who
are being placed into the community foìlowing psychiatric treatment in a

mental hospitaì. Jane is not working and spends most of her time in the
neighborhood. She tends to dress in a sloppy manner and her grooming is
generalìy poor. She seems very quiet and doesn't talk much to anyone.
She acts ì ike she is afraid of peopìe. lf you met her on the street she
would seem di fferent than other people.


